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warring parties’ decisions to engage in contests over territorial control and how that in turn
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1. Introduction

On April 2 2014 the former director of USAID, Andrew Natsios, held a talk
at the LBJ School of Public Affairs, Austin, Texas. During the questions and
answers session an audience member asked whether he had made any errors
during his career and how he had coped with them. As a fellow audience
member I right away expected to hear about some minor error, or – as tend
to be standard practice – that he would blame the organization at large and
its routines for some publicly known problem. Natsios however, immediately mentioned the relief efforts that he headed in Somalia in the early nineties
that were aimed at relieving famine victims. Resting on traditional doctrine
he attempted to target the starving with high value food aid. The food aid
was misappropriated and exploited and used as payment of troops and for
purchasing arms. The international donors had in effect contributed to the
country’s chaos and death. The alternative to navigating the corruption and
theft in Somalia in order to target the poor would have been to flood the
country with food to diffuse the pockets of valuable aid. According to
Natsios such market interventions would have decreased the adverse effects
of aid while still addressing the famine.
From the time of the Somalia crisis (Natsios, 1996) to the turn of the millennium (Anderson, 1999; Luttwak, 1999) both the aid and the academic
communities became increasingly aware of the potential negative side effects of international development and humanitarian aid to conflict-affected
states. Besides Somalia foreign aid has continued to have a destabilizing
influence in other high-profile cases such as Rwanda and the Democratic
Republic of Congo (Andersen, 2000; Maren, 2009; Polman, 2010; Uvin,
1998). This has not lead donors to shut down aid to this type of recipients.
For instance in 2008 close to 40% of Official Development Aid went to fragile and conflict-affected states (de Catheu, Kotoglou, Malhotra, Jacob, &
Wee, 2008, p. 8). The strategy has instead been to figure out new ways to
target and deliver aid, such as the market interventions championed by
Natsios. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) acknowledges that government donors, the international community, and governments in developing countries, as well as civil society and
business organizations’ need to consider how aid is implemented since:
“Conflict involves control of resources, and it must be recognized that the
injection of resources into these situations inevitably means involvement in
the conflict” (OECD, 2001, pp. 3, 109).
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1.1 The Research Question
Recognizing that sound aid policy need to be based on scientific knowledge,
the academic community has continued to investigate how levels of funding
and aid shocks, as well as intervening political contexts, could increase the
risk that aid sparks or fuels violent conflicts (Addison & Murshed, 2001;
Arcand & Chauvet, 2001; Blattman & Miguel, 2010; Collier & Hoeffler,
2007; Collier, 2009; Grossman, 1992; Nielsen, Findley, Davis, Candland, &
Nielson, 2011; Sollenberg, 2012a). Despite this growing literature that analyzes a large numbers of cases (i.e. large-n studies) at the country level the
academic community has made slow progress in confirming or rejecting the
case studies, reports, and intuitions that propose sub-national mechanisms
through which aid may adversely affect sub-national violence intensity. Conflicts (Rustad, Buhaug, Falch, & Gates, 2011) and aid (Findley, Powell,
Strandow, & Tanner, 2011) are sub-national phenomena and may vary greatly within a country. The immediate reason for this gap in the literature is the
lack of more granular theory and sub-national data to test it. Uncovering
which sub-national factors that actually drive conflict behavior is crucial if
the donor community is to be able to truly do no harm. The question I investigate in this dissertation is:
How does foreign aid committed to contested areas affect the intensity of violence in those areas?
By the term intensity of violence I will primarily refer to short-term military
and civilian fatalities. There are a number of alternative dependent variables
that I could use when investigating the impact of aid on conflict outcomes,
such as long-term or aggregate fatalities, conflict duration, and cease-fires or
peace agreements. Outcomes such as agreements are less applicable since I
am interested in sub-national processes, and agreements typically have little
sub-national variation. When compared to long-term fatalities or conflict
duration short-term fatalities benefits from being the escalation and deescalation in violence by which media, activists, and practitioners typically
track conflicts over time and across cases. I also find it more intuitive to
compare the potential human cost of foreign assistance to the number of
lives that it could save measured in the short-term like a calendar year.
The term contested areas refers to places within conflict countries where
there is on-going violence between warring parties. This is a crucial distinction as it determines what population of cases that the results can be generalized to. The cases covered are warring parties in Africa South of the Sahara,
1989–2008.
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1.2 Foreign Aid and Intra-state Conflicts
To approach the research question the starting point is the literature that considers aid to be a form of rents, either explicitly or implicitly by acknowledging that warring parties can exploit it. Income that is collected via taxation
goes some way to ensure that leaders are accountable to constituents. Income
in the form of rents is not accrued through taxation and bypasses that relation
between rulers and ruled (Blattman & Miguel, 2010; Grossman, 1992;
Sollenberg, 2012a). There are three notable assumptions about the relation
between aid as rents and conflict risks in the literature (Arcand & Chauvet,
2001): (1) Aid is transmitted via the government (Addison & Murshed,
2001) and primarily increases the value of holding government power, thus
potentially increasing the probability of conflict onsets (Azam, 1995;
Grossman, 1992). (2) Aid is again transmitted via the government, but increases its capacity for deterrence; or is inappropriable by rebels that are
mainly concerned with more easily available rents, and it thus decreases
conflict risks (Collier & Hoeffler, 2002a, p. 437; Collier, 2009). And (3) aid
may be channeled locally within a country beyond the capital (Addison,
Billon, & Mushed, 2002, pp. 382–383; Findley et al., 2011), and may function analogous to lootable natural resources (Collier & Hoeffler, 2002b;
Collier, 2000), which may encourage theft, extortion and other rent-seeking
behavior (Anderson, 1999, pp. 38–39; Blattman & Miguel, 2010, p. 11; Maren, 2009). Previous literature thus expects aid to work via different mechanisms with entirely different conflict outcomes. These theoretical tensions
are mirrored by an empirical stalemate that is largely due to a lack of disaggregated aid data.
I recognize that some aid projects remain in the hands of the government
(increasing the prize) while others are accessible beyond the capital (motivating rent-seeking behavior). More than that, I propose that aid can function
as a prize even beyond the capital and the government’s control. One key to
why aid can function as a prize is because funding tends to be so heavily
concentrated in a capital that it is worth fighting decisive battles over it.
However, if funding were spread out over a larger area, which includes the
capital, it wouldn’t increase the value of fighting over the capital to the same
extent. And if sufficient concentration of funding occurred in a place far
from the capital then contests over territorial control would be more likely at
that location. In this funding concentration parlance diffused funding is when
aid is spread out over several locations. Spatially diffused funding would be
more likely to motivate local, low-intensity, rent-seeking behavior by rebels,
and potentially also by government forces.
I argue that, in already contested areas, concentrated aid funding is more
likely to motivate conventional contests over territorial control, whereas
diffused funding should promote low-intensity operations. I expect that the
former situation, where the warring parties fight more decisive battles,
15

should result in more short-term military fatalities then the latter. Previous
research shows that conventional warfare tend to generate more fatalities
compared to low-intensity operations such as guerrilla and irregular warfare
(Lacina, Gleditsch, & Russett, 2006, p. 678; Valentino, Huth, & BalchLindsay, 2004, p. 377).
As was indicated above the three different tracks in the literature also reveals a fault line concerning which parties that are able to exploit aid. The
first (Azam, 1995; Grossman, 1992), and the third (Anderson, 1999, pp. 38–
39; Blattman & Miguel, 2010, p. 11; Findley et al., 2011; Maren, 2009)
group assumes that aid may be exploitable by parties other than governments, either during war or as the result of victory. Whereas the second track
assumes that aid is largely not exploitable by non-state actors during conflict
– except perhaps for food aid – and is unlikely to serve as motivation for
rebellion (Arcand & Chauvet, 2001, p. 2; Collier & Hoeffler, 2002a, p. 437;
Collier, 2009).
A commonality between parts of these groups is that the type of aid could
influence how easily non-state actors are motivated by the prospect of exploiting it. Warring parties are either attracted to some form of aid because it
is easy to exploit once a party achieves victory (Azam, 1995, pp. 180–181;
Grossman, 1992); or because its distribution channels and disbursement
points can be threatened (Addison et al., 2002, p. 383; Blouin & Pallage,
2008; Collier & Hoeffler, 2002a, p. 437; Findley et al., 2011; Luttwak,
1999). For those that focus on exploitation after victory the type of aid that is
particularly problematic is funding that can more easily be used for other
than the intended purposes, or that frees up resources for unintended sectors
like military expenditures, i.e. fungible donations such as education aid
(Feyzioglu, Swaroop, & Zhu, 1998). For the literature that is concerned with
types of aid that is appropriable without clear victory those that are disbursed
in kind, like humanitarian and food aid, have a particularly low barrier to
being exploited by all types of parties.
I argue that if exploiting aid requires some form of conventional victory
then that type of aid has a high barrier to exploitation and should primarily
motivate conventional contests over territorial control, and thereby increase
military fatalities. If, on the other hand, aid has a low barrier to exploitation
then all sorts of actors, including civilians, will attempt to misappropriate it.
This low barrier to exploitation should decrease military fatalities and increase friction between warring parties and civilians, thereby increasing civilian fatalities. The terms funding concentration and barrier to exploitation
are connected in that they both influence a warring party’s contest decision,
i.e. whether aid serves as a prize that motivates a party to engage in contests
over control, or whether aid encourages low-intensity looting.
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1.3 Contributions
When theories assume micro-level mechanisms, but are tested using macrolevel data, then one empirical analysis could be used to support several
mechanisms at once. This makes it difficult to evaluate which theory that
provides the best explanation. By using a disaggregated approach it is possible to formulate tests that separate different theories from one another (Findley et al., 2011). The main theoretical contribution of this dissertation is to
specify the influence of aid on violence intensity in contested areas. In addition to that I establish a standard for geo-referencing foreign aid and a procedure for establishing systematic data of battleground control.

1.3.1 Specifying the Influence of Aid on Violence Intensity
I draw on two literatures, firstly that which concerns the impact of international aid on conflict risks, and secondly research on contest success functions. I contribute to the first set of literature by proposing that funding concentration and barrier to exploitation can help bridge incompatibilities in the
literature concerning the impact of the size and type of aid on conflict risks.
The concepts that I propose avoid the contradiction between whether aid
increases the prize for rebellion or increases the government’s deterrence.
They instead make it possible to argue that aid can serve as a prize independent of whether it is transmitted via the government or not. If high
enough value of aid is expected to be concentrated to few enough locations,
then that can serve as a prize that motivates territorial contests by governments and rebels alike. Also, if warring parties expect that aid will have a
high barrier to exploitation that would also increase the value of engaging in
contests over control rather than engaging in less decisive low-intensity operations. As for my contribution to research about contest success functions
foreign aid is as an example of how expected resource concentration, and
barriers to exploiting that resource, can influence the probability that a warring party chooses to engage in decisive contests over resource exploitation.
By considering how foreign aid impacts warring parties’ decisions to engage
in contests over control I am able to formulate hypotheses for two different
dependent variables: military and civilian fatalities.

1.3.2 Establishing a Standard for Geo-referencing Foreign Aid
To support disaggregated, micro-level, testing of hypotheses concerning aid
and conflict this dissertation project has contributed to adapting and developing a methodology for geo-referencing aid, and made such data available for
Africa South of the Sahara (Findley et al., 2011; Strandow, Findley, Nielson,
& Powell, 2011).
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This methodology has been adopted by the World Bank, African Development Bank, International Aid Transparency Initiative, the AidData Center
for Development Policy, and the University of Texas at Austin’s Innovations
for Peace and Development and CCAPS programs, amongst others. Establishing a standard makes it straightforward to combine geographically disaggregated data from major donors and paves the way for a new generation
of research into foreign assistance’s impact on a number of development and
conflict outcomes. In section 4.3 I relate the basics of the methodology, its
empirical scope, and its connection to the Uppsala Conflict Data Program’s
geo-coding methodology (Sundberg, Lindgren, & Padskocimaite, 2010;
Sundberg & Melander, 2013).

1.3.3 Providing Systematic Data of Battleground Control
Territorial control is at the heart of understanding violent conflicts since it
tends to influence both independent (aid) and dependent (violence intensity)
variables. However, data is notoriously difficult to come by. Related data on
military power, such as troop size and military material, may be easier to
find but it tends to be either patchy in its temporal coverage or it leaves out
data of non-governmental actors. I have therefore established a system for
coding whether battles resulted in control by a warring party. These control
points can then be used to approximate a party’s territorial control relative to
its opponents during violent years.
The original Uppsala Conflict Data Program battle data, from which control points are coded, is geo-referenced (Sundberg et al., 2010; Sundberg &
Melander, 2013). The control points can therefore be used to draw borders of
areas within a country that are controlled by different groups (Strandow,
Findley, Marineau, & Wu, 2013). Here I am however interested in knowing
the degree to which administrative regions are dominated by different actors.
This gives a dynamic and highly time varying measure that can be used to
statistically control for existing battleground control in contested areas.

1.4 Disposition
This dissertation starts by developing theory in chapter two. The goal of the
research design chapter, chapter three, is to clarify how I identify problems
with causal inference and how I am guided both by theory and best practice
to assemble appropriate covariate sets (groups of control variables). The
chapter details the benefit and challenges of achieving pairwise matching of
observations using propensity score matching. In chapter four I go through
all the steps required to create the dataset that I use to test the hypotheses. In
chapter five I report my findings. I begin by moving through the main results
and I then relate the substantial effects. Following this I check the robustness
18

of the results in various ways. Chapter six identifies a range of potential
problems and possibilities with the theory, research design, and findings. I
end the discussion chapter by sharing policy recommendations. Lastly I
summarize my results and draw conclusions in chapter seven.

1.5 Main Conclusions
There are three testable implications of the theory. The first hypothesis (H1)
specifies that the greater the expected concentration of aid funding the greater the short-term military fatalities. The second (H2a) and third hypotheses
(H2b) isolate two implications of barriers to aid exploitation. Hypothesis 2 a)
suggests that a low barrier to exploiting aid should increase the short-term
civilian fatalities and according to hypothesis 2 b) a high barrier to exploiting aid should increase the short-term military fatalities.
I find that greater funding concentration increased military fatalities substantially compared to if there were low or no funding concentration. That
result was statistically significant at the 99 % level and robust to a range of
alternative specifications. Hypothesis 1 was therefore supported. The results
concerning barriers to exploitation were not as clear-cut. The effect of a low
barrier on civilian fatalities was not statistically significant, thus not supporting H2a. When testing the effect of a high barrier to exploitation I found it
was correlated with an increase in military fatalities, thus H2b was supported. The testable implications of the theory were to a great extent supported
despite being thoroughly scrutinized by testing implications across two different dependent variables and with extensive covariate sets and robustness
checks. The main recommendation for the donor community is: If an organization wants to avoid fuelling short-term military fatalities ensure that funding is diffused over several locations rather than being concentrated to a few
high-value points.
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2. Theory

The research question is delineated to investigating the influence of foreign
aid on violence intensity in contested areas. I am hence not occupied with
the influence of aid on conflict onsets. Neither am I devoting effort to understanding how foreign assistance to peaceful areas affect warring parties’
behaviors. I do however open this chapter by reviewing the existing literature which is often concerned with onsets, and which typically does not distinguish between contested and peaceful areas. I arrange my review by first
going through indirect relations between aid and conflict and then turning to
more direct impacts. By direct impacts I mean the influence that aid can
have on violence by being competed over by groups of people such as warring parties. I consider indirect impacts to be those that affect groups’ behaviors via the country’s economy. Under the heading of direct effects I then
focus on two sets of independent variables: The size of aid funding and the
type of aid. It is in relation to these concepts that I introduce my explanatory
variables: funding concentration and barrier to exploitation. Having provided the intuitions behind my theory I specify the causal mechanism and present my hypotheses.

2.1 Indirect Impact of Aid on Conflict
There is an understanding within both the policy and the academic communities that sending funds and resources to conflict areas could be risky
(Addison & Murshed, 2001; Anderson, 1999; Collier & Hoeffler, 2007;
Collier, 2009; Maren, 2009; OECD, 2001; Sida, 2013a). The overall debate
concerning the influence of foreign aid on conflict begins with the question
of whether aid actually improves development (Collier, 2007; W. R.
Easterly, 2006; Sachs, 2006). On a superficial level it seems obvious that
more resources should improve the economy and a country’s development
trajectory (Sachs, 2006). This healthier economic path should then counteract some of the most important drivers of conflict: low growth, poverty, and
the associated unemployment (Collier & Dollar, 2002; Collier & Hoeffler,
2002b, p. 10).
One of the causal paths between a better economy and conflict is that decreased unemployment rate increases the opportunity cost of recruitment into
military organizations. Increased opportunity cost in this context means that
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for an individual income is lost by engaging in a military organization compared to doing civilian work (Collier & Hoeffler, 2002b).1 Since 9/11 poverty eradication for security has been attempted strategically by both the
United States and the European Union as a way to increase security directly
or to decrease the recruitment base for insurgent organizations (Brainard &
Chollet, 2007, pp. 1–30; European Parliament, Council, & Commission,
2006; Woods, 2005, pp. 394, 397–398). A specific example of how aid can
increase security is when it influences hearts and minds by increasing the
population’s interest in sharing information about insurgents (Berman,
Shapiro, & Felter, 2011).
This causal path between foreign aid and conflict is largely contingent on
the first crucial step, that aid actually improves a country’s economy. The
contrast between Africa and Southeast Asia is the typical illustration that the
relation between aid and development is quite complicated. Southeast Asia
has developed rapidly with comparatively little foreign aid whereas most
parts of Africa still struggles despite vast amounts of aid sent from the West,
and other donors, over the years (W. Easterly & Levine, 1997; W. R.
Easterly, 2006).
In the short-run, the presence of donors could generate a demand for aid,
the so-called Samaritan’s dilemma, where a country has incentives to qualify
for aid. This situation is particularly obvious if actors induce famines since
they expect to be able to exploit food aid (Blouin & Pallage, 2009, p. 49).
In the long-run aid may inhibit development for instance if foreign assistance is used by a recipient government to pay off a narrow constituency
instead of supporting growth promoting policies (Wright, 2010). Another
problem is the so-called Dutch Disease, which implies that the development
of some sectors is stunted when aid is a big part of a country’s economy. The
general idea is that access to natural resources – or in this case foreign aid –
increases a state’s revenues, which in turn strengthens the country’s currency. This turns out to be a problem since the country’s exports become more
expensive. Manufacturing then becomes less competitive on the international
market and the country’s long-term development suffers (Rajan &
Subramanian, 2011; Younger, 1992). There is also the other end of the spectrum where donors have pushed for economic reforms in recipient countries,
such as decreased state subsidies or privatization, which can be problematic
if demands are not responsive to that state’s circumstances (Rodrik, 2006;
Williamson, 1990).
Donors and recipients have also regulated their development cooperation
in parallel with other policies. For instance the European Union seeks to
improve development of select countries in the ACP (Africa, Caribbean and
Pacific) partner regions by giving foreign aid and negotiating free-trade
1

Note that there is also research suggesting that there are alternative and contradictory causal
paths between unemployment and violence (Berman, Callen, Felter, & Shapiro, 2011).
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agreements (Hurt, 2003). Unfortunately these benefits to ACP countries can
be offset by a number of European Union policies. The European Union’s
Common Agricultural Policy has encouraged food dumping in developing
nations, much to the detriment of local farmers that have to compete with
artificially low prices. Around 2003–2004 the European Union reportedly
spent €3.30 in subsidies to export €1worth of sugar (Watkins, 2004, p. 11).
This gives an idea of the potential scale of the policies that may counteract
development aid.
There is also the issue of aid being siphoned off through the many steps
on the way from donor to intended beneficiaries. There are reports from
Afghanistan of how the security risks caused donors to protect their employees by outsourcing development projects to international non-governmental
organizations (INGO’s) that in turn outsourced to other INGO’s and domestic non-governmental organizations (NGO’s) for up to seven levels until the
funding finally reached its intended destination. For each organization
chunks of aid were removed with the result that development projects were
either never realized, or were of so low quality that for instance resulting
roads were not sustainable in the long-term. Difficult security situations, and
pressure to consume aid money in order to not risk reduced funding in the
future, also makes verification of impact difficult to achieve (Goodhand,
2002; Polman, 2010, pp. 146–147; Stoddard, Harmer, & DiDomenico,
2009). If aid really is key to improving development and security, then aid
being siphoned off during implementation is problematic to say the least.

2.2 Direct Impact of Aid on Conflict
I have so far reviewed causal paths between aid and conflict that goes via a
country’s economy. I will now turn to the more immediate determinants of
how aid can affect violence intensity. There are two areas of tension in the
previous literature that I will address. Firstly, that between the size of aid as
increasing the benefit of holding government power; versus aid as increasing
the governments ability to deter rebellion; versus aid as rents driving conflict
at the local level. Secondly, the tension between the studies that single out
material aid as easily misappropriated for fuelling conflicts, and the literature
that identifies monetary funding to be particularly troublesome.

2.2.1 Size of Aid
The academic community has investigated whether the size of aid and
changes in funding levels can increase the risk that aid initiates or fuels violent conflicts (Addison & Murshed, 2001; Arcand & Chauvet, 2001; Collier
& Hoeffler, 2007; Collier, 2009; Grossman, 1992; Nielsen et al., 2011;
Sollenberg, 2012b). In what follows I identify previous literature’s assump22

tions about the size of aid and differences in conclusions concerning its impact on conflict risks. I then offer one way to bridge these differences. Besides potential problems with high levels of funding there are also problems
associated with shortfalls in aid. Aid is often a big part of recipient governments’ economies and it tends to be volatile (Nielsen et al., 2011, p. 220). If
governments use foreign assistance to pay off narrow constituents, or elites
from opposition parties, or potential rebel groups, then sharply decreased aid
could destabilize such arrangements and increase the risk of conflict (Nielsen et al., 2011, p. 222; Sollenberg, 2012b, pp. 112–113). The theoretic
mechanism between aid shocks and conflict focuses on personal networks
and is more difficult to discuss in relation to geographically distinct contested areas. I therefore consider that the literature on aid shocks is largely outside the scope of this dissertation.
To the literature that investigates the size of funding foreign aid is generally considered to be a form of rents. Researchers either make this distinction
explicitly or implicitly by acknowledging that warring parties can exploit
donations. Parties that acquire incomes via taxation will have some incentives to ensure that leaders are accountable to constituents. Incomes in the
form of rents, on the other hand, are not accumulated by way of taxation and
may lead rulers to sidestep their accountability to the ruled (Blattman &
Miguel, 2010; Grossman, 1992; Sollenberg, 2012a).
There are three prominent assumptions about the relation between aid as
rents and conflict risks (Arcand & Chauvet, 2001): (1) Aid is distributed via
the government (Addison & Murshed, 2001) and its primary conflict driving
influence is to increase the value of holding government power (Azam,
1995; Grossman, 1992). The overall expectation is that high enough levels of
aid can motivate intra-state violence (Arcand & Chauvet, 2001; Grossman,
1992; Sollenberg, 2012a). (2) Aid is again channeled via the government,
but its main influence is to raise the state’s capacity for deterrence. Alternatively, the funding is non-appropriable by rebels. Either way, sizeable foreign aid would not motivate rebels to fight and would thus decrease conflict
risks (Collier & Hoeffler, 2002a, p. 437; Collier, 2009). And lastly (3) aid
may be transmitted to local destinations beyond the capital (Addison et al.,
2002, pp. 382–383; Findley et al., 2011), and function analogous to lootable
natural resources (Collier & Hoeffler, 2002b; Collier, 2000), which may spur
theft, extortion and other rent-seeking behavior (Anderson, 1999, pp. 38–39;
Blattman & Miguel, 2010, p. 11; Maren, 2009).
Firstly, aid that is disbursed via the government (Addison & Murshed,
2001) and that could be diverted into private hands would increase individuals’ value of holding government power. Rebels could therefore expect to
gain access to such aid rents by capturing the center of state power (Azam,
1995; Grossman, 1992). The attraction to accessing rents by holding government power might depend on whether prospective coup or rebel leaders
stand to gain greater rents relative to their pre-war access to rents. If the ex23

pected payoff of gaining access to state benefits outweighs the costs, then
potential rebels may choose to engage in violent rebellion (Grossman, 1992).
Secondly, although aid that can be exploited by a government may increase the size of the prize – Addison and Murshed (2001) have found that it
increases the size of military expenditures. A more recent study by Collier
(2009) found that as much as 40% of African military expenditures were
financed by aid. The improved military capacity should increase governments’ success in deterring rebellion (Arcand & Chauvet, 2001, p. 30), potentially as far as balancing out rebels’ prospective gains from conquering
the state.2 There is also a strand of studies arguing that funding is nonappropriable by rebels as they would mainly be concerned with more easily
available rents, such as diamonds or other lootable resources. And even if
rebels would succeed in capturing government power, the probability of
doing that is generally low (around 20%) and implies a lengthy struggle (on
average seven years), suggesting that immediate resource rents would be
preferred over heavily discounted aid rents (Collier & Hoeffler, 2002a, p.
437; Collier, 2009). Whatever the particular mechanism, the overall expectation of this second perspective is that aid would decrease conflict risks.
Thirdly, aid disbursements may bypass the government and the capital
completely (Addison et al., 2002, pp. 382–383; Findley et al., 2011). Aid
supplies could provide warring parties with greater incentives to engage in
looting rather than attempting to govern the capital, analogous to lootable
natural resources (Collier & Hoeffler, 2002b; Collier, 2000). Rebels would
still be motivated by rents, but the main effect would be greater rent-seeking
behavior in the areas of the country near where they tend to live and operate
(Anderson, 1999, pp. 38–39; Blattman & Miguel, 2010, p. 11; Findley et al.,
2011; Maren, 2009). Warring parties can exploit aid through theft and looting, and local elites with interests in maintaining violence, as in Somalia, can
benefit from corruption or unfair business opportunities (Anderson, 1999, p.
39; Maren, 2009, pp. 94, 169; Webersik, 2006, p. 1467). Looted or embezzled aid can then be used to pay soldiers and buy arms, thus feeding ongoing disputes (Anderson, 1999, p. 38; Blouin & Pallage, 2008; Maren,
2009, pp. 103–104, 260). Applying a rebellion as local rent-seeking logic
recognizes that it is possible for warring parties to opportunistically exploit
aid rents after the onset of conflict rather than initiating conflict solely with
the goal of conquering the state.
One potential bridge between the perspectives have been proposed by
Findley et al. (2011) as they suggest that if aid creates incentives for rebels
to use violence, but government militaries become much stronger by diverting funding, then we would expect an increased risk of violence onset, but in
2

As an aside, there is recent work proposing how increased military spending may ignite
regional arms races and thereby increase the probability of some conflicts (Collier & Hoeffler,
2007; Collier, 2009)
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the periphery far from the reach of the central government. Rebels would
then fight farther away from the capital and exploit local aid opportunistically until they gain sufficient strength to bring the violence closer to the institutions of the state. Regardless of the potential of bridging these perspectives
a disaggregated approach that goes beyond country level aid flows and violence outcomes will help distinguish mechanisms at one or both stages
(Findley et al., 2011).
Here I propose that a difference between the three tracks in the literature
is whether funding is assumed to be disbursed in a geographically concentrated or diffused manner. Aid that flows to a government’s capital could
then be seen as an example of highly concentrated aid funding and local
disbursements represent diffused funding. I do not suggest that all aid projects committed to capitals imply highly concentrated values and that all aid
to local recipients represents diffused values. What I do propose is that international assistance going to capitals tends to be more valuable and concentrated to a smaller area compared to locally disbursed aid. Funding could
however also be concentrated beyond the capital and the government’s control and function as a prize that attracts decisive attempts at conquest, without simultaneously increasing government deterrence. In what follows I introduce how funding concentration and diffusion may impact violence intensity.
Le Billon (2004) has already established that the concentration of a resource influences conflicts. Here, the notion of resource concentration is
adapted to the special case of foreign aid funding. Whether aid funding is
concentrated or diffused should influence warring parties’ military decisions
in already contested areas. It is more worthwhile to attempt to control points
rather than large areas since the former are easier to defend and require less
troops to dominate. When resources are valuable and spatially concentrated
they should tip the scale in favor of attempting territorial control rather than
casual raiding. Competing for territorial control (for instance control over the
capital or another high value target) should hence be more likely with higher
concentration of aid values. A range of low-intensity irregular operations
should be more likely if aid is diffused. I expect that the first situation, where
the warring parties fight more decisive battles, should result in more shortterm military fatalities then the latter. Previous research shows that conventional warfare tend to generate more fatalities compared to low-intensity
operations such as guerrilla and irregular warfare (Lacina et al., 2006, p.
678; Valentino et al., 2004, p. 377). I consequently argue that in already
contested areas, more concentrated aid funding should motivate more committed battles resulting in more military fatalities.
Some recent, disaggregated studies on Iraq support the counterfactual:
small aid projects decreases military deaths (Berman, Felter, Shapiro, &
Troland, 2013a, 2013b; Berman, Shapiro, et al., 2011, p. 804). Violence
against coalition troops and Iraqi government forces is decreased when so25

called CERP projects are small (<$50,000). CERP is the US Army Corps of
Engineers’ Commanders Emergency Response Program. According to the
authors’ theory one reason for this is that small programs are easier to revoke
if they do not lead the local population to share more information.3 And if
populations share more information it is easier for government troops to
increase security (Berman et al., 2013a, p. 515). Interestingly, another study
on Iraq finds that a greater level of funding decreases civilian fatalities while
increasing military fatalities. The purpose of that research was to investigate
whether development projects aimed at increasing employment would decrease violence. The theory is that labor-intensive development programs
should decrease labor-intensive insurgent violence. Rebel groups may then,
if possible, substitute towards capital-intensive attacks. Capital-intensive
attacks are likely to favor attacks against hard, military, targets over soft,
civilian, targets (Iyengar, Monten, & Hanson, 2011, pp. 4–5).
An unrelated study of development aid in the Philippines found that
whether villages received funding from a big project or not influenced fatalities. A location that received more aid saw increased military fatalities but
the effect on civilian deaths was not as noticeable (Crost & Johnston, 2010,
p. 37).

2.2.2 Type of Aid
I have so far proposed that the impact of aid on subnational violence can be
better understood by focusing on the concentration of aid funding. There is
however research indicating that not all types of aid have the same effect.
The review above indicated that the three different tracks in the previous
literature disagree concerning which parties that are able to exploit aid. From
the first track (Azam, 1995; Grossman, 1992) follows that aid may be exploited by a rebel group if it becomes the new government through victory.
The second track assumes that aid is largely not exploitable by non-state
actors during conflict – except perhaps for food aid – and, due to its deterrent
effect, is unlikely to serve as motivation for rebellion (Arcand & Chauvet,
2001, p. 2; Collier & Hoeffler, 2002a, p. 437; Collier, 2009). The third track
(Anderson, 1999, pp. 38–39; Blattman & Miguel, 2010, p. 11; Findley et al.,
2011; Maren, 2009) assumes that aid may be exploitable by parties other
than governments even short of victory. For these three tracks in the literature the type of aid may affect violence. Either because warring parties are
attracted to the sort of aid that is easy to exploit once a party achieves victory
(Azam, 1995, pp. 180–181; Grossman, 1992); or because its distribution
channels and disbursement points can be threatened (Addison et al., 2002, p.

3

Note that their model assumes that populations’ gain benefits from aid only if a government
controls territory. The theory proposed here is not depending on that assumption.
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383; Blouin & Pallage, 2008; Collier & Hoeffler, 2002a, p. 437; Findley et
al., 2011; Luttwak, 1999).
For research that focus on exploitation after victory the type of aid that is
particularly problematic is funding that can more easily be used for other
than the intended purposes, or that frees up resources for unintended sectors
like military expenditures, i.e. fungible donations (Collier & Dollar, 2002, p.
1483; Pack & Pack, 1993). Aid intended for education and energy are considered to be examples of more fungible projects and those donated for the
transport and communications sectors are examples of less fungible funding
(Feyzioglu et al., 1998).
Fungibility could serve to multiply the value of aid as a prize for holding
government power, but could at the same time increase the state’s ability to
deter rebellion (Addison & Murshed, 2001, p. 8; Collier & Hoeffler, 2007,
pp. 11–12). There is however indications that fungible aid flows may also
increase the prize that motivates military engagements far from the capital.
Battles appear to be more correlated with locations of fungible aid as compared to non-fungible aid (Findley et al., 2011).
Irrespective of the degree of fungibility, monetary funding can be embezzled in other ways. There are indications that aid may have a general influence on a country’s corruption level (Asongu, 2012), as well as encouraging
corruption at the project level (Hancock, 1989). An example of how a warring party can embezzle funds is by manipulating lists of end-recipients.
There was for instance a significant problem with “ghost workers” in South
Sudan before implementing a transparent payroll system for ministries and
local governments (Sida, 2013b, p. 132).
As much as embezzlement comes in many forms, from moving funds between accounts to lower-level corruption, it does however tend to be the
domain of incumbents. Based on material released through WikiLeaks it for
instance appears that Ugandan government ministers were tied to the embezzlement of £16.5million in 2007. This particular sum was reportedly misappropriated from funding for a high-level conference (Rayner, 2011). Whichever way that monetary funding is embezzled it is a type of rent that can be
used to drive conflicts (Arcand & Chauvet, 2001; Grossman, 1992; Sollenberg, 2012a).
As the second and the third track in the literature have noted humanitarian
and food aid appear to be easiest to exploit for non-government actors since
those types of aid are vulnerable to low-intensity rent seeking. Blattman and
Miguel (2010), in reviewing the civil war literature, report that some types of
foreign aid flows could be analogous to natural resources, and may be particularly prone to be captured by governments or rebel groups, potentially
funding rebellion and fuelling civil war. That dynamic might operate in
much the same way that diamond, oil, or other natural resources have been
found to fuel conflict (Collier & Hoeffler, 2005; Humphreys, 2005; P. Le
Billon, 2001). Studies of Chechnya, Tajikistan, Mozambique, and Somalia,
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among others, support the notion that warring parties can capture a variety of
foreign aid resources including food, transportation, and supplies (Anderson,
1999; Findley et al., 2011; Maren, 2009). For countries like Somalia, Sudan,
and the Democratic Republic of Congo refugee camps have been shown to
have particularly destabilizing effects (Andersen, 2000; Maren, 2009;
Polman, 2010; Uvin, 1998).
The seminal example is how Hutu extremists hid amongst civilian refugees in Eastern Zaire/Democratic Republic of Congo. In April–May 1994
Hutu extremists committed genocide of Tutsis, resulting in 500,000–1 million civilian fatalities. The genocide was interrupted when Tutsi rebels invaded Rwanda. After their defeat two million Hutus fled the country and
approximately 750,000 arrived in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),
then called Zaire (Polman, 2010).
As tend to be the case when masses of people congregate in small areas
diseases spread rapidly. In this case many refugees died from a Cholera epidemic. It so happened that the crisis played out close to the Goma landing
strip, which facilitated access by journalists and NGOs. Establishing and
serving Hutu refugee camps became the best-funded humanitarian operation
up to that point in time. The largely undefended humanitarian and food aid
were easy to exploit by civilians and militants alike. This became a conflict
risk since the militants had remained armed and were able to use aid to support their political and military organization while hiding amongst civilians.
The unopposed militants were ruthless in killing “disloyal” civilians that
wanted to return to Rwanda or that otherwise opposed the militants (Polman,
2010). The refugee camps also served as a base for cross-border attacks
against civilian Tutsis in Rwanda (Luttwak, 1999, p. 43). In the long-run aid
helped the Hutus stay a viable military force, which contributed to the eruption of what has been called Africa’s first “world war”.
There are numerous other examples of warring parties that loot refugee
camps and settlements that have received humanitarian and food aid. In
Northern Uganda in 2002 the civilian population in the Gulu district was
massed in refugee camps unable to tend to their crops and forced to rely on
aid. The Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) regularly raided the camps, attacking civilians and taking food (Staff, 2002). There appears to be a low barrier
to exploiting humanitarian and food aid. Warring parties can misappropriate
it from both civilians and directly from relief workers. One solution that has
been offered to decrease the destructive potential of material aid is to decrease its value as a commodity. For instance by removing all aid conditionality and flooding markets with food it looses value and relevance as a rent
(Addison et al., 2002, p. 383; Natsios, 1996).
I propose that actors consider material aid, like humanitarian and food
aid, to have a low barrier to exploitation, theft and looting. Monetary funding, on the other hand, will generally have a high barrier to exploitation.
High barrier embezzlement is different from low barrier looting in that it is
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more conducive to engage in covertly by controlling financial flows. Controlling funding channels is much more likely if a warring party physically
controls territory, populations, civil servants, and institutions that broker
development contracts (Maren, 2009, p. 244). Although embezzlement occurs on all levels from elites and down, there is little immediate competition
between warring party elites and civilians for high barrier aid. If a warring
party controls an area they are likely to take their share of exploitable funds
before letting the remains trickle down to civilians. Looting, on the other
hand, tends to be harder to hide and does not require long-term territorial
control. Looting is not only the domain of armed groups but also invites
civilians. When looting, warring parties are therefore less likely to get the
first cut of exploitable resources and are more likely to directly compete with
civilians.
The main difference in impact between material and monetary funding is
hence that material aid will be likely to contribute to friction between military and civilians, and be associated with increased civilian deaths and decreased military fatalities. Monetary funding should on average have a high
barrier to exploit and increase warring parties conventional competition over
territorial control and increase military fatalities.
There is a recent study by Nunn and Qian (forthcoming) that finds support for the idea that material aid in the form of food aid increases lowintensity military conflicts but decreases larger scale war. This is analogous
to the idea brought forward here that material aid increases low-intensity
contests but decreases short-term military fatalities. Note that Nunn and Qian
study conflicts at the country level.

2.2.3 Funding Concentration and Barrier to Exploitation
The concepts that I propose avoid the contradiction between whether aid
increases the prize for engaging in rebellion or increases the government’s
capacity to deter rebellion as I argue that aid can serve as a prize independent of whether it is transmitted via the government or not. If high enough
value of aid is expected to be concentrated to few enough locations, then that
can serve as a prize that motivates territorial contests by governments and
rebels alike. Also, if warring parties expect that aid will have a high barrier
to exploitation that would also increase the value of engaging in contests
over control rather than engaging in less decisive low-intensity operations.
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Figure 1. Competition between warring parties and friction with civilians resulting
from funding concentration and barrier to exploitation

Categorizing aid as concentrated and diffused funding; as well as high and
low barriers of exploitation, is similar to how Le Billon (2004) let geographical concentration and mode of exploitation explain how lootable a resource
is.4 Unlike Le Billon, and most of the literature reviewed here, I explicitly
trace two different outcomes from the size and the type of aid: military and
civilian fatalities in contested areas. Figure 1 has the barrier to exploiting aid
along the x-axis and the concentration of aid funding along the y-axis. The
diagonal line delineates the northeast corner, where military fatalities are
likely to be higher, from the southwest corner, where civilian fatalities
should increase. This illustrates how a high barrier to exploitation, paired
with high concentration of funding, should increase military fatalities, and
4

Also see (Addison, Billon, & Murshed, 2002, p. 384) suggesting that conflict where point
resources are more prevalent than diffused resources see more conflicts and greater conflict
intensity. These researchers do however consider natural resources as having different impacts then aid.
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how the opposite combination of independent variables could increase civilian fatalities (in already contested areas). In more substantial terms a situation with a high barrier to exploitation and highly concentrated funding
would be one where a province capital receives great amounts of education
aid, thus increasing the value of controlling the area and engaging in committed battles. If the area were already violently contested I would expect, on
average, that military fatalities would increase. I would not expect a noticeable impact on civilian fatalities.
The opposite condition, where the barrier to exploitation is low and where
funding is diffused, could represent a situation where food aid is delivered to
many distribution points within a province. In order to exploit aid of this
type the warring parties would have to cover ground by operating in smaller
units that engage in raids and ambushes. Again assuming that the area is
already militarily disputed I would expect that military contests would be
less decisive and military fatalities would, on average, decrease. The multitude of distribution points and the ease of exploitation that makes warring
parties diffuse over greater areas should also attract civilians. Civilians
would be attracted both in order to properly receive aid and to exploit it. In
exploiting aid they would be more likely to compete directly with warfighters looking for easy targets. A place to which aid is committed with a low
barrier to exploitation, and diffused funding, should therefore see more civilian fatalities. This argument does assume that friction between warring parties’ and civilians would be the same across different areas. However, on top
of friction there could also be intentional strategic reasons for attacking civilians that vary based on warring parties’ existing relative territorial control.
For instance in areas controlled by the opposing side a party is more likely to
commit indiscriminate violence than selective killings, since selecting victims requires some level of territorial control to be viable (Kalyvas, 2006). I
acknowledge that strategic motives possibly account for a majority of civilian fatalities but that the number of deaths due to civilians competing with
warring parties over resources (friction) should be significant in its own
right.

2.3 Contest Success Functions
Having related my theoretical expectations to existing research on aid and
conflict risks I formulate a model, a contest success function (CSF) explaining how warring parties chose between contests of control and low-intensity
operations. I start by situating my model in relation to the CSF literature.
Contest success functions tend to be expressed in formal terms and when I
formulate my decision model I follow this approach for two reasons. Firstly,
it increases the model’s transparency by specifying assumptions and streamlining and clarifying my reasoning. Secondly, after I test the hypotheses it
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will make it easier to find the strengths and weaknesses of the model in order
to improve it. I contribute to research about the geography of contest success
functions by letting foreign aid stand as an example of how expected resource concentration, and barriers to exploiting that resource, can influence
the probability that a warring party chooses to engage in decisive contests
over resource exploitation.
The contest success function is essentially a way of calculating warring
parties’ relative military power in terms of the relative probability of winning a conflict. Or in terms of the proportion of the contested prize each
belligerent would be able to appropriate over time through victory or bargaining (Hirshleifer, 1989, p. 102). The CSF of party A is denoted pi and
the CSF of side B is pj .
Although the CSF itself was formulated in modern times, there is nothing
novel about the idea that “with the magnitude of the success the percentage
of profit increases” (von Clausewitz, 1943, p. 153). Due to its formal language the CSF does however facilitate further specifications and refinements
of existing and intuitive ideas. A simple version of the CSF for actor i:
m

pi =

Ai
m
m
Ai + A j

Ai and A j are the military efforts invested in combat and m is the decisive-

ness parameter that “scales the degree to which a side’s greater effort translates into enhanced battle success” (Hirshleifer, 2000, pp. 775–776). In the
normal case the sum of pi plus the corresponding function explaining p j is
1 (Hirshleifer, 1989; Skaperdas, 1996, p. 102). This basic CSF shows that if
both sides to a conflict has the same military efforts than p j becomes 0.5.
Thus suggesting that if the conflict continues the warring parties would expect to gain fifty percent of what remains of the contested goods.
In the context of conflict duration researchers have considered that the
CSF result from rebel and government capabilities as well as from the government’s loss-of-strength gradient. The loss-of-strength gradient has been
conceptualized as depending on the distance from the conflict area to the
government, or both belligerents’, headquarters (C. Butler & Gates, 2009; C.
K. Butler, Gates, & Leiby, 2005). Buhaug et al. (2009) proposes a version of
the CSF that is more developed then the one in equation 1. It includes the
distance between the government headquarter, xg , and the conflict region,
xa . Where pi = probability of rebel victory.
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pi =

Ai Aj
e

(

− xa − x g

)2

+ Ai Aj

In this CSF the likelihood of rebel success is increased the greater the distance from the government to the conflict region, holding
relative military
−( x −x )2
effort constant. In the equation this is reflected by e a g that decreases the
greater the distance between the government headquarter and the conflict
(Buhaug, Gates, & Lujala, 2009, p. 549). Empirical implications from research that includes loss-of-strength gradients are that more capable rebel
groups are associated with shorter conflicts, that a warring party could decrease its current military effort in order to endure longer, and that more
remote conflicts last longer (Buhaug & Lujala, 2005; C. Butler & Gates,
2009; C. K. Butler et al., 2005; Cunningham, Gleditsch, & Salehyan, 2009).
One consideration when representing geography in the CSF by including
measures of distances is that the model can hardly take into account for instance whether the actors are spread thin over a greater conflict area or
whether they concentrate their forces in a small theatre. Either option would
affect how military efforts can be leveraged.

2.4 Contests over Control or Low-intensity Operations
The purpose of formulating a contest success function here is to clearly specify the theoretical intuitions concerning aid funding concentration and barriers to exploitation, and how those factors influence military and civilian
fatalities. A conflict may consist of two or more adversaries, and the number
of adversaries may vary over time and between different contested areas
within a country. This model seeks to explain the actions of one warring
party at a time. I therefore employ an area-actor-year structure where the
subject, A, is the side that is investigated separately from the rest of the warring parties in an area, the B-side. An actor is considered a subject until the
conflict has had a spell of no, or very low, fatalities.
This model structure will look somewhat similar to the typical dyadic
units of analysis of most models of contemporary armed conflicts. However,
besides the finer granularity when moving beyond the aggregate national
level to sub-national areas, there is another fundamental difference in how
the model depicts decisions. In a typical dyadic setting a party decides how
to behave against an opponent, isolated from its decisions against other opponents. I however assume that a commander needs to decide on a course of
action by evaluating all opponents in the area at once.
The reason is that if, for instance, a party decides to geographically concentrate its forces in order to wrest territorial control from a weaker oppo33

nent then another, more powerful, opponent could easily take advantage of
the first party’s troops. Troops that would be better served by being spread
out and evade the threat would instead be concentrated and risk having to
fight a stronger opponent in committed battles. I therefore find it more conservative to conclude that a warring party decides whether or not to engage
in a control contest based on the total opposition in an area.
My primary interest is with state-based intra-state conflicts where a rebel
group battles a government. In many countries where there are state-based
conflicts there will also be non-state conflicts – i.e. violence between groups
– and one-sided violence against civilians. Based on my research question
there is no reason to parse out violence between groups and only focus on
state-based violence. I therefore let this theory cover dynamics between
groups as well as between a group and a government. And as I have already
established I am also interested in violence against civilians that occur in the
shadow of military operations.

2.4.1 Intra-state Warring Parties
When an intra-state conflict has started there will be two types of actors
based on their overall political positions; those that want to defend the status-quo distribution of benefits, and those that want to change it. I refer to
the former as incumbents and the latter as challengers.
The challenger could be a rebel group and the incumbent a government,
or the challenger could be a rebel faction rebelling against the original rebel
group, the now incumbent. The difference between a challenger and an incumbent could for instance be defined in terms of whether either party holds
government power; which party was first established; which one that controls the greatest share of resources; or a combination of the three. It is entirely possible for warring party A to fight a B-side that consists of a mix of
challengers and incumbents. A rebel group as party A could be an incumbent
in relation to splinter groups (challengers) and a challenger in relation to the
government (incumbent). When making decisions concerning military operations neither type of actors are bound by their overall political positions
and type. Different circumstances and areas of operation can call for defending or challenging the local status quo.

2.4.2 Military Investments and Contest Decisions
This model focuses on the decisions of warring parties and the factors that
influence whether a warring party ends up contesting territorial control or
reverting to low-intensity operations. I have so far talked about the warring
parties as if they were unitary actors making decisions at an abstract warring
party level. Warring parties will however also have actual sub-national presence and decision-making capability, in each politically relevant contested
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area. In order to not take off on a tangent I do not specify further exactly
what is the difference between the aggregate and the sub-national level of
decision-making. The only distinction that is important for this model is that
I assume that the two levels are responsible for establishing two different
decisions: The aggregate military investment and the sub-national contest
decision.
A warring party makes its first choice at its aggregate, or leadership level,
the military investment decision. The military investment decides how much
of a party’s resources that are invested in politically relevant non-violent
versus contested areas. By “politically relevant”, I simply mean that the areas that receive investments can be meaningfully delineated from other areas.
For instance an administrative division within a country, i.e. a province, is
usually clearly delineated from other provinces and has a local government,
administration, and military presence. The goals of engaging in military
strategy will to a great extent determine the allocation of military investments. I here consider that the objectives of military strategy are to: Control
locations, destroy opposing forces, to communicate (or misrepresent)
strength (Fearon, 1995; von Clausewitz, 1943), or to simply make financial
gains – either in order to forward another longer-term goal, or as a long-term
end in itself (Collier, 2000; P. Le Billon, 2004). The goals may be differently
emphasized depending on the type of conflict and which phase the conflict is
in.
The level of military investments that is allocated to a particular area is
here considered external to the decision-making at the sub-national level in
the short term. External in this sense means that a party’s sub-national forces
do not expect that the allocation of resources (the military investments)
would change within a round as a result of the sub-national decision-making
process. Although it is conceivable that local commanders could requests
reinforcements in the short run in order to commit to conquest, in most situations resources would be so scarce that military investment allocation is
fixed in the short run (Kalyvas, 2006, p. 218). In the long run I would however expect that military investments would be influenced by sub-national
decision-making since local outcomes would influence the strategic objectives (control, destruction, communication, and financial gains).
In already contested areas the sub-national representatives of a warring
party formulates the contest decision. The contest decision determines
whether a party’s contest investments should be committed to competing for
territorial control or be used to promote low-intensity operations. I now explain what I consider to be components of low-intensity operations and control contests, respectively.
2.4.2.1 Low-intensity Operations
If A is a challenger and B an incumbent then a low-intensity operation is
when party A contests B’s sovereignty without the immediate objective of
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asserting territorial control. A party does not commit to acting offensively or
defensively in decisive battles when using low-intensity operations, but rather strive to handle its offensive actions by elusively disrupting or exploiting the current status quo. That includes raiding, sabotaging, looting, repressing the population, and other actions that risk provoking responses from
the opposing side.
Low-intensity operations imply that troops are operating dispersed against
many small targets or occasionally concentrate for hit-and-run attacks
against bigger targets. Besides overt looting of foreign aid warring parties
can also engage in extortion. Extortion can be low profile without requiring
territorial control. It is similar to organized criminal “protection”, except that
the end goal goes beyond short-term financial gains (P. L. Billon, 2004, p.
10). For guerrilla groups operating in populated places extortion is used to
garner shelter and other support from e.g. co-religionists and the general
population (Tse-Tung, 1961).
For a party that is too weak to engage in a contest over territorial control
reverting to guerrilla operations does not imply forfeit but may signal a shift
to a contest for a long-term win through resolve and psychological, or political, attrition (Buhaug et al., 2009).
2.4.2.2 Control
Parties engage in contests over control by conquering or defending territory
as well as by deepening control through consolidating positions. During a
rebellion contests over control could occur after some time when the challenger has become strong enough to attempt decisive battles in the hope of
complete victory (Giap & Hislman, 1968; Tse-Tung, 1961). Conquest is
about increasing a warring party’s benefits relative to its opponents by asserting control over a greater share of an area. Conquest is in many ways
risky since a party that extends its share of territory weakens its existing
positions and supply lines.
By consolidating territory a warring party strengthens its control over the
population and the economy, and improves its capacity to supply military
operations. Consolidating the economy includes extracting and refining resources; selling and consuming goods; taking bribes and collecting taxes.
Consolidated areas facilitate recruiting, training, and indoctrinating troops.
For a party with conventional goals for engaging in war (e.g. controlling the
country’s capital) consolidating locations increases the probability of success
in the long-term (Tse-Tung, 1961).
Defense is a conservative way to ensure territorial control. Defense
strengthens positions and troops, and protects materiel and bases when facing opposing attempts at conquest.
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2.4.3 From Contest Decision to Violence Intensity
The preceding paragraphs related that in a contested area a warring party
decides whether to face its opponents by engaging in contests over territorial
control, or by conducting low-intensity operations. This is the contest decision, which I will elaborate on below supported by a contest success function. Selecting a contest over control or choosing low-intensity operations
will impact violence intensity differently. In this section I therefore discuss
how the contest decision influences an area’s type of warfare, which in turn
impacts violence intensity.
If a warring party attempts to conquer or defend territory and its decision
is reciprocated by highly committed opposing forces the result would likely
be conventional warfare. Conventional warfare is commonly thought of as
regular troops fighting along clear front-lines (Duyvesteyn & Ångstrom,
2005, p. 90). Lockyer has a more general definition of conventional warfare
as resulting from battles between similarly strong opponents that have a high
total level of military capacity. Depending on how military capacity is defined this definition makes it possible to categorize both the part of the Liberian civil war where LURD (Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy) battled against the Taylor regime in Monrovia – as well as classical hoplite warfare – as conventional warfare. This approach would also
allow a conflict to be classified as conventional even if there are unclear
battle lines, for instance if there are isolated, high capacity, opposing units
fighting committed battles. It is then possible to classify some coups and
initial stages of conventional conflicts – like the Spanish Civil War, 1936–
39, and the Nigerian Civil War, 1967–70 – as just that, conventional (examples from Duyvesteyn & Ångstrom, 2005, pp. 94–95).
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Guerrilla and counter-guerrilla warfare
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Conventional warfare
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Figure 2. After Lockyer (2010). Type of warfare as limited by average military
capabilities and associated with the distribution of military capabilities

Guerrilla warfare results when military power is distributed asymmetrically
(see figure 2). I propose that, in terms of the contest decision, guerrilla warfare results if one side selects low-intensity operations (see figure 3). The
reason for this should be self-explanatory – if a warring party is evasive and
conducts hit-and-run attacks when facing an opponent committed to territorial control then guerrilla warfare should result. Irregular warfare is the situation when the opposing forces are evenly matched but are too weak for
committing to conventional warfare (Lockyer, 2010).5 When both sides to a
conflict choose low-intensity operations then irregular warfare should be
more likely than guerrilla or conventional warfare.

5

What Lockyear calls irregular warfare Kalyvas calls “symmetrical non-coventional”
(Kalyvas, 2001).
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Guerrilla warfare
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Low-intensity
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Figure 3. The type of warfare that results from the two sides’ contest decisions

Figure 3 illustrates the idea that when both sides expect to gain more from
contests over territorial control compared to low-intensity operations, conventional warfare would be more likely. This is relevant since when there is
conventional warfare military deaths would be greatest (Lacina et al., 2006,
p. 678; Valentino et al., 2004, p. 377). On the other hand, when there is aid
committed with a low barrier to exploitation low-intensity operations could
yield greater gains. Irregular or guerrilla warfare would typically not increase military fatalities in already contested areas but should, in the presence of easily exploitable resources, increase the friction between warring
parties and civilians, resulting in more civilian deaths (see figure 4).
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Figure 4. The type of fatalities that are increased due to contest decisions

2.4.4 The Success of Exploiting Aid by Competing for Control
I have so far specified the two alternatives that a warring party chooses between in a contested area, to engage in a contest over territorial control or to
do low-intensity operations. I also introduced how the warring parties’
choices result in different types of warfare and short-term intensity of violence. In this section I specify the expected success of exploiting aid if a
warring party chooses to compete for territorial control. In the section that
follows I discuss when a party would prefer to enter such a contest instead of
engaging in low-intensity exploitation of aid. It is then possible to formulate
hypotheses concerning the impact of aid on violence intensity.
This contest success function, pA , is the proportion of exploitable aid
that party A would expect to gain from contests over territorial control.6 The
function depends on how well party A would expect to succeed, on average,
6

I hence assume here that aid is the only resource that warring parties care about. The model
could however accommodate other forms of resources.
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in committed battles against opposing forces given its military investments,
current level of territorial control, the barrier of entry for exploiting aid, and
the expected spatial concentration of aid values.7

pA =

rk A + I Ad
(1− r)I C + (rk A + I Ad ) + (rkB + I Bd )

The exogenous (i.e. independent of the party’s sub-national contest decision)
military investment allocations are denoted as I A and I B for party A and side
B, respectively. In this version of the equation I A and I B are both <1.8 A
party that has a greater share of investments will increase its chance of success. I C denotes the potential civilians at risk from exploiting aid.
This model does not treat civilians and aid donors as decision-makers. For
civilians that means they do not consider the risk from competing with warring parties when they try to exploit aid. As for donors I consider the provision of aid to a contested area to be determined by chance, i.e. exogenously
to the warring parties’ actions. The decisiveness parameter, d, is the expected spatial concentration of aid funding. When a party decides to devote
its military investments, I A , to competing over territorial control it expects
to distribute its forces according to where they are needed the most for exploiting aid. If aid is spread thin a party would have to spread its forces over
a greater area and therefore suffer a greater loss-of-strength. If, on the other
hand, aid is concentrated then military investments can be concentrated with
little loss-of-strength. Here a greater value of d, for instance 2.5, means that
funding is more diffused, and a lower value, like 1.5, suggests that aid value
is more concentrated. The scale of d is chosen since it corresponds well with
the range of values that geographical objects’ spatial dimension vary between. A lower value is analogous to a lower spatial dimension, which could
be illustrated by a point in space. Similarly, several points spread out in
space could illustrate a higher value.
The proportion of exploitable aid that has a high barrier to exploitation is
denoted r and the proportion with a low barrier is denoted 1–r. Since it is a
proportion, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 . Recall that an activity that has a low barrier to entry is
looting humanitarian and food aid whereas embezzling funds tends to have a
high barrier to entry.
7

This function rests on the assumption that actors in contested areas will always try to exploit
aid. At this point I cannot see enough benefits from relaxing this assumption compared to the
problems it would introduce as I try to focus narrowly on warring parties’ contest decisions.
8
For simplicity’s sake it can for instance be assumed that there is just one uncontested and
one contested area. The total investments for all actors and areas, E, is set to 1 and is the sum
of
both
sides’
investments
to
all
uncontested
and
contested
areas:

E = 1 = I A + JA + IB + JB
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If party A has a high level of existing territorial control, k A , then it is
more likely to pursue exploitation through territorial control. The higher the
barrier of exploitation and existing control the more will an actor expect to
gain from control contests.
It is possible that one side chooses to compete over control while the other reverts to low-intensity operations. That would likely result in guerrilla
warfare where the stronger side gains from high barrier aid and the other
from low barrier aid. However, if there is only aid with a high barrier to exploitation (so that civilians and parties not controlling territory cannot divert
aid) then a zero investment by its weaker opponent enables the investing
winner to take it all. This represents the situations where the opponent
evades rather than fights and leaves an area open for the stronger party to
conquer. Such a walkover would result in very few military casualties. On
the other end of the spectrum both sides are more likely to stand and fight in
a contest over control the higher that both pA and pB becomes. If, for the
moment, assuming that that there is only one party making up side B, and if
civilian involvement is negligible, so that pA + pB = 1 , then both parties are
most likely to compete for territorial control when pA = pB = 0.5 . That
conflicts should be the most risky at power parity is inline with arguments
from bargaining theory, particularly concerning inter-state conflict (Reiter,
2003, pp. 26, 32).
On the other hand there are historically a noticeable number of conventional battles that are engaged in, and often lost, at uneven odds. One of the
most famous examples is the Battle of Thermopylae where outnumbered
Greeks fought a committed, and ultimately losing, series of engagements
(Herodotus & Strassler, 2009). Another is the victory of a small English
army over a larger French force at the Battle of Agincourt (Curry, 2000).
Recent examples are the two battles for Fallujah in April and November–
December 2004 where a less powerful challenger stood against the U.S.
military in the first battle and took heavy losses when defeated in the second
(Lowry, 2010; Malkasian, 2006).
One solution to this gap between theory and practice is that warring parties, as well as outside observers, know that there is a huge discrepancy between party A’s expected contest success and the actual success – due to the
immense role that chance plays in battles (von Clausewitz, 1943). Warring
parties can convince themselves that chance is on their side and engage in
asymmetric contests either because of irrational beliefs – due to valuing
chance as an opportunity to display honor and build reputation – or due to
rational beliefs under incomplete information and incentives to misrepresent
power (Fearon, 1995; Herodotus & Strassler, 2009; Thucydides & Strassler,
1998). Incentives to misrepresent power can be reflected in contests over
territorial control if a party willingly looses battles and territory in one round
in order to draw in opponents for committed battles in the next round. Irrational decision-making is therefore not required for warring parties to engage
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in asymmetric contests. In conclusion increased military fatalities are possible for a range of pA , but are more probable around pA = pB = 0.5 . On the
other hand, civilian fatalities that result from competition with warring parties should increase when the sum of p A and p B decreases.

2.4.5 Comparative Statics and Hypotheses
The purpose of this section is to connect foreign aid to military and civilian
fatalities based on a warring party’s contest decision. I link these concepts by
discussing numerical examples of the contest success function and by arguing for when a warring party would prefer contests for control or lowintensity operations. The results are three hypotheses.
A warring party could potentially engage in contests over control and
low-intensity operations simultaneously in one area. This is even possible in
a territory that one party has asserted control over. Where troops are not
disciplined or where they have to rely on theft to complement salaries looting is more likely to occur alongside embezzlement. In Somalia’s capital,
Mogadishu, the Transitional Federal Government and its allies wrested control from the rebel group Al-Shabaab during 2011. By November the government had not paid its troops in four months. Their lack of income, paired
with the many camps for Internally Displaced People (IDP) in and around
Mogadishu that had received aid, provided plenty of motivations for looting.
In the middle of November a number of civilians were killed as government
troops attempted to divert food aid. During food aid distributions looting
even devolved into infighting between different groups of government soldiers (BBC, 2011). In this example the incumbent’s troops had engaged in a
contest over territorial control as well as low-intensity looting within one
area and one year. As much as it is possible for warring parties to choose
both options I consider that for a given area a warring party chooses either to
engage in contests over control and embezzlement, or to do low-intensity
operations and looting. This restriction keeps the model concise but will
make the contest decision appear more polarized than it is in real life.
When extracting implications from the contest success function I assume
that a challenger has a slightly lower level of total endowed resources compared to an incumbent, and that both warring parties distribute military investments evenly to all contested areas. Figure 5 a) exemplifies a contested
area where party A has half the military investments and half the existing
territorial control of side B, and where the barrier to exploitation is high
(0.7). This illustrates that the more that funding is concentrated (low values
of x) the greater is party A’s (and to a lesser extent B’s) expected gains from
exploiting aid (represented by blue circles and black squares), and the more
are military investments at risk (orange triangles). To be clear, military investments at risk implies more military fatalities. If funding is diffused both
warring parties will gain less from competing for territorial control and will
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prefer to instead engage in low-intensity operations. Low-intensity operations will involve smaller units, which means that any clashes are likely to
result in fewer fatalities.
Hypothesis 1: The greater the expected concentration of aid funding
the greater the short-term military fatalities

0.6
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0.0

0.2

Exploitation success & civilians at risk
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Exploitation success & military at risk
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Figure 5. The first figure (a) Has funding varying from concentration to diffusion,
and the second figure (b) has proportion of high barrier to exploitation along the xaxes. Blue circles represent pA , and black squares are pB . In figure a) orange triangles are the total military investments I A + I B that can be risked in combat. In figure
b) red triangles represent civilians at risk from exploiting aid

Figure 5 b) displays the situation where party A again has half the military
investments of side B, but with three times the existing territorial control.
The barrier to exploitation varies along the x-axis. This figure highlights two
aspects of the model. Firstly, since A has greater existing territorial control, a
higher barrier to exploitation will on average leave party A better off than
side B (in terms of gains from exploitation in areas of territorial control).
Secondly, the lower the barrier to exploiting aid the more civilians are at
risk to be killed during competitions with warring parties. The explanation is
that a lower barrier to exploitation makes warring parties more likely to
avoid battles over territorial control and instead shift to low-intensity operations over lootable aid. Since civilians will simultaneously be more likely to
engage in exploiting aid, warring parties will have the option to compete
with unarmed civilians rather than armed opponents. I am hence not suggesting that humanitarian and food aid increases one-sided violence for the sake
of killing civilians, only that civilians are more likely to die due to compet44

ing with warring parties over exploitable resources. This explanation for
civilian fatalities does not compete with, but rather complements, strategic
explanations of violence against civilians. For instance that civilians can be
killed to impose costs on the opponent, and to deter defectors (Hultman,
2007, p. 208; Kalyvas, 2006). This model is hence complementary in that it
considers that friction can explain civilian victims where there is no strategic
reason to kill civilians.
I do not specify a contest success function for engaging in low-intensity
operations, it suffices to say that for the example when barriers to exploitation are low, by shifting to low-intensity operations, and by directly competing with civilians, warring parties will increase their expected gains from
exploiting aid. Conversely, a high barrier to exploitation should make lowintensity operations less attractive, all else equal, and increase the probability
of military fatalities in already contested areas.
Hypothesis 2a: A low barrier to exploiting aid should increase the
short-term civilian fatalities
Hypothesis 2b: A high barrier to exploiting aid should increase the
short-term military fatalities
The immediate counterfactual of 2a is that if there is no low barrier (or a
high barrier) to exploiting aid there would be no increase in civilian fatalities
due to aid. The counterfactual of 2b is that if a high barrier to exploiting aid
is absent (or if there exist a low barrier to entry) there would be no increase
in military fatalities due to aid.
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3. Research Design

Having established how aid could influence violence intensity in theory I
now advance my strategy for hypothesis testing. I first introduce the structure of the dataset, the cases, and the independent and dependent variables.
Following that I present the problems of achieving “as-if” random treatment
assignment and how propensity score matching help deal with some of those
issues. I also explain how I measure causal effects. Lastly I go through all
control variables.

3.1 Cases and Data Structure
In order to test my sub-national hypotheses it is crucial to have access to
disaggregated data that cover foreign aid, violence, and a range of control
variables. This dissertation uses data from two separate coding efforts. Together with colleagues I have adapted and developed the UCDP geo-coding
methodology (Sundberg et al., 2010) so that it can be used to geo-code aid
projects (Strandow et al., 2011). This methodology was applied to the most
comprehensive collection of official development aid – AidData core
(Tierney et al., 2011) – in order to code aid flows to conflict years in Africa
South of the Sahara (Findley et al., 2011).
The second coding effort has produced an events dataset which contains
information on which warring party that initiated a particular clash, and
which actor that controlled a battle location after combat (Strandow 2012).
This events dataset is coded from, and is compatible with, the Uppsala Conflict Data Program’s GED sub-Saharan Africa dataset (Melander and
Sundberg, 2011). By aggregating these events in a yearly format it is possible to get control variables that are crucial for specifying the impact of aid
on violence intensity. These two independent coding efforts are then combined with the original UCDP-GED dataset in order to access the dependent
variables.
The resulting data structure has rows of warring party A’s actions versus
the B-side in each first order administrative division (e. g. a province) each
year. An administrative region is included if at least one person was killed in
the area the current year. Exactly how these datasets were collected and what
they contain is further developed in chapter 4.
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Empirically the dataset covers warring parties in African Sub-Saharan
states that have had one year or more of state-based intra-state armed conflict since 1989. By state-based intra-state conflict I mean that there have
been at least 25 annual deaths resulting from fighting between an organized
warring party and a government (Harbom, Wallensteen, & Kreutz, 2007).
To reflect the unit of analysis that was introduced by the theoretic model I
include years of non-state violence between organized groups. Such years
are included as long as the country has already entered the dataset based on
the state-based violence criteria. Warring parties become inactive and exit
the dataset if the number of deaths falls below 25. Inactive parties can enter
the dataset again after spells of inactivity. Warring parties associated with a
conflict that started after 2007 are not included and for all warring parties
2008 is the last year that is coded.9

3.2 Observing Foreign Aid
I formulate dichotomous aid variables that are coded 1 if an observation
receives treatment, and 0 if it does not. This is a prerequisite for complying
with my research design and makes it straightforward to interpret causal
effects.
Table 1. Independent treatment variables
For Hypothesis

Name

Description

1

1 (robustness)

Funding per Location
Funding per Location, low threshold
Funding per Location, high threshold
Funding per Area

1 (robustness)

Total Funding

2a

Humanitarian or
Food Aid
Education aid

Coded 1 if the value (constant USD) per aid
location is over the average, 698,208
Coded 1 if the value (constant USD) per aid
location is over the low threshold, 550,000
Coded 1 if the value (constant USD) per aid
location is over the high threshold, 750,000
Based on constant USD per square km. Coded
1 if the value per square km, is over the average, 8303
Coded 1 if the total value is over the average,
9,817,845
Coded 1 if there was humanitarian aid or food
aid during the current year and area
Coded 1 if there was education aid during the
current year and area

1 (robustness)
1 (robustness)

2b

3.2.1 Expected Funding Concentration
To test H1 I specify a variable that captures whether warring parties would
expect high value funding to be concentrated to few locations, were it to be
9

A list of the coded countries is presented in chapter 4.
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disbursed. To formulate a treatment variable I specify a cut-off point between those areas that receive highly concentrated funding commitments and
those that receive more dispersed, or no, funding.
An aid commitment is funding that a sender has pledged to disburse to the
recipient. I make the assumption that big enough sums of aid committed to
few enough locations captures the attention of warring parties to the point
that their contest decision is affected. That warring parties keep track of aid
commitments may occasionally be assuming too much. It is however possible that the parties observe actual aid disbursements and formulate expectations about future commitments and distributions from that information. In
that case aid commitments would pick up on parties’ expectations by being
correlated with earlier aid disbursements. Commitments are likely to reflect
earlier distributions because sub-national needs for development aid change
slowly over time and since donors can become attached to specific recipients, either due to earlier colonial relations or due to current foreign policy
interests (McKinlay & Little, 1977).
It is even possible that warring parties actively invite aid donors and gain
knowledge of commitments through direct communications with implementing organizations. An example of this is when the Revolutionary United
Front (RUF) in Sierra Leone reportedly invited Médecins sans Frontiéres
and Action Contre la Faim to provide humanitarian aid in areas controlled by
the rebel group (Polman, 2010, p. 103). Whether resulting from earlier disbursements or current pledges, I therefore find it plausible that aid commitments reflect warring parties expectations of future aid concentration.
Funding per location is coded 1 if the value of aid per location in a given
area is greater than the average funding to all areas and years in the dataset.
The exact procedure is related in chapter 4. The prevailing method for standardizing aid in national level studies is the funding’s share of the Gross National Income (Sollenberg, 2012a, p. 23). For subnational analyses the quality, and coverage, of income data is not great enough to allow this type of
transformation with sub-national income data. This theory is however not
proposing macro-level financial mechanisms, for which the size of aid would
be relevant to relate to the size of the national income. At the micro-level the
value of aid in itself, whatever the size of the national economy, is likely
enough to capture warring parties’ expectations.
For robustness check I include the measure funding per area, which records whether an area’s funding per square kilometer exceeds the average of
all areas. I also check the impact of total funding exceeding the average total
funding level.

3.2.2 Humanitarian or Food Aid
Humanitarian or food aid is coded 1 if there was humanitarian aid or food
aid committed during a particular year and area and 0 if not. The data for this
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variable comes from official development aid budgets and therefore leaves
out humanitarian and food aid from relief budgets. This is further discussed
in chapter 4.

3.2.3 Education Aid
I let education aid represent the opposite end of the spectrum compared to
humanitarian and food aid. As has been indicated previously aid assigned for
education tends to be monetary funding that can be highly fungible
(Feyzioglu et al., 1998, p. 30) and open to embezzlement. Exploiting education aid is more involved and has a higher barrier of entry. The variable is
coded 1 if there were commitments to the education sector during a particular year and area and 0 if not.

3.3 Dependent Variables
I consider two categories of violence intensity: short-term military and civilian fatalities.10 There are however a number of ways of operationalizing
those dependent variables. Table 2 illustrates how I define the two categories
of intensity in relation to types of violence specified by the Uppsala Conflict
Data Program (Eck, Sollenberg, & Wallensteen, 2004) and Kalyvas (2006).
The type of civilian fatalities that I am interested in explaining, those resulting from competitions with warring parties over resources, are not specifically recorded anywhere but I expect them to be accounted for within the established categories of victims of crossfire or indiscriminate or selective violence.11

10

Here I consider short-term to be effects that occur up to a year after a cause. This may
appear to be an arbitrary cut-off point but when investigating yearly observations I hold that
this is an intuitive representation of short-term effects.
11
Civilians caught in crossfire is not a separate category in UCDP’s definitions and is recorded as either non-state or state-based violence. Since how to treat civilian deaths resulting from
crossfire is an important issue I list it separately so that it is clear where such fatalities enter
my analyses.
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Table 2. The origins of the dependent variables from the Uppsala Conflict Data
Program measurements
Violence
Intensity

Casualties from

Measurement

Military
Fatalities
Civilian
Fatalities

Government, Rebel, or Militia
Troops
Civilians caught in Crossfire, Indiscriminately or Selectively Targeted

Side A and Side B Deaths;
Unknown Deaths
Civilian Deaths from State-based,
Non-state, or One-sided Violence

Previous micro-level research with violence intensity as a dependent variable
has either used fatality counts aggregated over several years, or fatality aggregates normalized by area population (Do & Iyer, 2010; Murshed & Gates,
2005) Here analyses are done using yearly data on fatality counts. I do not
normalize fatality aggregates by area population since I want to keep the
analyses as straight forward and as close to the theory as possible. I have
access to yearly fatality counts and prefer the more fine-grained analyses that
can be achieved with yearly data compared to aggregates of several years.
Both dependent variables are measured the year after the independent variables.
I use the arguably most reliable, systematically collected, fatality data that
is currently available, the Uppsala Conflict Data Program’s Geo-Referenced
Events Dataset, which covers conflict years in Africa South of the Sahara
since 1989 (Sundberg & Melander, 2013).
Table 3. Preparing the dependent variables for analyses
Name

Description

Military Fatalities Log

T+1, sum of best estimates of all fatalities minus civilian
deaths (log-10 of value+1)
T+1, sum of all civilians killed by either side (log-10 of value+1)
T+1, sum of best estimates of all fatalities (log-10 of best
estimate+1)

Civilian Fatalities Log
Total Fatalities Log

3.3.1 Military Fatalities
Military fatalities tend to be distributed over a high number of events with
few fatalities and a small share of events with exceptionally high fatalities
(Bohorquez, Gourley, Dixon, Spagat, & Johnson, 2009; Clauset, Young, &
Gleditsch, 2007). In addition to this heavy-tail distribution, within cases
there could potentially be differences in how best estimates of battle related
deaths are coded between countries and warring parties. If parties to one
conflict often inflate their fatality numbers coders will be much more conservative in counting deaths compared to conflicts where the warring parties’
information is more reliable.
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To address this within and between cases variance I contract this variable
by log transformation. There are a number of events with zero military fatalities. Since the logarithm of zero is undefined I add one to the fatality estimate before the log transformation. The result is military fatalities log.

3.3.2 Civilian Fatalities
Civilian fatalities log measures the total of civilians killed in contested areas
either in crossfire or as a result of one-sided violence. I include fatalities
from crossfire since I want to ensure that I capture all potential sources of
deaths due to friction between civilians and warring parties. It is for instance
possible that civilians die as a result of competition between themselves and
more than one warring party, thus being considered victims of crossfire.
Victims of one-sided violence are included since random civilian fatalities,
due to competition with a warring party, would be recorded in that category.

3.4 As-if Random Assignment
Two of the problems that complicate causal inferences in social science, and
that are particularly pronounced in this kind of study, are unobserved covariates and endogeneity. Unobserved covariates, or omitted variables, are
factors that influence both the independent and the dependent variables and
that cannot be included in the statistical analysis. Omitting crucial variables
makes it unclear how much of an independent variable’s causal effect that is
really due to treatment (King, Keohane, & Verba, 1994, p. 135). In my analyses I for instance do not include a measure of a warring party’s incompatibility, which is the root of the contestation, and which could possibly impact
aid commitments as well as violence. This could introduce omitted variable
bias as it has, for instance, been shown that conflicts fought over government
power on the one hand, and conflicts fought over territory on the other, were
correlated with different types of terrain and population density (Buhaug &
Rød, 2006). Data on incompatibility is however just not available for nonstate conflicts, and those conflicts make up a big part of my data.
Endogeneity on the other hand is a problem if the dependent variable
somehow influences the independent variable (King et al., 1994). Aid donors
may select foreign aid depending on the level of violence they anticipate that
an area will suffer (De Ree & Nillesen, 2009). That could either lead donors
to decrease aid commitments or increase them if aid is meant to alleviate
violence related suffering. Conflict risks are however difficult to anticipate
and since it is unclear for academics how different forms of aid influences
conflicts it is unlikely that donors know how their behaviors impact conflicts
(Sollenberg, 2012a). That a group of donors would be able to anticipate conflicts – and how their commitments and physical disbursements of aid influ51

ences violence – is unlikely. If anything endogeneity in aid commitments is
likely to increase the variation in aid commitments and not have a systematic
effect across donors and types of aid.
To manage problems with unobserved covariates and endogeneity a solid
research design is crucial. The general problem of making causal inferences
is how treatment and control are assigned to a variable. The ideal of the
Neyman-Rubin tradition of quantitative causal inference is experimental
designs where treatment and control groups are randomly assigned (Rubin,
1974; Splawa-Neyman, Dabrowska, & Speed, 1990).
Randomly assigned treatment ensures that there is no endogeneity since
subjects cannot self-select themselves to treatment. And as long as assignment is truly random unobserved covariates will no longer systematically
determine the assignment of treatment.
When investigating some of the most critical social science subjects, such
as conflict intensity, experiments are wildly unethical. It is for instance just
not possible to assign contest decisions to groups and go from there. Researchers therefore have to rely on observational data. The problem with
observational studies is that they usually suffer from unclear assignment of
treatment and control groups, which makes it hard to reach any well-founded
conclusions concerning causal effects (Rubin, 2007).
On the other hand, it is also possible for experimental designs to suffer
problems in assigning treatment and control, for instance if there are many
missing values and if it is unclear why they are missing. A careful observational study, where the assignment of treatment and control has been clearly
understood, may on occasion provide stronger conclusions concerning causality than some experimental studies (Rubin, 2007).
The key to a solid research design is to set up the data so that treated and
controlled observations are matched based on similar distributions of control
variables so that the assignment of treatment is “as-if” random. The most
crucial part of setting up the as-if random assignment is to exclude the dependent variable from all aspects of establishing the research design (Rubin,
2007; Sekhon, 2009). The values of the dependent variables cannot be used
to select the as-if random assignment, as the particular dataset at hand would
then drive the results. If the outcomes are allowed to drive repeated “improvements” of the design then statistically significant results are very likely
to occur due to chance (Ho, Imai, King, & Stuart, 2007).12 If problems with
design are encountered it is better to reframe the research into one of exploration rather than hypothesis testing.

12

At a 95% significance level and with 20 different design iterations correlations between
completely unrelated variables are likely to be significant in one.
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3.5 Matching
The procedure I use for achieving as-if random treatment assignment is propensity score matching. Propensity score matching differs from exact matching since for the latter a subject under treatment is paired with a subject of
control if they are exactly the same in all covariates. Propensity score matching instead pairs subjects based on how likely they are to receive treatment,
i.e. if their propensity scores are similar (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983;
Sekhon, 2009). There are a number of model specifications that can be used
to estimate the propensity score. My treatment variables are dichotomous
and I use a logit specification (Caliendo & Kopeinig, 2008).
A clear benefit of propensity score matching is that the degree to which
matching achieves as-if random treatment assignment is straightforward to
comprehend and to communicate. The procedure is also less dependent on
model assumptions than equivalent procedures that achieve as-if random
assignment in regression models (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983, pp. 48–49).
Matching cannot eliminate unobserved covariates and can therefore only
achieve balance based on observed control variables. Another potential issue
is that observations that cannot be matched are not used to measure the causal effect. The causal effects that are estimated from matched pairs will therefore vary depending on how the matching is specified.

3.6 Determining Causal Effects
Comparing the effect of observations of treatment and control – within
matched pairs – on the outcome makes is possible to estimate the causal
effect. Propensity score matching can be used in combination with regression for more accurate results, while introducing some dependence on regression model assumptions (Ho et al., 2007, pp. 200, 209–211). Rather than
doing post-matching regression I trade some accuracy for fewer model assumptions, simplicity of analysis, and high transparency, by calculating the
average treatment effect (ATE).13
The ATE gives the difference in expected values of outcomes between
observations of treatment and observations of control (Morgan & Winship,
2007, pp. 36–37). Since I am interested in the average effect over both
treatment and control I cross-match, i.e. control observations are matched to
treatment observations and vice versa (compare to the Average Treatment
Effect of the Treated in Ho et al., 2007, p. 216).

13

The decreased accuracy results from the remaining "imbalance in the matched sample [that
is] is strictly unrelated to the treatment [..], or [that] has no effect on the outcome” (Ho, Imai,
King, & Stuart, 2007, p. 213).
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The research design I have specified results in matched pairs of treatment
and control observations that are more likely to, for instance, contain warring
parties within the similar areas, the same year, the same actor type, or with
the same amount of opponents. I consider that this design goes a long way in
correcting for the time and space dependent effects that unobserved covariates might have on the ATE.

3.7 Control Variables and Covariate Sets
Although matching in it self does not deal with unobserved covariates, in
principle matching on an extensive list of covariates could account for much
of the influence of unobserved covariates. I cannot claim that my design
allows the effects of crucial unobserved covariates to be transmitted via the
observed covariates. What I can do is to be explicit about what controls I am
including and what information I am likely to leave out. In this section I
specify several sets of controls ranging from those that are theoretically motivated, to those that are necessitated by the research design.

3.7.1 Conflict Dynamics Controls
The theory section introduced three types of variables that are crucial to control for: the warring parties’ existing territorial control; the warring parties’
types; and the number of B-side opponents. Another variable that may impact both the independent and the dependent variables is the number of attacks that a warring party is responsible for. If, for instance, a terrorist group
initiated many attacks in an area, that could impact donors will to engage in
development operations. Conflict dynamics are hence crucial to control for.
Table 4. Attacks, control, and spatial diffusion of attacks
Name
Greater Battleground
Control

Description

A Preponderance in Control over Population. Coded 1 if A had
a difference in population affected by control > 73580 (twice
the average difference)
Greater Battleground
For robustness. A more Control Counts. Coded 1 if A asserted
Control, Alternative
control over more territory than B during current year and area
A is Challenger
Whether A is a challenger
Multiple Opponents
Coded 1 if multiple opponents in area
Attacks by A
Sum of all points attacked by a in administrative division
A over Peer Attacks
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater,
number of attacks by A than all other areas within the country
that party A operates in
Population near Violence Mean size of populations at battle locations
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I now specify the most important type of covariate, greater battleground
control, as well as motivate why the type of actor (A is challenger) is a crucial control variable.
3.7.1.1 Greater Battleground Control
The main mechanism through which aid affects violence is the way it nudges
a warring party to engage in contests over territorial control in contested
areas rather than reverting to low-intensity operations. The problem is that
warring parties’ existing control is likely have a great impact on future propensity to engage in contests over territorial control, as well as on aid commitments. To figure out whether aid has a causal effect it is therefore crucial
to include a measure of territorial control when matching observations.
Territorial control could be measured in many ways. Here the main focus
is on control in violently contested areas. I am unable to include information
from when an area was uncontested as there is currently no systematic
source of warring parties’ control in uncontested areas. That removes the
option of estimating the exact distribution of territorial control between warring parties. What is possible to measure is a snapshot of a party’s territorial
control resulting from previous contests in an area, its battleground control.
Battleground control is asserted following clashes with opposing forces
(Strandow, 2012). In order to define battleground control it helps to review
the concept territorial control. I follow Kalyvas (2006) operationalization of
territorial control as consisting of five categories from zone 1 to zone 5. The
incumbent has full control over zone 1 and the insurgent has total control
over zone 5. In zone 2 the incumbent has limited control, and in 4 it is the
insurgent that has some control. Zone 3 is the most contested area that neither party controls. In table 5 I streamline Kalyvas operationalization to fit a
more generalized unit of observation that has one warring party (A) versus
its opposition (B), without reference to whom, if any, that is the incumbent.
Table 5. Generalizing Kalyvas zones of control
Kalyvas

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

Complete
Incumbent
Control

Limited
Incumbent
Control

Neither Incumbent nor
Insurgent
Control
Neither A nor
B Control

Limited
Insurgent
Control

Complete
Insurgent
Control

Limited B
Control

Complete B
Control

Generalized Complete A
Control

Limited A
Control

Kalyvas is mainly interested in explaining selective and indiscriminate violence against civilians. Indiscriminate violence is intentional killings of civilians where individuals are randomly targeted. Selective violence is where
specific civilians are singled out. The main prediction concerning indiscriminate violence is that it is most likely in zones 1 and 5 where killing civilians
can be used as a weapon against the party that controls the area (Hultman,
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2007, p. 208). Selective violence on the other hand is most likely in zones 2
and 4, where a warring party has enough capacity to threaten civilians, protect collaborators, and where it has a need to find and kill “traitors”. Military
deaths should conversely be the most likely in the most disputed area, zone 3
(Kalyvas, 2006, 2008).
Battleground control is in many ways a measure of change in control. In
addition to operationalize control zones Kalyvas (2006, p. 217) also categorizes change in control. He suggests that the process of shifting control consists of two steps, initial shift and consolidation. Initial shift transfers control
from side B’s zones 4 or 5 to party A’s zone 2. Consolidating control entails
securing a conquered area. Although this may result in more selective killings of civilians – as a way to increase control of the population – it will
probably result in less battle related deaths than the initial shift in control.
Successful consolidation shifts party A’s control from zone 2 to the full control of zone 1 (Kalyvas, 2006, pp. 213–218).
My measure, battleground control, cannot pick up on a party’s consolidation of control. I do measure what Kalyvas terms initial shift but I prefer to
use the term conquest rather than initial shift as the former has a more intuitive meaning and is more widely used historically (Thucydides & Strassler,
1998; von Clausewitz, 1943). Although I cannot measure consolidation I
include another component necessary for understanding the dynamics of
territorial control: defense. Successful defense hinders the opponent’s conquest attempts and is a clear indicator of battleground control.
To set up the greater battleground control variable I take into account the
value of the territorial holding by estimating the population that A potentially
controls. The alternative measure listed in table 4 is based on the count of the
number of locations that A has asserted control over. Greater battleground
control attempts to reflect the situation where A had more valuable battleground control than B. To capture this situation the main measure is based
on multiplying the number of locations that A had asserted control over in an
area by the average size of the population in towns within a 10 kilometer
radius from that years’ battles. The same is done with B. I then calculate the
difference between A’s and B’s population control.14 The end goal is to have
a dichotomous measure. To ensure that the difference between the treatment
and control categories of the variable is substantial enough I code it as 1 if A
had a difference in population affected by control that is greater than twice
the average difference.15 Also, for this variable to be coded 1 both actors
need to have asserted control over one person or more. This demand means

14

The average difference is 36 790. The sizeable systematic difference between A and B is
partly explained by the fact that civilians are never included as side A, only as side B. This
means that there are more B-sides than A-sides with little or no control.
15
I.e., > 73 580.
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that only observations where A’s control clearly influences more people than
B’s control are coded 1.
The benefit of using preponderance in control over population to measure
battleground control is that it is likely to reflect the type of dominance over
valuable areas that is most important for subsequent contest decisions.
The alternative treatment of battleground control is coded 1 if A asserted
control over a greater number of locations than B, in a particular year and
area, and 0 if not. This treatment avoids any potential errors associated with
coding population sizes but is more vulnerable to errors in measuring relative control when both sides’ amounts of controlled locations are close to
zero.
I also include a control variable that measures the average population
near battlegrounds. Greater population near battles will influence fatalities
and may also impact donor commitments.
3.7.1.2 A is a Challenger
There are a number of circumstances that can push a party to engage in contests over territorial control even if it does no appear optimal in the short
term. Incumbents have the overall political goal of protecting and retaking
territory, and incumbents’ forces are generally geared towards conventional
warfare. Furthermore, if an incumbent appears to relinquish its territorial
sovereignty to a challenger, without putting up a fight, then more challengers
could be encouraged to fight the incumbent. Losing a decisive battle against
a conquering challenger may therefore be less costly than the potential reputation costs of yielding or turning to low-intensity operations.
This means that an incumbent should be more likely to expect greater
gains from engaging in control contests compared to a challenger. This is an
important control variable since an incumbent is more likely to receive aid.
3.7.1.3 Multiple Opponents
It has been shown that the more parties to a conflict the less likely is peace to
endure after de-escalation (Nilsson, 2006). The presence of multiple opponents is therefore likely related to violence intensity and may also impact
donors’ impressions of an area. Coded 1 if there are multiple opponents in
the administrative region.
3.7.1.4 Attacks by A
In an area where a party is on the offensive there is an increased probability
of violent clashes. That may impact the size and type of aid commitments, as
well as the intensity of violence. I measure offensives by summarizing all
points attacked by A in an administrative division.
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3.7.1.5 A over Peer Attacks
The number of attacks that constitutes an offensive depends on the context.
In a very active conflict more attacks need to be registered in order for there
to be a notable offensive. I therefore also include a relative measure of offensives. This variable records whether party A is more active in another
contested area than it is in the current area. It is coded 1 if the current area
has as great, or greater, number of attacks by A than all other areas within the
country that actor A operates in.

3.7.2 Resources
Just as foreign aid can influence warring parties’ contest decisions so can
other valuable resources. I include a number of measures of an area’s value
ranging from the presence of diamonds to population density. Since absolute
values, in percentages or counts, can have diverse effects over different areas
I also include relative measures that are coded 1 if the current area is more
valuable than surrounding areas.
Table 6. Resource value control variables
Name

Description

Petro Locations
Diamond Locations
Population Density
Rainfall
Agriculture

Number of petro locations within administrative division
Number of diamond locations within administrative division
Population density
Rainfall in percentages
Agriculture land (land used for crops or pastures) coded in the
following increments: 14%, 16%, 20%, 50%, 70%
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has greater number of petro
locations than all other areas within the country that actor a operates in
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has greater number of diamond locations than all other areas within the country that actor a
operates in
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater,
crops or pastures area percentage than the neighborhood max

Most Petro
Most Diamonds
Most Agriculture

I control for resource value since it affects contest decisions, but a wide
range of research motivates controlling for resources for additional reasons.
It has been found that when there are resources such as gemstones and petroleum within conflict areas conflict duration is greatly increased (Lujala,
2010). I use data on diamond deposits as introduced by Gilmore et al. (2005)
and data covering on-shore oil deposits from Lujala et al. (2007).
Availability of resources also reflects an area’s income and poverty levels. Poverty rate, measured as proportion of population below poverty line
has been found to increase conflict intensity. Higher poverty supposedly
makes recruitment less expensive for challengers. Greater poverty may also
drive conflicts due to increasing grievances, and hence support for anti58

incumbent activities (Bohara, Mitchell, & Nepal, 2006; Do & Iyer, 2010).
The resource measure I control for that may take into account some of the
population’s income is the area’s percentage of agriculture land. Rainfall is
another measure that is likely to increase the value of land in a way that benefits the general population, while also influencing military operations. More
rain makes land maneuvers more difficult. Rainfall data originally comes
from Adler et al. (2003) and is available in administrative region format
from Fjelde and von Uexkull (2012).
Population density is used here as a measure of an area’s value but different specifications of population has proven important determinants of conflict occurrences. Population size has been shown to increase conflict risks
both in terms of populations size at the national level (Hegre & Sambanis,
2006) and in terms of the increased risks of conflicts occurring close to population centers (Raleigh and Hegre, 2009). Common approaches are to
measure population as the density per area unit, or as the proportion of a
country’s total population that lives in a particular area (Rustad et al., 2011).
For population data I use CIESIN GPW Gridded Population of the World
(CIESIN, 2000).

3.7.3 Rough Terrain
There are compelling theoretical reasons and real world examples suggesting
that rough terrain should influence civil war onset, duration, and intensity.
At the country level rough terrain either have no significant impact (Collier,
Hoeffler, & Söderbom, 2004; Collier & Hoeffler, 2002b), or forests and
mountainous terrain have different effects (Fearon & Laitin, 2003; Rouen &
Sobek, 2004). In studies that disaggregate analyses to the conflict area there
are diverse findings. Mountainous terrain appears to have no significant influence on conflict duration (Buhaug et al., 2009; Lujala, 2010) or a weak
positive effect (Buhaug & Lujala, 2005). And forest coverage has been
found to not increase conflict onset or duration (Buhaug et al., 2009; Lujala,
2010; Rustad, Rød, Larsen, & Gleditsch, 2008). In contrast Bohara et al.
(2006) investigates violence intensity and finds that violence from both challengers and incumbents increases with rough terrain.
Besides including measures of an area’s terrain I also include measures of
how rough the terrain is in relation to neighboring areas. If mountains are
used for hiding from opponents it could be important to take into account the
potential for hiding outside of the contested area in question. The viability of
receiving aid and the intensity of violence may also be impacted by an area’s
size and that is hence also controlled for.
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Table 7. Terrain Control Variables
Name

Description

Mountainous
Forested
Most
Mountainous
Most Forested

Real values of minimum elevation in meters
Percentages of forest cover
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, elevation
than the neighborhood max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, forest
percentage than the neighborhood max
Area in square kilometers
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has greater square kilometer area
than all other areas within the country that actor a operates in

Area Size
Greatest Area

3.7.4 Controlling for Diffusion and Unobserved Covariate
Trends
Violence can spread over both time and space (Bohara et al., 2006; Kalyvas,
2008). Neighboring conflicts have been found to influence the prevalence of
local conflict (Rustad et al., 2011). Controlling for a lagged dependent variable can reflect both diffusion over time as well as space, as long as it is safe
to assume that spatial diffusion is lagged (Beck, Gleditsch, & Beardsley,
2006).16

16

Note that the lagged dependent variables are taken from t-1 in relation to the independent
variables. Since the dependent variables are measured at t+1 in relation to the independent
variables that means the lagged dependent variables are measured at t-2 in relation to the
dependent variables.
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Table 8. Time lags and trends control variables
Name

Description

1989

The first covariate year in the dataset, coded 1 if
1989
All years in between 1989 and 2008
The last covariate year in the dataset, coded 1 if
2008
T-1 version of Funding Concentration, coded 1 if
over 543,157 USD
T-1 version of Funding Concentration, coded 1 if
over the low barrier 450,000
T-1 version of Funding Concentration, coded 1 if
over the high barrier 650,000
T-1 version of Funding per Area
T-1 version of Total Aid
T-1 version of Humanitarian or Food Aid
T-1 version of Education Aid
T-1, sum of civilian deaths (log-10 of fatalities
+1)
T-1, sum of best estimates of all deaths excluding
civilian deaths (log-10 of fatalities+1)
T-1, sum of best estimates of all deaths, log-10 of
value+1

…
2008
Funding Concentration, t-1
Funding Concentration, t-1, low
Funding Concentration, t-1, high
Funding per Area, t-1
Total Funding, t-1
Humanitarian or Food Aid, t-1
Education Aid, t-1
Civilian Fatalities, t-1
Military Fatalities, t-1
Total Fatalities t-1

I include the treatment variables at t-1 as a way to increase the probability of
pairing observations that have similar history in receiving aid. This will help
further reduce endogeneity problems.
There are many forms of unobserved covariates, some of which vary due
to continent- or world-wide trends. By including year dummies it is possible
to take this variance into account.

3.7.5 Covariate Sets
There is no consensus in the literature concerning exactly what control variables to include when matching. On the one hand, while suggesting that
matching performs well with many control variables, Rosenbaum and Rubin
does not specify inclusion criteria (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983, pp. 48–49).
On the other hand are recommendations to include slimmed covariate sets
(Pearl, 2009). One guideline is to not include any post-treatment covariates
as controls so as to not confuse what causal effect that is measured (Gelman
& Hill, Jennifer, 2006, p. 188; Ho et al., 2007, p. 202). A post-treatment
variable in the model used here would for instance be the type of warfare
that warring parties end up with as a result of how aid affects their contest
decisions.
I set up the tests of the hypotheses using different covariate sets for each
treatment. The covariate sets vary slightly between the analyses due to dif61

ferences in treatments and dependents. The specific covariate sets are determined before the causal effects are measured.
This chapter began with an introduction of the structure of the dataset, the
cases, and the independent and dependent variables. I then elaborated on
how the research design aims to ensure that the independent variables
achieve as-if random treatment assignment. I elaborated on how propensity
score matching makes it possible to match pairs of observations that are similar in all respects except for the value of the independent variable. I then
explained how I measure causal effects and concluded by reviewing the control variables and covariate sets.
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4. Preparing the Dataset

I make use of novel geo-referenced aid (Findley et al., 2011) and battleground control data, paired with UCDP’s Geo-referenced Events (UCDPGED) dataset (Sundberg & Melander, 2013). The original datasets are in
events format and I have aggregated this information into annual data. While
doing this I also aggregate into administrative divisions. There are hence
many involved steps before the data is ready to be analyzed. The purpose of
this chapter is to communicate exactly which countries and years the data
covers; which types of administrative regions that are included and why I
rely on these political boundaries rather than alternative spatial units; how
the original aid events data was collected and aggregated; and how the battleground control data relates to the original UCDP-GED events and how it
was coded and aggregated. I also devote a section to reviewing how spatial
and temporal lags were added and how the different datasets were combined
into a total dataset.

4.1 Time Period and Spatial Boundaries, Case
Selection17
This dataset makes it possible to analyze how aid, battleground control, as
well as different geographic factors, affect fatalities in administrative divisions. Note that the dataset only covers areas that are violently contested,
meaning that at least one person died in the area a given year. To enter the
dataset a country in Sub-Saharan Africa needs to have experienced at least
one year of intra-state conflict since the start of 1989. To experience intrastate conflict means that there have been 25 annual deaths, or more, in violence between at least one organized group and the government. The thresholds and year ranges are based on standards adopted by the UCDP (Harbom
et al., 2007).
Once a country has entered the dataset, the years where organized nonstate groups battle each other are also coded. Years when there is only violence between unorganized communal groups are not coded. A country
leaves the dataset as soon as there has been a year without intra-state conflict
17

Parts of this section has already been made available online in Strandow, Findley, Faber,
Marchesoni, and Powell (2012)
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or non-state violence.18 After spells of inactivity a country can always enter
the dataset again.
The data collection started in 2010 and that has put a temporal limit on
the observations. A country in which a conflict starts after 2007 is not included. For the cases that are included in the dataset, 2008 is the last year
that is coded. The aim is to include all applicable countries from SubSaharan Africa. At the point where my coding work began the Uppsala Conflict Data Program had however not completed coding Mali, which means
that this case is excluded. Table 9 details which countries and year ranges
that are covered.
Table 9. Countries South of the Sahara with Active Conflicts 1989–2008
Country

State-based
conflict years

Additional
organized nonstate conflict
years

Angola

1989–1995,
1998–2002

..

Burundi

1991–92, 1994–
2006, 2008

1991–92, 1994–
2006, 2008

Central African Republic

2001–2002, 2006, ..
(2009–2010

Chad

1989–1994,
1997–2002,
2005–2010

..

Comoros
Islands

1989, 1997

1998

Congo, Democratic
Republic

1996–2001,
2006–2008

2002–2004

Congo, Republic of

1993–1994,
..
1997–1999, 2002

Djibouti

1991–1994, 1999 ..

18

Comment

Versus Eritrea 2008 not coded since it
is an interstate conflict

The main interest here is to include organized violence that occurs in the shadow of statebased conflict. To that end I would also include some state versus state violence, as long as it
results from the presence of an intra-state conflict. An example of that type of violence is the
combat between the government of Ivory Coast and France in 2004 during the Ivorian intrastate conflict, which would have been included, had there been a high enough level of fatalities.
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Eritrea

1997, 1999, 2003 ..

Djibouti versus Eritrea 2008, and
versus Ethiopia (1998– 2000) intermittent year 2001 not included since those
are interstate conflict years

Ethiopia

1989–1996,
1998–2008

..

Guinea Bissau

1998–1999

..

Guinea (Conakry)

2000–2001

..

Ivory Coast

2002–2004

2005

Lesotho

1998

..

Liberia

1989–1990,
2000–2003

1991–1992,
1994–1996

Mozambique

1989–1992

..

Nigeria

2004 (2009)

2003–2004
(2008)

Rwanda

1990–1994,
1997–2002,
(2009–2010)

..

Sierra Leone

1991–2000

..

Somalia

1989–1996,
2001–2002,
2006–2010

1997–2000,
2003–2005

1998–2000 are missing since non-state
prior to 2002 weren’t available when
we started coding

Sudan

All years

..

Note that South Sudan was considered
a part of Sudan by the time the area was
coded

Uganda

1989–1992,
1994–(2010)

1995–1997,
2003, 2004

Conflict year 1996 (Cameroon vs.
Nigeria) is not coded

Since the dataset only covers areas that are violently contested I advise
against using it for testing broader hypotheses concerning funding that is
committed to uncontested areas. Neither do I recommend using it for testing
hypotheses concerning the onset of violence.
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4.2 First Order Administrative Divisions
The foundation of the dataset is how geographical units are defined. I rely on
a system of administrative divisions and have three reasons for going this
route. Firstly, the main data that I depend on – that which contains aid and
conflict information – is coded in relation to administrative divisions. By
aggregating data within administrative divisions, rather than for instance
grids, I am able to keep more data without introducing assumptions about
how to divide administrative region data over grids.
Secondly, I find it more straightforward to relate my theory to the data
when using administrative divisions. My model assumes that a warring party
makes different decisions for different politically relevant areas. The theory
is not restricted to a specific type of politically relevant area but I find that it
makes sense intuitively to make use of administrative division structure. This
is an area that is politically relevant and large enough to warrant an independent contest decision, while being small enough to provide sufficient
within country variation for statistical analyses.
Thirdly, by using administrative divisions it is easy to pull out examples
from the dataset with actual names. This makes it uncomplicated to relate
results to case studies and to communicate findings outside of academia.
Administrative divisions in Africa South of the Sahara are subject to
change over time. To make sure that the units of analysis are constant over
time I use the latest administrative region data from the Database of Global
Administrative Areas (GADM, 2013) and let the current pattern of administrative divisions represent all years in the study. This means that aid going
to, for example, the Ethiopian province Eritrea in 1989, would in the static
dataset be counted as going to the Eritrean region Debub. The region Debub
contains the central point, i.e. the pair of coordinates that represented Eritrea
when it was an Ethiopian province.
The decision to use units that are constant over time does not result in
significant data preparation problems. It is however crucial that users of the
data realize that the names of regions only reflect the most recent divisions.
The name of funded areas may be different in aid project descriptions compared to the area in which information is aggregated, but the geographic
location is approximately the same.19
The focus is on first order administrative divisions like provinces. Although it would be possible to achieve greater granularity by focusing on
lower order administrative divisions the higher level is selected to minimize
19

That is, within the margins of error that is implicit in the precision coding. The pair of
coordinates that represents the center (or rather the so called centroid) of a province named in
an aid project can be shifted if the province gets slightly different geographic extension in the
static version of the administrative division data. The precision code 4 does however imply
that the pair of coordinates that best represent the area could be anywhere within a province
sized area.
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the number of observations where there are zero events. Having too many
zero observations limits the number of different methods of analysis and
limits the number of control variables.
There are a few cases, such as Sudan, Chad and the Democratic Republic
of Congo, with administrative divisions that are registered by GADM as first
order, but that are much larger, and often fewer, than those of most other
countries. For these deviating cases the areas recorded by GADM as second
order administrative divisions are used instead as they are more comparable
to the sub-divisions of the other countries. Figure 6 illustrates the boundaries
of the first order administrative divisions that are used here. There are also
some countries that have very small first order administrative divisions, for
instance Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, and parts of countries in West Africa.
The first order administrative divisions category contains the biggest areas in
the dataset that I rely on. There is no category of divisions between the country level and the first order administrative division level. It would therefore
be difficult to aggregate particularly small areas into larger divisions without
introducing a range of assumptions about how to define those larger areas. I
hence chose not to do anything about those small areas at this point besides
including control variables in the analyses that for instance take into account
the areas’ sizes and populations.
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First order administrative divisions
Borders

Figure 6. Map of Africa with custom first order administrative divisions

Besides relying on existing political boundaries when structuring subnational datasets a common method is to have spatial divisions in the shape
of quadratic grid cells. When they released a standardized grid structure, the
PRIO-GRID, Tollefsen, Strand and Buhaug (2012) reviewed the pros and
cons of these different methods. The main benefit of gridded cells is that
they are entirely exogenous to conflict dynamics, whereas administrative
divisions could actually result from underlying conflicts or power distributions. Gridded cells are per definition of the same size across time and space
whereas administrative divisions varies between areas and across time
(Buhaug & Rød, 2006, p. 322; Tollefsen et al., 2012, p. 365). When using
administrative divisions it is for instance necessary to control for the size of
the area and related variables.
Administrative divisions can at most be analyzed at two or three scales,
from first order administrative division to second or third order divisions. In
contrast, a gridded structure is easily scalable up and down in continuous
steps, thereby making it straightforward to determine the range of scales
over which results hold (Tollefsen et al., 2012, p. 365).
Despite the compelling reason for using a grid structure other approaches
have been, and continues to be, used (Buhaug & Lujala, 2005; Østby,
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Nordås, & Rød, 2009; Weidmann & Ward, 2010) for some of the reasons
that I listed at the start of this section.

4.3 Geo-referencing Foreign Aid20
Having established the scope and structure of the dataset I now turn to its
actual content starting with geo-referencing aid events. Prior to our (Findley
et al., 2011; Strandow et al., 2011) geo-referencing work, very little subnational aid data have been available. Some donors have geo-referenced their
projects on a limited scale, including some country offices of the United
Nations Development Program (UNDP), which have completed city-level
coding in Kenya and district-level coding in Nepal.21
The Mapping for Results partnership between AidData and the World
Bank provides the most widespread donor-generated database – by 2011
active projects had been mapped in more than half of the World Bank partner countries – but even this dataset has been restricted to active projects.22
The Aid Locations during Civil Wars South of the Sahara dataset (Strandow
& Findley, 2011) represents the only historic sub-national dataset currently
in existence.

4.3.1 Subnational Geo-referenced Foreign Aid Events
The geo-referenced aid projects are drawn from events in the AidData core
dataset. AidData core contains funding commitments since 1945 from most
multilateral and bilateral donors.23 Since this dissertation focuses on the aidconflict relationship, the priority was to geo-reference aid projects from 1989
that were committed to African countries with ongoing armed conflicts.
The system of geo-referencing used here is based on the Uppsala Conflict
Data Program’s Geo-referenced Events Dataset (Sundberg et al., 2010) and
has been adapted to the specific coding decisions that need to be made when

20

This section contains text that has been published in Findley et al. (2011) and Strandow et
al. (2011). The former should be cited when using the geo-referenced aid data and the latter
when using the coding methodology.
21
See http://www.undp.org.np/index.php for UNDP’s active project database in Nepal.
22
See maps.worldbank.org for the World Bank’s active project database in Sub-Saharan
Africa, Latin America, and selected Asian countries.
23
AidData primarily contains foreign aid commitments (Tierney et al., 2011). When using
commitments, the question of whether the committed aid actually arrives in country is always
open. Unfortunately, few options exist to remedy this concern. Disbursement data is not extensive, and according to the CRS (Creditor Reporting System), it should not be used before
2002, given how inconsistent the data are. According to the OECD: “the analysis on CRS
disbursements is not recommended for flows before 2002, because the annual coverage is
below 60%....”
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geo-referencing aid projects (Strandow et al., 2011).24 The system distinguishes between pairs of coordinates on four main levels of precision, ranging from point locations, through two administrative divisions, to the country
level. In addition to the four main precision categories there are four additional codes to further separate different levels of certainty in the coding.
The criteria for the precision codes are as follows:
1–2: Used when a location lies within (1) or near (2) a specific populated place or object.
3: Used for a district or municipality.
4–5: Used for a specific province (4) or a greater region (5).
6: Used when a project is national in scope.
7: Used when no location is given or location is unclear.
8: Used when aid flows directly to a government entity.
Using precision codes makes it possible for users of the dataset to select
subsets that contain different levels of precision. Sources vary greatly in how
precisely they record geographic information; sometimes the exact location
is named, in other instances the general area is reported, while sometimes
much of the country is the intended beneficiary (such as for a program to
combat AIDS/HIV for much of the population).
Foreign aid projects granted to a national government entity, for example,
may intend to reach beneficiaries unevenly distributed throughout the country. Because we cannot assume that the entire country receives aid, the precision code of 8 signifies that the money flows through the government entity,
but is unclear afterward. Users of the data could keep such projects in their
analysis, or remove them if desired.
The coders tasked with geo-referencing aid projects have relied on three
main columns in the AidData portal (Tierney et al., 2011) for location information: The project title, project description and short description. The
benefit of this approach is that it has been possible to code a vast amount of
projects. The down part is that many projects lack descriptions. This – and
the fact that we can confirm commitments rather than disbursements –
means that the current version of the data is best suited to measuring expected aid flows rather than purely material effects.
The core of geo-coding aid projects is to find the name of the location that
aid is committed to and then to look up the pair of coordinates that best represents that location in a gazetteer like Geonames or the GNS. Each row in
the AidData portal represents a project, i.e. a funding commitment from one
24

For most recipient countries experienced coders considered each project only one time in
this iteration of the dataset. Cases with a great number of aid projects or cases that proved
particularly difficult to code, like Ethiopia, Somalia and Uganda, were resolved by collaboration between at least two coders.
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donor to a main economic sector. A project may cover several locations.
Coders therefore record the coordinates of all locations in separate columns.
After geo-referencing is completed the dataset is transformed so that a
multi-location project is divided into several rows instead of relying on different columns. Each row then becomes a funding commitment to one location. In order that data users can avoid aggregating the same funding over
and over again coders note how many locations a project covered. That
makes it possible to calculate the average funding committed to each projectlocation, or to estimate the expected concentration of aid values. For the
complete coding rules see Strandow et al. (2011).
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Figure 7. Points of aid funding by geo-coding precision

Figure 7 shows the geographic coordinates of funding locations that have
been coded for all the countries with conflicts throughout Africa using precision codes 1–5. Figure 8 zooms in on some cases with particularly small
administrative regions.
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Figure 8. Points of aid funding by geo-coding precision, detail from conflict countries around the African Great Lakes

4.3.2 From Aid Events to the First Order Administrative
Division
I have so far clarified for which countries that events are coded; the geographic level of analysis; and the basics of how aid events are georeferenced. I now specify how the events data is aggregated to the year and
area format. It is not until later when I introduce the battle data that I add the
additional warring party dimension. For now the year and area dimensions
suffice for defining the unit of analysis.
The aid events data, in Excel format (Strandow & Findley, 2011), is
opened in a Geographic Information Systems program, ArcGIS. The dataset
contains geographic coordinates for each row so that the events can be plotted as point data over the static administrative division map. There is now
one layer with point data and one with polygon data. The aid points that have
an accurate enough precision score are selected and joined spatially to the
administrative division file. This results in excess of 19 000 rows that have
inherited the properties of both points (precision scores 1, 2, and 8) and pol-
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ygons (3, 4, and 5).25 Do note that there are about four times as many events
of less precise or unclear geo-coding. For the unclear events it is difficult to
know how many projects that could potentially be coded more precisely if
better project descriptions were available. However, over the latest years
donors have released more and more information online, suggesting a possibility to augment coding of these unclear events in the future. To investigate
this potential I took roughly the 20 highest unclear events from Republic of
Congo, DRC, Sudan (including what later becomes South Sudan), Uganda,
and Chad for a total of 100 events. I went through the first 82 completely,
and gave the rest some attention. Based on these completely unclear cases I
was able to pin down clearer geo-codes in 28% of the projects, some of
which could be assigned precision codes that are more exact than the national level (precision 6). This figure might be lower for less valuable projects.
On the other hand given more time it could be possible to find even more
project documentation than I did based on a few hours work. Since I didn’t
randomly select countries or projects I cannot say how well this estimate
applies to all countries but the results were consistent across all cases in my
selection. This test suggests that the dataset used for analyses in this dissertation captures close to half of the recipient locations below the national level
that could potentially be coded based on recently released information. From
my brief test it does not appear to be any clear systematic deviations between
what has already been coded and what could be further revealed through
augmented coding.
The aid events dataset comes with information about the year that funding
was committed; the amount of funding; the sector that was funded; and the
number of locations that was funded. It is this information that is joined to
the administrative divisions dataset and that needs to be further aggregated
from events to year and area format. Before aggregation I calculate the event
version of funding concentration by dividing the constant 2000 US dollar
value (Strandow, Findley, Faber, Marchesoni, & Powell, 2012) by the number of locations that a project was committed to. This is done so that aid
values cannot be double-counted when summarized for areas. Do note that
by avoiding this summation problem the assumption is introduced that a
project’s different locations receives the same share of the funding.
Aggregating the events is done by what is called the dissolve command in
ArcGIS.26 All relevant variables are summed over the two identifying varia25

Precision score 8 is considered high enough precision to be included. I include precision
score 5 projects since the first order administrative division that lies in the center of a greater
(precision 5) area is usually a good approximation of where projects were located. It may
however not always be advisable to include precision score 5 projects into administrative
divisions, it depends on what theory is being tested.
26
From this section and onwards I use some terms that may seem convoluted, like dissolve,
spatial join and union. I go with these terms as they are used in ArcGIS to perform the described operations.
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bles year and area. The events format is thereby dissolved into a year-area
structure. The variable that measured funding per location in the events format has now become a summary of all aid value in an area, total funding.

Total funding value (2001)
3,885 - 8,196,759
8,196,760 - 27,939,087
27,939,088 - 112,524,836
112,524,837 - 232,387,352
232,387,353 - 439,678,220

Figure 9. Total value of aid funding per administrative division in 2001

In order to arrive at the final measure of aid per location total funding is
divided by the total numbers of locations that received aid in an area. Fewer
locations gives greater expected funding concentration. It is also at this point
that aid per area is calculated by dividing total funding by an area’s size in
square kilometers. These funding measures are then transformed into dichotomous versions according to the specifications in the previous chapter.
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Total locations funded (2001)
1-8
9 - 25
26 - 45
46 - 74
75 - 238

Figure 10. Total number of locations per administrative divisions to which aid was
committed in 2001

Humanitarian or food aid and education aid are both coded 1 if there were
any funding committed to those sectors in an area. Here it is crucial to note
that the dataset is only able to capture the type of humanitarian and food aid
that are categorized as official development aid (Tierney et al., 2011). The
number of observations that are coded as receiving humanitarian or food aid
is hence likely underestimated which must be kept in mind when evaluating
the results.

4.4 Coding Points of Control and Attack27
It is now time to clarify how I determine battleground control. I first describe
the events dataset that contains information on which locations that warring
parties attack and control. After that I relate how to go from these events to
the yearly administrative division format. It is at that point that the warring
party dimension is added to the year and area structure.
27

Parts of this section has already been shared publicly (Strandow, Findley, Marineau, & Wu,
2013).
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There are four main steps of coding and re-coding to arrive at the events
dataset. Firstly the Uppsala Conflict Data Program geo-references battles
and collects information on fatalities and other aspects of the clashes
(Sundberg & Melander, 2013). The UCDP-GED is of a so-called undirected
dyadic format. A dyad is a pairwise interaction between two warring parties,
or one warring party and its civilian victims. That a dyad is undirected
means that a battle between two warring parties is only recorded once. Any
information that differs between parties is recorded in separate columns. For
instance fatalities that party A suffers is listed in a column for A deaths and
for the B-side there is a column for B-deaths. A directed dyad format would
on the other hand have two rows for one battle. The fatalities for both sides
would then be collected in the same column but in two rows.
For internal UCDP use the circumstances surrounding a clash are saved in
a comment column. This is where UCDP’s work ends and where the second
step begins. Coders go through the text in these comments and disentangle
the narrative of violent events. They read the battle descriptions and determine which actor that initiated an engagement. Following each violent incident the territory or the object in dispute can be defended or change hands,
and in the end either party may control it. The coders are hence able to determine so called points of control. Information about control is in general so
sparse that it is not viable to implement rules for how long time a party must
possess a location after battle in order to be coded as in control. As long as it
is not obvious that a party takes control and immediately moves out and
gives up the location, then control is coded 1 for the controlling actor.
The third step of preparing the dataset is to transform it from an undirected to a directed dyad format. This is done because the final dataset focuses on one warring party at a time, and not on separate dyadic interactions.28 The transformation is done by a Java-script.29 All original columns
are saved after this transformation, which means that it can easily be treated
as an undirected dyadic dataset by toggling the directed mode on and off.
When using the dataset in the directed dyad mode there is one column for
attacks (A attack) and one for control (A control). When coded 1 the actor
that is labeled party A asserted control (A control=1) as a result of the clash.
If the variable is coded 0 then the coder(s) determined that the party did not
assert control. In the situation where both parties have partial control of a
location then A control is coded 8. If coded 9 then there was not enough information to code whether the actor achieved control or not. The same codes
are used with analogous meanings when coding who initiated the attack.

28

For future uses of the events dataset it is also much easier to complete advanced transformations of the data in ArcGIS with a directed dyad format. For instance when drawing areas
of control for separate warring parties (Strandow et al., 2013).
29
The Java script was coded by Ricardo Suzuki. Further information can be shared if requested.
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The rules for coding which side that asserted control are designed to deal
with state-based and non-state events. For one-sided violence the attacker
and recipient are per definition A attack=1 and B attack=0. For information
on types of violence see for instance Harbom et al. (2007). For the full rules
of coding straightforward as well as difficult cases see Strandow (2012).
The fourth and final preparation of the events dataset before aggregation
is to make it possible to summarize the control (and attack) columns over
time and space by dealing with the more ambiguous categories 8 and 9. In
essence the prepared A control column is coded 1 if A control is 1 and not (0,
or 8, or 9).

4.5 Establishing Battleground Control in Administrative
Divisions
The focus of this chapter has so far been to explain how aid events were
aggregated to a yearly area format and to explain how the battle control
events dataset was structured. The events dataset results from recoding the
UCDP-GED, which means that all the information concerning fatalities (and
thereby violence intensity) that is contained in that original dataset is kept in
the battle control events dataset. Due to the similarity between the control
and fatalities columns, when I detail how the events dataset is aggregated
into yearly administrative divisions I indirectly relate how event fatalities are
aggregated into violence intensity. In the next section, where I explain how
the aid and battle data is combined, I further discuss violence intensity. The
purpose of this section is to establish the procedure for measuring a warring
party’s battleground control. To recapitulate, battleground control is the
extent to which a warring party has been successful in winning battles by
defending or conquering territory within a sub-national administrative division, such as a province.
The concept contested areas is key to understanding what battleground
control is and what it is not. This is not about measuring territorial control
resulting from conquest that was unopposed by other warring parties. For
instance a big part of the initial conquests by the rebels in Ivory Coast in
2002 and the advances by the rebel group MODEL in Liberia in 2003 do not
count towards their battleground control, as there were few clashes with
government troops at the start of the conflicts. I only gauge the control that
was revealed through violent contacts significant enough that at least one
person was reportedly killed.
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4.5.1 Aggregating Battleground Control
The battle control events data that is used to generate the battleground control dataset has a directed dyad structure. Since the end goal is to have a party focus I transform these directed dyads into a year-area-party structure.
This unit of analysis focuses on one warring party at a time and its interaction with all other warring parties in an area. All parties in such a conflict
cluster are investigated in turn. To summarize, in the resulting data structure
each row represents a warring party in a particular area, for a particular
year, against all opponents in that area.

Battleground control 2002
Lord's Resistance Army
0
1

Figure 11. Battleground by the Lord’s Resistance Army in Uganda 2002

Figure 11 exemplifies battleground control for the Lord’s Resistance Army
(LRA) in 2002 and figure 12 does the same for the government of Uganda.
That year LRA reportedly took control over a location in the Gulu Province
in Uganda after attacks against civilians and battles with the government.
The government was however successful in most instances to weather numerous attacks by the rebels. The high government battleground control was
hence primarily a function of control asserted by defending territory.
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Battleground control 2002
Government of Uganda
0
1-2
3-4
5-6
7 - 19

Figure 12. Battleground by the government of Uganda in 2002

4.5.2 How Battleground Control is established in ArcGIS
This is a brief description of how battle events are aggregated into battleground control. The complete procedure is related in appendix III. An Excel
file containing directed dyad events data is opened in ArcGIS or similar program. Events with a spatial precision of 4 or lower are exported to a new file
and are plotted over the map of administrative regions. This is a copy of the
original static administrative division map to which aid has not been joined.
First order administrative divisions have precision score 4, and the precision scores greater than 4 generally refer to clashes whose locations are more
imprecise and that can only be related to bigger geographic areas (or that
occur at sea). By excluding more imprecise events only battles that clearly
occur within the area of analysis are recorded.
Before joining the events to the map the battles are related to estimations
of populations size at the closest populated places, if there is any within
about 10 kilometers from the site of battle. This data comes from CIESIN’s
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GRUMP settlement points (CIESIN, 2004) and is used as a measure of how
significant a battleground is.
As with the aid events, the battle events are spatially joined to the administrative divisions map and the resulting file is then dissolved in order to
establish the yearly area data. Unlike the aid data the battle events are also
dissolved over the warring party’s identification number (as assigned by the
UCDP-GED). Statistics are generated for many variables including control
points. The sum of points that a warring party A has asserted control over in
an area for a particular year becomes that party’s battleground control in
absolute terms. The sum of points that all opposing parties have controlled
during the year are aggregated as side B’s absolute battleground control.
Side B no longer refers to a single opponent but to all opponents in an area.
It is now possible to calculate greater battleground control in both ratio and
dichotomous formats. See section 3.2 for how the independent variables
were calculated.

4.6 Getting it all Together
I have so far explained how aid and control events were aggregated into
year-area, and year-area-warring party format. I will now discuss the dependent variables and the temporal lag structure. I thereafter relate how data
of raster formats were added to the final dataset and lastly I describe how all
datasets were combined and how a spatial lag structure was set up.

4.6.1 Violence Intensity and Temporal Lags
I have already stated that the procedure for establishing battleground control
in administrative divisions was also used to produce aggregates of fatality
figures. This was done at the point that the dissolve command was used to
set up the area-year-warring party structure. It is at this point possible to
specify a number of ways that events are summarized into aggregates.
Means, sums, counts, and other statistics can be used. The sum statistic was
used for aggregating civilian deaths, unknown deaths, the fatalities that both
sides A and opponents B suffered, and total fatalities.
It was also at this point that other variables related to the warring parties
were aggregated. A variable that records whether a party can be termed challenger or incumbent was aggregated using the mean statistic. All parties
have only one role at a time in a particular area, either incumbent or challenger, but if they would be both incumbent and challenger at the same time
in a particularly complex situation that would have been captured by using
the mean statistic.
To ensure that the dependent variables occur after the independent treatments, and to make it possible to control for earlier values of the variables, I
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added temporal lags and leads. In order to easily verify that the lag structure
was correct this was done in both ArcGIS and Excel in several steps. How
this was done is related in appendix IV but the basic procedure is to combine
rows from year t+1, or t-1, with row t. This was done by creating three IDs
for each row that combined (i.e. concatenated) a row’s year, country, administrative division, and warring party IDs. The three sets of ID’s differed only
in that one contained year t, the other t+1, and t-1.
The end result is that it is possible to, for instance, add the total deaths in
battles between LRA (Lord’s Resistance Army) against its opposition in
Gulu (a first order administrative division in Northern Uganda) in year t+1 to
the independent variables in year t (for the same party in the same area).

4.6.2 Adding Raster Data to the Administrative Divisions
This section is not required for most readers except those that want to get a
sense of how some of the control variables were generated. Raster data represents spatial information in a matrix of cells. Polygon data in gridded format, like PRIO-GRID, look like raster data but is different since the former
usually connects a number of columns of data to a map whereas for a raster,
the map is essentially the data. For instance population size in raster format
consists of cells of different colors where each color corresponds to a value.
In polygon format each cell could display a number of different variables
besides population size, for instance population density.
There are quite a few variables that are of interest to conflict researchers
that are only readily available in raster format and that need to be transformed into polygons. Here rasters have been transformed either by converting a raster to polygons or by creating zonal statistics and adding those statistics to existing polygon data. Selecting a transformation method depends
on the type of data and what information that needs to be transferred from
the raster to polygons. I start by describing the convert raster-to-polygon
method and the follow up procedures used for generating yearly population
data. I then describe the zonal statistics method used for connecting mountainous terrain and land use rasters to polygons.
The convert to polygon method was used to convert population rasters
(CIESIN, 2000) to polygons.30 Neighboring cells with the same population
size are thereby converted into one polygon. It is then possible to multiply
the number of cells by the cell value (population size) to calculate the total
population in a polygon. These polygons were then put in union with a copy
of the administrative division dataset and the parts of the population polygons that fell within an administrative division was counted towards that
area’s population. This was done in a way that ensured that no population
30

This operation was performed by Miguel A. Pavon, Adjunct Professor, University of Texas
at Austin.
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was double counted or under counted. The procedure was repeated through
the three sets of population estimates released by CIESIN, covering 1990,
1995, and 2000. These three datasets were then spatially joined to the administrative division dataset so that data from the three time periods were added
as three columns.
Since the final dataset is yearly this population dataset was then joined to
a yearly version of the administrative divisions dataset. To make this more
manageable the population polygon data was transformed into points. This
transformation to points introduces no errors in the location of population
sizes. The points were then spatially joined one-to-many with the target feature, the yearly administrative division dataset. This procedure ensures that
the population records are copied to all yearly observations of the administrative division data.
The population data is still not ready for temporal analysis. Recall that the
temporal information is included as separate columns. The temporal information needs to be turned into one column that varies over three periods of
time (1990, -95, and -00). I therefore created a new population size column
and copied the records from 1990 to all years ranging from 1989 to 1994. I
did the same with the 1995 records for the 1995 to 1999 years. The years
from 2000 and onwards were dealt with in the same way. There was however some missing values in the 2000 records that were filled with information
from 1995. Following these procedures the population data was prepared for
temporal analysis.
In order to calculate population density the yearly population dataset was
projected to Eckert IV so that the administrative divisions’ areas could be
calculated in square kilometers. This makes it possible to measure the population size per square kilometer. Before merging with other datasets the map
projection was converted back to the standard WGS 1984 format.31
Turning now to the second method. Land cover (European Space Agency,
2012) and mountainous terrain (UNEP-WCMC, 2002) values are ordinal
scale variables in their raw format. Ordinal scale values have a ranked order
between values but ratios of values cannot be meaningfully compared. The
terrain variables can be recoded into ratio format but they first need to be
transformed into polygons. The raster-to-polygon procedure worked well
with population data due to its ratio scale format but the terrain measurements need the second procedure, zonal statistics as table, which can summarize statistics from ordinal variables. The table of statistics can then be
associated with a polygon dataset.

31

There were some random missing variables throughout the population data so the final
variables that are used in analyses here had missing information replaced by area summaries
of the population point dataset (CIESIN, 2004), which was also used for determining the
significance of battle locations.
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To retrieve statistics from a raster into a table I again relate the raster to
the administrative division dataset. With the exception that I use a version of
the administrative division dataset that only includes areas where there have
been some form of violence (the before mentioned area-year-warring party
structure).32
The summary statistic that captures the central tendency, majority, was
used. This statistic measures which cell value that is most common within an
administrative division. Using the join field command the summary statistics
is joined back to the full, yearly, shapefile.

4.6.3 Combining all Datasets and Creating Spatial Lags
Similar to how the temporal lag structure was created it is also possible to
prepare and merge variables from different datasets and to create spatial
lags. I start by describing how the aid and terrain variables were added to the
conflict dataset, and end by explaining how the spatial lags were set up.
In all datasets one new ID column is created that combines the year and
the country and region ID’s. The aid variables are then merged to the conflict dataset. Note that all aid committed to an area will be added to each
warring party observation in that area. It is therefore not possible to aggregate aid to the country level based on this dataset, as that would inflate the
total amount of aid committed to a country. The different terrain and rainfall
variables are merged to the conflict dataset in the same way.
Setting up the spatial lags is done in two ways. The first method finds the
maximum value of the variable over both space and time. It compares the
current area only to neighboring areas. It is therefore best for static data of
phenomena that are most likely to spread if close to the current area. The
second finds the maximum over the entire country but for each year and is
therefore good for yearly variables of phenomena that may spread over
greater areas than just the closest neighborhood.
The spatially lagged neighboring terrain variables that do not change over
time are most mountainous terrain, most forested terrain, and most agriculture. These variables were calculated by doing a spatial join between current
areas and neighboring areas and by finding the maximum values of those
neighbors. These spatial lags are dichotomous and are coded 1 if current area
has as great, or greater, figures than the neighborhood maximum.33
The second method illuminates general diffusion for the variables A over
peer attacks, most diamonds, most petro and greatest area. To calculate
these lags the first step was to concatenate an ID that combines year, country, and warring party IDs. Leaving out the area ID means that the resulting
32

Note that this procedure produces statistics for unique polygons so that the year dimension
is lost in translation.
33
As great or greater is a criterion since the current area is included in the neighbourhood.
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dataset focuses on all areas in a country in which a warring party operates. It
is now possible to dissolve a copy of the dataset based on this year-countrywarring party ID and generate country level mean values of the variables of
interest. These mean values can then be merged back to the original dataset.
Now it is possible to find differences between values in the current area and
the country mean.
Both of these methods will only reflect spatial lags, or general diffusion,
between contested areas since there are no uncontested areas in the dataset.
There are definitely reason to revisit these methods in the future as, for instance, if rebels have safe havens (due to heavy forestation or elevation) in
neighboring uncontested areas, that could affect contest decisions and violence in currently contested areas.
Having added spatial lags the dataset has all variables necessary for analysis; independent, dependent, and control variables, as well as temporal lags.
Recall that this final dataset has a year-area-warring party structure and that
the B-side consists of all opponents that party A faces in a province. All opponents include civilians if the warring party has conducted one-sided killings. However, since the criterion for including an area in the dataset is that
it has been violently contested no areas where there are only civilian casualties are included. There has to be at least some level of engagement between
military forces for an area to be included.
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5. Results

This chapter begins by introducing basic descriptive statistics. After that I
continue by evaluating the hypotheses and comparing the post-matching
effects to naïve effects. I then estimate the average treatment effect in substantial terms, examine some matched pairs of observations, and close by
evaluating the robustness of the results.

5.1 Descriptive Statistics
Most variables have high deviations around their means. The most crucial
descriptive information is that aid value per location and education aid is less
likely to be coded 1 than humanitarian and food aid. Recall that for types of
aid to be coded 1 the only requirement was that it was committed to an area,
there was no size limitation.
Table 10. Descriptive statistics of the independent variables
Treatment = 1 Mean Standard deviation
Aid value per location
367
Humanitarian and food aid 952
Education aid
382
N=2378

0.15
0.40
0.16

0.36
0.49
0.37

The hypotheses separate between military and civilian deaths. I also include
a measure of total fatalities in the analyses in order to capture whether some
variable is more likely to influence both types of fatalities rather than the
separate categories.
Table 11. Descriptive statistics of the dependent variables

Military fatalities,
log
Civilian fatalities,
log
Total fatalities, log
N=2378

Mean

Transformed to numbers of
fatalities

Standard deviation

0.64

3.37

0.93

0.34

1.19

0.66

0.76

4.75

0.98
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5.2 Funding Concentration and Violence Intensity
In order to test hypothesis 1 – the greater the expected concentration of aid
funding the greater the short-term military fatalities – the first treatment variable I analyze is aid per location. Figure 13 shows propensity scores before
matching to the left and the propensity scores of observations that remain
after matching (post matching) to the right.
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Figure 13. Pre- and post-matching of aid value per location, for military fatalities

The graphs in the upper row of figure 13 show how the average propensity
score (y-axis), and the spread in scores, varies between treatment and control
observations (x-axis). The probability of getting treatment is slightly over
0.2 for the treated observations. The lower row makes a similar point by
showing the cumulative propensity score on the y-axis and the propensity
score on the x-axis. The curve representing treated observations is colored
blue and in the figure to the left it is the flatter of the two. The cumulative
propensity score essentially adds together the number of observations of a
certain propensity score so that it is possible to visualize which scores that
are more common. The lower figure echoes the box-plot in showing that the
propensity scores for the treated observations are more spread out than those
of the untreated observations. After matching, the distributions of treatment
and control observations are well balanced.
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Table 12 displays the post-matching average treatment effects. Control
variables that are included in a model specification are indicated with check
marks. Calculating treatment effects of control variables is irrelevant since
they are most likely not as-if randomly assigned. I find that hypothesis 1 is
supported: The greater the expected concentration of aid funding, in terms of
aid value per location, the greater the short-term military fatalities. I find no
effect on civilian deaths suggesting that in already violent areas more concentrated funding tends to shift the mode of warfare between armed groups,
and not increase the vulnerability of civilians. Aid per location is associated
with an increase in total deaths (civilian plus military deaths) but I would
expect that this result is driven by the impact of funding concentration on
military deaths.
Table 12. ATE of aid value per location
Variable
Aid per location

Total Deaths Military Deaths Civilian Deaths

0.22**
(0.098)
Two-tailed p-value
0.022
Greater battleground control
✔
Number of petro locations
✔
Number of diamond locations
✔
Number of attacks committed by party A ✔
If A is challenger
✔
If A has multiple opponents
✔
Average population near battlegrounds ✔
Area size
✔
Population density
✔
Precipitation
✔
Minimum elevation
✔
Forest-%
✔
Agriculture-%
✔
Most petro locations
✔
Most diamond locations
✔
Most elevation
✔
Most forested
✔
Most agriculture
✔
Most attacks in current area
✔
Greatest area
✔
Aid per location, t-1
✔
Total deaths, t-1
✔
Military deaths, t-1
Civilian deaths, t-1
Year dummies (1989-2008)
✔
Obs.
2378
Treated obs.
367
Matched obs.
2343
Matched unweighted
4584
Caliper (SDs)
0.1
Obs. dropped by caliper
35

0.26***
(0.090)
0.004
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

0.01
(0.066)
0.933
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
2378
367
2344
4622
0.1
34

✔
✔
2378
367
2325
4722
0.1
53
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The theory assumes that greater funding concentration attracts contests over
territorial control and motivates long-term exploitation of aid. There are
however examples that deviates from theory and where successful contests
over territorial control not necessarily result in exploitation beyond looting.
One such case was the territorial advances of LURD in Liberia against the
forces of Charles Taylor in the early 2000’s. When LURD attacked Kolahun
they immediately looted the UN office, captured several vehicles and took
the staff hostage for several weeks. Throughout territories controlled by
LURD the group allowed its troops to engage in short-term looting, which
scared away all aid organizations, rather than establishing long-term exploitation (Lidow, 2011, p. 222). If my theory were correct then the support that
I find for hypothesis 1 would suggest that the LURD example is not indicative of most warring parties’ behaviors.

5.3 Barrier to Exploitation and Violence Intensity
In this section I test hypothesis 2a and 2b, starting with the first: A low barrier to exploiting aid should increase the short-term civilian fatalities. I let
humanitarian and food aid represent a low barrier to exploitation. The average propensity score of observations receiving humanitarian and food aid is
around 0.6 in the top row of the leftmost column of figure 14. The bottom
row illustrates that the cumulative propensity scores of treated and untreated
observations are nearly mirror images in their respective variation around the
averages. The rightmost column shows that there is enough overlap to
achieve close matching.
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Figure 14. Pre- and post-matching of humanitarian and food aid, for civilian fatalities

Table 13 shows that there is an association of 0.03 between humanitarian
and food aid and civilian fatalities. This effect is not statistically significant
and neither is the coefficient for military and total fatalities. The lack of an
effect on civilian fatalities falsifies H2a whereas the absence of an impact on
military fatalities provides some support for H2b.
If I exclude the measure of greater battleground control from the covariate
set humanitarian and food aid has a coefficient of 0.1 that is statistically significant at the 95% level. In substantial terms the presence of humanitarian
and food aid would then increase the expected number of civilian fatalities in
an area by 51%, which gives a rate of 1 civilian per area over two years. My
theory does however clearly motivate that territorial control should be included in the research design in order to approach as if random treatment
assignment. Had I not included this measure I would have overestimated the
impact of humanitarian and food aid, based on this dataset. For military fatalities the non-effect remains when battleground control is removed from
the covariate set. That a low barrier to exploitation does not impact military
fatalities does therefore appear more robust.
As was mentioned in preceding chapters I only include those humanitarian and food aid projects that were funded via official development aid budgets. By excluding humanitarian and relief budgets I am only testing hypothe89

sis 2a on a distinct subset of humanitarian and food aid. I discuss this issue
further in the next chapter.
Table 13. ATE of humanitarian and food aid
Variable
Humanitarian & food aid

Total Deaths Military Deaths Civilian Deaths

-0.05
(0.069)
Two-tailed p-value
0.446
Greater battleground control
✔
Number of petro locations
✔
Number of diamond locations
✔
Number of attacks committed by party A ✔
If A is challenger
✔
If A has multiple opponents
✔
Average population near battlegrounds ✔
Area size
✔
Population density
✔
Precipitation
✔
Minimum elevation
✔
Forest-%
✔
Agriculture-%
✔
Most petro locations
✔
Most diamond locations
✔
Most elevation
✔
Most forested
✔
Most agriculture
✔
Most attacks in current area
✔
Greatest area
✔
Humanitarian & food aid, t-1
✔
Total deaths, t-1
✔
Military deaths, t-1
Civilian deaths, t-1
Year dummies (1989-2008)
✔
Obs.
2378
Treated obs.
952
Matched obs.
2361
Matched unweighted
4710
Caliper (SDs)
0.1
Obs. dropped by caliper
17

-0.00
(0.066)
0.996
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

0.03
(0.045)
0.468
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
2378
952
2359
4758
0.1
19

✔
✔
2378
952
2341
4720
0.1
37

Hypothesis 2b specifies that: A high barrier to exploiting aid should increase
the short-term military fatalities. This proposal suggests that education aid,
which would tend to have a high barrier to exploitation, should increase contests over territorial control, thus increasing military fatalities.
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Figure 15. Pre- and post-matching of education aid, for military fatalities

Figure 15 illustrates the imbalance between areas that receive education aid
and those that do not. In the bottom row, in the left graph, the treated observations are represented by the shallower curve. Treated observations are
common over both low and high propensity scores. In the graph to the right
the treated observations with lower propensity scores are closely matched to
untreated observations.
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Table 14. ATE of education aid
Variable
Education aid

Total Deaths Military Deaths Civilian Deaths

0.10
(0.095)
Two-tailed p-value
0.280
Greater battleground control
✔
Number of petro locations
✔
Number of diamond locations
✔
Number of attacks committed by party A ✔
If A is challenger
✔
If A has multiple opponents
✔
Average population near battlegrounds ✔
Area size
✔
Population density
✔
Precipitation
✔
Minimum elevation
✔
Forest-%
✔
Agriculture-%
✔
Most petro locations
✔
Most diamond locations
✔
Most elevation
✔
Most forested
✔
Most agriculture
✔
Most attacks in current area
✔
Greatest area
✔
Education aid, t-1
✔
Total deaths, t-1
✔
Military deaths, t-1
Civilian deaths, t-1
Year dummies (1989-2008)
✔
Obs.
2378
Treated obs.
382
Matched obs.
2366
Matched unweighted
4883
Caliper (SDs)
0.1
Obs. dropped by caliper
12

0.20**
(0.098)
0.039
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

-0.01
(0.067)
0.982
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
2378
382
2368
5042
0.1
10

✔
✔
2378
382
2367
4842
0.1
11

Education aid has a positive (ATE = 0.2) and statistically significant (95%
level) effect on military fatalities, which supports H2b. I find that there is no
statistically significant effect on civilian fatalities, thus strengthening the
suggestion that the theory can help separate between aid’s impacts on different types of fatalities.
It is important to note that for education aid observations are coded 0 if
they receive no aid of that particular type of high barrier aid. This means that
the untreated observations could include other types of aid that also have a
high barrier to exploitation. The same is true for humanitarian and food aid
for low barrier aid. The results concerning barriers to exploitation will therefore need to be further refined in the future. These analyses do however go
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some way to show where the theory concerning barriers to exploiting aid is
supported (H2b) and contradicted (H2a).

5.4 Substantial Effects of Aid on Violence Intensity
So far I have established that there are certain associations between aid and
violence intensity that supports the theory. In this section I translate the average treatment effects into more intuitive measures of percentage change
and actual numbers of fatalities. Before I do this I demonstrate the added
benefit of calculating post-matching effects compared to pre-matching effects.
To get a sense of the bivariate correlation between treatments and dependent variables table 15 includes the naive treatment effects. Naive means
that they do not take into account the treatment assignments that matching is
meant to deal with, and that they only reflect bivariate correlations.
Table 15. Naive treatment effects by comparing control and treatment groups

In table 15 the columns to the left contain the baselines of the average military and civilian fatalities (log-transformed) when the independent variables
are coded 0 (control) and when they are coded 1 (treatment). I am hence
comparing the average for control and treatment observations. The main
results are evident also in these bivariate effects where the presence of highly concentrated aid increases military fatalities (log) by 47%. Humanitarian
and food aid increases civilian deaths (log) by 30%. In table 16 I compare
these naïve estimates to the post-matching effects.
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Table 16. Naive effect side by side with the ATE, rightmost column has the percentage increase after matching

After matching aid concentration has a slightly lower effect on military fatalities compared to the naïve effect. For the impact on civilian fatalities there
is also a noticeably lower post-matching effect compared to the bivariate
effects. Humanitarian and food aid follows this pattern by having a smaller
effect on civilian fatalities compared to the naïve effect. On the other hand,
the impact of education aid on military fatalities shifts sign from negative to
positive and has a much greater post-matching impact.
Having reported the difference between bivariate and post-matching
treatment effects I now relate substantial effects of aid on violence intensity.
In table 17 the leftmost column is the baseline of the average number of fatalities when the independent variable is coded 0 (control observations). In
the columns to the right I include the %-increase by the average treatment
effect from the baseline, based on logarithm measures. And in the two
rightmost columns I display the average treatment effects expressed as numbers of fatalities34, and the %-increase from the baseline average fatalities by
the ATE. Note the differences in %-increase between logarithm and numbers
of fatalities, as would be expected.

34

I transformed the ATE from logarithms to numbers by first adding the ATE to the baseline
(average DV for control observations, IV=0). I raised 10 to this sum and from that figure I
subtracted 1 to arrive at the sum in actual fatalities. By subtracting the baseline in actual
fatalities I arrive at the ATE in fatalities rather than log of fatalities. It is then possible to
calculate the percentage increase in actual fatalities from the baseline of fatality numbers.
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Table 17. Average treatment effect transformed from log to actual numbers of fatalities
Treatment

DV

DV, when
IV=0 (fatalities)

ATE
(log)

%increase
(log)

Increase
(fatalities)

%-increase
(fatalities)

Aid per location

Military
fatalities
(log)
Civilian
fatalities
(log)
Military
fatalities
(log)
Civilian
fatalities
(log)
Military
fatalities
(log)
Civilian
fatalities
(log)

2.98

0.26

43

3.26

109

1.14

0.01

3

0.05

4

3.47

0.02

31

2.61

75

1.19

-0.01

-3

-0.05

-4

3.47

-0.00

0

0

0

1

0.03

11

0.14

14

Aid per location
Education aid
Education aid
Humanitarian
or food aid
Humanitarian
or food aid

I find that if foreign aid funding is highly concentrated the expected number
of military fatalities increases by over three deaths per year (3.26), or 109%
more fatalities compared to areas where committed funding is more diffused.
A warring party that is active in five administrative divisions for five years
would then share another 82 fatalities with its opposition if funding were
highly concentrated.
If there were education aid in an area the number of military fatalities
would be expected to increase by 75%, a rate of 2.61 deaths. Calculated for
five administrative divisions over five years that amounts to just over of 65
military fatalities compared to if there would be no education aid.
These figures might not sound so high but recall that the average expected
fatalities per area and year are low. When disregarding the impact of aid the
average number of military fatalities over five areas, for five years, is 84
deaths. From this perspective there is a substantial association between aid
and violence intensity in already violently contested areas.

5.5 Examining some Matched Pairs
In table 18 I illustrate what kind of cases that were matched and that provide
the basis for calculating the average treatment effect. The pairs were selected
based on similar propensity scores without any reference to whether the observations fit with the proposed mechanism, i.e. whether highly concentrated
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funding is more likely to result in contests of territorial control or lowintensity operations.35 I do not engage in deeper case studies here, which
means that I do not trace the mechanism from funding to contest decision, to
type of warfare and military fatalities. The objective of this section is instead
to go through a matched pair’s respective clashes in order to see whether
there was greater development towards contests over territorial control in the
treated observation compared to the control observation. The information
concerning all the clashes that I describe here can be accessed from the
UCDP per instructions in Eck (2012). When I include another source that
reference is clearly indicated next to the sentence it supports.
Table 18. Examples of matched pairs and outcomes (military fatalities)
State

First order
administrative division

Year Party A

Side B

Angola Cuanza Norte

2001 UNITA

1

80

Angola Lunda Norte

1999 UNITA

Govern0.113
ment, civilians
Govern0.113
ment, civilians

0

19

Sudan West Darfur
Angola Cuanza Sul

2003 SLM/A
2001 Government of
Angola

Government 0.154
UNITA
0.153

1
0

386
0

Sudan

Gedarif

Government 0.155

1

15

Somalia

Middle Shebelle

1998 NDA (National Democratic
Alliance
2002 Agon-Yar
sub clan of
Abgal clan
(Hawiye)

Warsangeli
sub clan of
Abgal clan
(Hawiye)

0.155

0

0

1989 UNITA
1991 UPA

Government 0.296
Government 0.296

1
0

26
0

Angola Huíla
Uganda Mbale

Propensity
score

FunMilitary
ding
fataliper
ties
location

For the first pair of observations, the top two rows of table 18, UNITA’s
contest decision in the treated observation, Cuanza Norte (2001), does appear different from that in Lunda Norte (1999). Not because UNITA engaged in more attempts to achieve territorial control in the former compared
35

Note that the fatality figures are from the year after the current. The figures were summarized according to the procedure related in chapter 4 where individual events were aggregated
by joining points of battles to a system of administrative divisions that is kept constant over
time. In actuality administrative divisions change over time so the names of provinces in this
table could be different from those that were coded by the UCDP.
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to the latter, but because the government was more active in achieving decisive battles in Cuanza Norte. In that area UNITA sidestepped its guerrilla
tactics and engaged in severe one-sided violence. It attacked a train full of
refugees, which reportedly resulted in around 150–260 fatalities. Refugees
were entering the area fleeing from UNITA activities in Cuanza Sul
(IRINnews, 2001). The government was later able to conquer an UNITA
military base and headquarter which suggests that UNITA got caught
fighting territorial contests at unfavorable terms. The type of aid that was
committed to this area in 2001 was humanitarian and food aid. From the
framework of my theory the government was the driving force behind
achieving the type of contests that resulted in military fatalities. It is possible
that expectations of highly concentrated funding impacted both the government’s motivation to engage in offensives and the rebels’ vulnerability to
being caught in pitched battles.
In Lunda Norte on the other hand the reported activities were more diffused and of lower intensity, with some of UNITA’s attacks being related to
diamond mining sites. UNITA also attacked the town Xa-Muteba and was
repelled by government forces. Over time there were fewer decisive contests
over territorial control in Lunda Norte. As fits the theory there was low funding concentration and fewer military fatalities compared to Cuanza Norte.
Moving to the second pair of observations: SLM/A in West Darfur (2003)
and the government of Angola in Cuanza Sul (2001). In West Darfur (the
treated observation) the only attack involving SLM/A was a government air
raid that resulted in eight unclear fatalities. Although the details concerning
this activity are sparse it can be noted that the government of Sudan has been
known to allow relief aid to be concentrated through food bombing to specific areas, like so called ”peace villages”. Areas that are later bombed or otherwise attacked by Sudanese forces (Polman, 2010, pp. 127–128). There
were humanitarian and food aid committed to this area the current year.
Since there was only one activity involving SLM/A in this particular area
and year it is impossible to see any development in warfare over time. The
year after, the SLM/A did however step up the number of attacks, including
successful conquest of territory. In Cuanza Sul the government was involved
in clashes with UNITA of a low-intensity character, including an ambush by
UNITA and a more severe clash along a road near a town. There was hence
no clear indication of a development towards committed contests over territory.
For the third pair of matched observations the treated case, NDA in Eastern Sudan (1998), engaged in a mix of ambushes and contests over territorial
control, resulting in conquest of locations held by forces loyal to the government. There were hence definitely contests over territorial control paired
with highly concentrated funding and military fatalities the following year.
In the control observation, Somalia (2002), clashes between two Hawiye
sub-clans occurred in an area with more diffused funding. There were low97

intensity events over tax collection and other extortion, interspersed with
heavier clashes. One of the violent engagements appeared to be heavier than
intended since the Agon Yar sub-clan was unable to implement its intended
evasion tactic.
The fourth matched pair consists of the treated observation, UNITA in
Huila (Angola), and the control case, UPA in Mbale (Uganda). In Huila
there was one clash recorded in 1989, which appeared to result from lowintensity operations by UNITA. Due to few events both in 1989 and 1990 I
cannot say whether there was a development over time towards more conventional battles in Huila province. In the non-treated observation, Uganda’s
Mbale province, the situation was similar. There was one low-intensity activity in 1991, an ambush, and no activity the following year.
In conclusion, a cursory exposition reveals that in the first and the third
comparisons there were differences between the treated and untreated observations in whether they developed towards contests over territorial control
rather than low-intensity operations. In the second matched pair there was
some support for the treated case developing towards territorial contests. The
fourth comparison is unclear. There was no information clearly speaking
against the idea that the association between concentrated funding and increased military fatalities goes via increased probability of contests over
territorial control. The first example also raises the question of whether humanitarian and food aid may impact violence if it is heavily concentrated.

5.6 Robustness
It is possible to test the theory further beyond what I have done so far. In this
section I start by investigating alternative tests of the theory and continue by
checking whether different specifications of the analyses influence the results.

5.6.1 Alternative Tests of the Theory
The theory was inspired by the tensions in the literature concerning the size
of aid and its availability to different actors. It proposed that funding concentration should be one way of bridging the theoretical and empirical impasses.
I suggested that in already contested areas concentrated funding should increase the probability that warring parties chose to engage in contests over
territorial control rather than low-intensity operations. This does not mean
that the overall size of funding is inconsequential. However, if my theory
adds value compared to simpler expectations of how the size of aid impacts
violence intensity, then it should be able to provide more finely grained predictions. Although the theory does not exclude the possibility that civilian
fatalities increases with higher aid concentration it clearly specifies that aid
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concentration should be more likely to increase military fatalities over civilian fatalities. Table 19 displays the influence that aid size – total funding per
area – has on violence intensity.
Table 19. ATE of total funding
Variable

Total
Deaths

Military
Deaths

Civilian
Deaths

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

The total size of aid funding does have a statistically significant effect on
military fatalities. At 90% the statistical significance is however below the
generally accepted 95% level. There is no statistically significant effect on
civilian fatalities. It seems that the theoretical impact of total funding could
be interesting to develop irrespective of how concentrated that funding is.
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The results do however suggest that the total funding measurement cannot
readily substitute for funding concentration since the latter can more clearly
specify a greater effect on military fatalities over civilian fatalities.
As for the type of aid, an alternative expectation concerning humanitarian
and food aid would be that its expected implementation has improved over
the years. If lessons were learnt – for instance since the early 90’s humanitarian operations in DRC (Polman, 2010), and food aid operations in Somalia and elsewhere (Addison et al., 2002, p. 383; Maren, 2009; Natsios, 1996)
– we would then expect the impact of humanitarian and food aid to be worse
earlier in the dataset. I tried two different cut-off points, one at 1997 and the
other at 2000. I selected 1997 since by that time policy makers should have
become aware of the problems with early 90’s aid, for instance as communicated by Andrew Natsios’ (1996) publication. The 2000 cut off point was
chosen to allow for a greater lag from academic publications to policy
changes. There are no results suggesting that humanitarian and food aid decreases fatalities of any kind. In fact, in the time period from 1997 and onwards there is a positive association (ATE = 0.19) between humanitarian and
food aid and civilian fatalities. This correlation is statistically significant at
the 99% level, thus speaking against that warring parties would expect improved implementation of humanitarian and food aid over time. Again, these
results are only based on humanitarian and food aid administered through
development donations. It is worth noting that funding per location was robust over all specifications (at high levels of statistical significance) of time
except in the dataset that only included observations from 2000. This was
however also the only analysis where it was difficult to achieve proper
matching which means that this lack of an effect cannot be used to support
an overall improvement of expectations of aid over time.

5.6.2 Alternative Specifications of Analyses
The main results are quite robust to alternative measures of the independent,
dependent, and control variables. The first robustness test is to vary the
threshold over which funding concentration is coded 1. When analyzing
funding concentration’s effect on military fatalities based on the lower
threshold the results remain. The average treatment effect is 0.24 and the pvalue is 0.003. For the upper threshold the ATE increases to 0.28 and the pvalue is 0.002. Within a reasonable deviation from the main threshold the
results are robust.36
The alternative measure of funding concentration, aid per square kilometer, has comparatively few treated observation (177), which makes matching
36

Besides these lower and higher thresholds I also did some informal (as in lacking replication data) tests beyond the established boundaries and although the effects remained positive
the statistical significances eventually decreased until they fell below the 90 % level.
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problematic. There is not as good overlap between treated and untreated
observations in the matched sample as in previous analyses. There is still a
statistically significant impact on military fatalities, albeit at the 90% level.
There are also statistically significant, positive, impacts on civilian and total
deaths at that same level of statistical significance. This robustness test does
not contradict hypothesis 1 but indicates that future specifications of the
alternative independent variable should cover a range of cut-off points between treated and untreated observations in order to achieve better matching.
In the theory and research design sections I identified battleground control as the most crucial control variable. I have therefore checked whether
the results are robust to the alternative specification of battleground control.
For funding concentration the results are highly robust and the effect on
military fatalities remains statistically significant at the 99% level. The impact on civilian deaths remains insignificant. For humanitarian and food aid
all results remain insignificant when including the alternative specification
of battleground control. The impact of education aid is sensitive to changing
the way that battleground control is measured as the effect of education on
military fatalities looses statistical significance.
In summary, hypothesis 1 receives robust support across the board. Hypothesis 2a does not receive clear support. It is partially supported since the
presence of a high barrier to exploitation (education aid) does not increase
civilian fatalities. Hypothesis 2b receives support in that a low barrier to
exploitation (humanitarian and food aid) does not increase military fatalities
whereas a type of aid with high barrier to exploitation (education aid) does
increase military fatalities.
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6. Discussion

In this chapter I begin by sharing some considerations about the research
design and causal effects. After that I comment on the dataset, the scope of
the theory, and lessons for theory development. Next I discuss whether the
results are substantially significant and extract policy relevant guidelines.
This chapter concludes with notes about future research.

6.1 Research Design and Causality Considerations
The covariate sets I use take into account a wide range of confounding and
unobserved variables and yet there are some controls that could have been
added. Type of incompatibility should affect which area that receives military investments and could influence how and where a conflict starts. At the
level of a contested area I suspect that it has little impact on the actual contest decision. Irrespective of that I look forward to when incompatibility data
is available for non-state conflicts.
Troop size, military materiel, and military spending will influence contest
decisions and violence intensity. I do however believe that the already included measures of battleground control and number of attacks represent a
party’s relative power and its military efforts in contested areas to such an
extent that the lack of complete datasets covering military capabilities is not
crucial. Warring parties can receive support from other parties outside of a
conflict. The effect of this secondary support could be substantial. Although
this type of data is available it was not practically possible for me to include
it in the datasets.
I have not included a control for whether an area contains a capital. The
presence of an important national or local capital could increase aid concentration as well as violence. Controlling for local capitals is however pointless
since administrative division tend to, per definition, contain local capitals.
There would hence be no variation between observations. Controlling for
national capitals could still be worthwhile but I expect that by including
population density the most important properties of national, and significant
local, capitals should have been accounted for.
Existing battleground control proved to be a crucial control variable. Although I included an alternative measure, both measures were dichotomous.
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It would be possible to specify other, more granular, measurements that allow even closer matching based on relative territorial control.
Besides these potential omissions the covariate sets that I included in the
analyses were comprehensive, particularly when comparing to typical regression analyses. I am therefore confident that the treatments are approaching as-if random assignment.
In addition to as-if random assignment when estimating causal effects
there is another assumption that must be considered: Stable Unit Treatment
Value Assumption (SUTVA). This assumption holds if the potential treatment effect of one observation is stable independently of treatment exposures to other subjects. For instance, is it possible that the treatment effect of
aid concentration varies the more areas that receive aid treatment? If yes
then SUTVA makes causal inference problematic (Morgan & Winship,
2007, pp. 37–38). In principle it is possible that warring parties’ expectations
of how worthwhile embezzlement is in one area could be decreased if the
same concentration of aid is expected to go to surrounding areas. In practice,
I cannot single out a particular example where the treatment effect might
vary based on how many areas that receive treatment. The total amount of
areas that receive treatment is additionally constrained by the method of
treatment assignment (sub-national funding more concentrated than the average across all areas), which should decrease this potential problem further.

6.2 Dataset
As was specified in the data chapter the results concerning barriers to exploitation were based on coding humanitarian and food aid projects funded by
donors’ development aid budgets. Repositories of project level aid data are
increasingly made available online. For instance OCHA’s Financial Tracking Service permits access to project level information, which will eventually be geo-coded as far as the available information permits. This would enable new analyses that could complement this dissertation’s results and shed
some light on the partial discrepancy between theory and findings. There is a
significant interest from donors, recipients, and academia to geo-code aid
flows using the methodology that was introduced in chapter 4. This means
that as more aid data is geo-coded it will be possible to use it for administrative divisions, as I have done here, or just as easily for a gridded data structure.
These new geo-coding efforts will provide more information about disbursements as opposed to commitments, which this dataset relies on. Analyzing commitments works well due to my theory – which puts emphasis on
warring parties’ expectations about the future – but will not work with all
theories. I make assumptions about how commitments translate into these
expectations, assumptions that not everyone will agree with. There are hence
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compelling reasons for why including actual disbursement data could
strengthen future datasets.
Another potential issue with the current dataset is that I decided to separate out two representatives of low and high barriers to exploitation from all
potential sectors. The benefit of the current design is that the treatment is
relatively clear-cut: Either an area had humanitarian and food aid/education
aid committed or not. However, since the reference category could include
more observations of the same kind, my results are likely to underestimate
the impact of low and high barriers to exploitation on civilian and military
fatalities, respectively. The theory could therefore get a fairer test by dividing most sectors of aid into low and high barrier categories.

6.3 The Scope of the Theory and Lessons for Theory
Development
I have suggested that the barrier to exploiting aid may be a key to differentiating between the impacts of aid type on violence intensity. The results both
support and disprove this idea. I expect that improved data will help provide
clearer results. The theory could however also be further developed, for instance in order to explain how interactions between barriers to exploitation
and funding concentration could impact violence intensity. It is also possible
that the part of the theory that concerns barriers to exploitation is too simplified or plain wrong. If groups of civilians function as decision-makers, just
as the warring parties make decisions, then it is possible that they yield and
choose to collaborate with warring parties rather than compete with them.
The presence of humanitarian and food aid would then not contribute to civilian fatalities.
Previous research on aid and conflicts are often occupied with conflict duration, for instance the influence of food aid on warring parties’ ability to
fight longer wars (Nunn & Qian, forthcoming, p. 28). This dissertation’s
theory is only concerned with short-term violence intensity but could be
developed to take into account the potential that humanitarian and food aid’s
main impact on fatalities is by making low-intensity rebellion feasible in the
long run. Increased duration of violence would result if foreign assistance
provides weaker parties with safe-havens (refugee camps), food and goods to
exchange for arms and ammunition.
The core of this dissertation’s theory is the idea that aid commitments influence whether a warring party prefers to engage in contests over territorial
control or revert to low-intensity operations. It would however be possible to
expand the theory from focusing on aid to explaining how relative power, or
territorial control, impacts military and civilian fatalities. This would connect
to the expanding field that investigates the connection between territorial
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control and the severity and circumstances of civilian fatalities (Bhavnani,
Miodownik, & Choi, 2011; Kalyvas, 2006, 2008). There is so far not sufficient research done on how territorial control affects military fatalities, i.e.
the fatalities that result from battles rather than killings of civilians. Kalyvas
(2006) do note that in highly contested areas, where there is no clearly dominant party, battle related violence would naturally be highest. This is a research area that could benefit if this dissertation’s theory and data collection
was expanded.
I have chosen to keep the difference between incumbents (usually governments) and challengers (rebels) out of my theoretical model. There are
good reasons to keep the model as simple as possible and deal with actor
types in the research design. However, explicitly accounting for incumbents
and challengers could potentially strengthen the theory. There could be substantial variation between how types of actors approach contest decisions
and in how they link contest decisions to other choices. For instance, when a
challenger uses low-intensity operations for guerrilla warfare incumbents
could be more likely to complement contest decisions by intentionally killing civilians. The purpose of killing civilians in that context would be to
decrease rebel support (Valentino et al., 2004): “The rebels are like fish, the
villagers are like water to fish. We pump their ponds away.” (Ahmad Harun,
Sudanese minister of state for humanitarian affairs, on ethnic cleansing in
Darfur, quote from Polman (2010, p. 123).)

6.4 Are the Results Substantially Significant?
Within social science we deal with phenomena that rarely behave as deterministic systems, where for instance one cause always results in a specific
effect. If they exist, clear causal effects are low-hanging fruit that have likely
already been picked. What we are left with are systems that are often erratic,
due to the minds of human decision-makers; chaotic, because of interactions
of moving parts; or catastrophic, resulting from long-term build-up of tensions and short-term triggers that can rarely be predicted. Case in point is the
literal ignition of the 2011 Tunisian Revolution after Mohamed Bouazizi set
himself afire (Worth, 2011).
Faced with these complexities it is tempting to try to find some order by
mining data for patterns – thereby making it all to easy to select subjects for
case studies that we already know confirm our ideas – or to run dozens of
statistical analyses over sometimes sketchy data until we find some form of
significant results. This study could without my knowing, and despite my
efforts to the contrary, suffer from this deeper social science problem. Due to
these risks I strongly believe that when drawing conclusions from observational studies it helps if results are supported by many different sources of
data and methods.
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If I would have arrived at my statistical results in a vacuum, with no case
studies or national level statistical evidence to refer to, I would be very careful in championing them. It is by no means obvious that results from the
previous literature, concerning for instance the impact of project sizes,
should hold in large-n subnational analyses of funding concentration. The
fact that results from different levels of analysis line up well for the most
part gives me confidence that my results are substantially significant and
credible.

6.5 Policy Relevance
My findings are substantially interesting for practitioners and donors since
the community is well aware that aid can influence conflicts. I would expect
that the donor community would rather reduce the negative side effects of
aid by steering aid towards certain sectors, and by controlling the concentration of funding, rather than just shutting down foreign assistance to contested
areas. The research design that I rely on is transparent and would be fairly
straightforward for donor organizations to scrutinize in light of their own
experiences, which increases the long-term value for the practitioner and
donor community.
My results primarily support recommendations concerning aid commitments to already violently contested areas. The guideline that I find the
strongest support for is that:
•

If concerned with short-term military fatalities ensure that funding is
diffused over several locations.37
• Several small aid projects do not appear to drive military fatalities
to the extent that large aid projects do.

The second guideline is not as clearly established throughout the literature
but finds some support in this dissertation. It is more uncertain than the first
guideline:
• If concerned with short-term military fatalities then consider humanitarian and food aid38 (representing low barrier to exploitation) rather than
education aid (high barrier to exploitation).
The third guideline is only partially supported here but finds support in the
previous literature. It is the most uncertain recommendation:
37

Note that although the theory and analyses are mainly concerned with spatial concentration
they do not rule out the benefit of diffusing funding over time.
Note that the analyses were run using data on humanitarian and food aid from development
budgets and this recommendation can thus speak more clearly about such projects.

38
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•

If concerned with short-term civilian fatalities (or duration of violence)
then ensure that humanitarian and food aid (low barrier to exploitation)
saves more lives than it puts at risk. Education aid (high barrier to exploitation) on the other hand does not appear to impact civilian fatalities.

These recommendations highlight an ethical dilemma: Donors have to weigh
the risk of intensifying military or civilian fatalities against the lives that
could be saved from committing aid. Also, if concentrated funding increases
military fatalities, and it is known that one side suffers proportionally more
from contests over territorial control, then aid may support the side that suffers less from intensified violence. These choices imply that aid is rarely
impartial.
A practical problem for practitioners when analyzing side effects of aid is
that it may be difficult to determine how much, what type, and to how many
locations other relief and development agencies intend to commit aid. This
makes it harder to ensure that their total funding is not too concentrated.

6.6 Future Research
Continued research efforts will be able to develop theory further and to
judge the degree to which this dissertation’s results hold. Given sufficient
time and resources I can see three primary ways forward, two of which include more advanced ways of dealing with design issues.
The first is to geo-reference aid and to code territorial control for more
cases. Due to the impetus in the donor and academic communities to georeference aid there will soon be datasets available with substantial coverage
and accurate location information. These new datasets will eventually make
it possible to test hypotheses concerned with the impact of aid disbursements
in addition to commitments. This research avenue would also make it possible to further categorize and analyze different types of aid, interactions between variables, as well as to deal with other issues raised throughout this
dissertation. Related research has used the concept project size instead of
funding concentration. The two concepts are related and upcoming datasets
could benefit from including both measurements. Besides coding more cases
of the highly dynamic measures of battleground control it would also be
important to make data on actual control zones, independent of administrative divisions, available for analyzes. This would make it possible to use
slightly different theory and different data to approach the subject from another direction.
The second way forward is to identify a natural experiment. Is there some
donor(s) that commits or disburses aid in a pattern that to all intents and purposes is random? There is one study that appears to have found random assignment of EU aid. This randomness occurs due to the mechanism for as107

signing the presidency of the Council of the European Union to EU member
states – and the tendency of presidency holders to assign more aid to former
colonies when holding the presidency (Carnegie, Aronow, & Marinov,
2012). That particular study might be of limited applicability for subnational analyzes but the approach is inspiring.
The third idea is to explore the prospects of dealing with endogeneity
through a Regression Discontinuity Design. It may be possible to establish
that certain donor(s) distribute some types of aid according to the values of
one particular variable. Examples of such particular variables could be an
area’s exposure to international media, or the area’s need (for instance the
severity of famine). It could then be possible to understand that high exposure, or high need cases, are more likely to receive treatment. There will,
however, also be some areas that are just on the fence, where whether they
experience donor intervention or not, is essentially random. In this “random”
range of intervention it is possible to test causal hypotheses. Crost and Johnston (2010) were able to isolate a causal effect of aid on violence by exploiting the fact that whether or not a municipality was allowed to participate in a
certain aid program was based on its poverty level.
As tend to be the case when we experience that the frontier of our
knowledge is expanded we end up with more new questions than answers. In
this chapter I have highlighted some of those questions and possible ways
forward. To reflect what this dissertation has contributed to what we know
about aid and conflicts I also formulated three policy recommendations to
help mitigate negative side-effects of foreign aid and humanitarian assistance.
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7. Conclusion

The research question guiding this dissertation was: How does foreign aid
committed to contested areas affect the intensity of violence in those areas? I
argued that certain expected aid disbursements motivate warring parties to
engage in contests over territorial control rather than engaging in lowintensity operations. The objective of making this decision is not normally to
maximize fatalities, however, an unintended consequence of the decision is
to choose the level of future violence intensity.
I offered two specific mechanisms. Firstly, if aid funding is expected to
be spatially concentrated within contested areas, then the probability that
warring parties engage in conventional contests for territorial control increases. Aid that is diffused over several locations will on the other hand
increase the probability that warring parties engage in low-intensity, dispersed, operations. The reason for why control contests become more likely
where there is highly concentrated funding is that it is easier to physically
control points of concentrated value rather than large areas where the same
value is spread out. Conventional battles over territorial control are more
likely to result in high military fatalities, as compared to low-intensity irregular and guerrilla warfare.
Hypothesis 1: The greater the expected concentration of aid funding
the greater the short-term military fatalities

The independent variable funding concentration was operationalized as aid
per location, which measures the US dollars that were committed per location that received aid in a contested area. This dichotomous variable was
coded 1 if the value per location was greater than the average of all contested
areas in the dataset. The unit of observation was specified as a warring party
versus its entire opposition in an administrative division per year.
Secondly, I proposed that in already contested areas warring parties
should be more likely to fight other warring parties over territorial control if
there is a type of aid present that can only be exploited by controlling territory, populations, and funding channels. The corollary to this is that all types
of actors would be attracted to exploiting aid if there would be a low barrier
to entry, due to the particular type of aid that is committed. A low barrier to
entry should result in fewer battles over territorial control, and greater fric109

tion between warring parties and civilians. I categorized aid as having a low
barrier to exploitation if it was material, like humanitarian and food aid; and
having a high barrier to exploitation if it was primarily monetary, like education aid.
Hypothesis 2a) A low barrier to exploiting aid should increase the
short-term civilian fatalities
Hypothesis 2b) A high barrier to exploiting aid should increase the
short-term military fatalities
The main goal of this dissertation’s research design was to ensure that the
independent variables achieved as-if random treatment assignment. That was
approached by relying on propensity score matching where pairs of observations were matched based on how likely they were to receive treatment (e.g.
aid per location coded 1). Observations that were similar (in for instance past
aid commitments) were more likely to be matched.
I conclude that greater funding concentration increased military fatalities
by 109 %, or 3.3 fatalities compared to if there were low or no funding concentration. That result was statistically significant at the 99% level and robust to a range of alternative specifications. The results concerning barriers
to exploitation were not as clear cut. The effect of humanitarian and food aid
(low barrier) on civilian fatalities (H2a) was not statistically significant. On
the other hand, in line with H2b’s counterfactual there was no effect of humanitarian and food aid on short-term military fatalities. Hypothesis 2b) was
also supported since a high barrier to exploitation, education aid, was correlated with an increase in military fatalities by 75 %, which is 2.6 fatalities.
Also, education aid had no impact on civilian fatalities (H2a’s counterfactual). In total, the theory was thoroughly scrutinized by testing implications
across two different dependent variables and with extensive covariate sets
and robustness checks.
My findings follow from a different theoretical perspective than existing,
project-level analyses. There are however clear parallels in the results. It has
been found that bigger projects, analogous to concentrated funding, result in
more military fatalities and humanitarian and food aid are widely considered
problematic in promoting long-term low-intensity violence rather than severe short-term military violence. I am confident in my theory, research design, and data collection but I still caution readers not to overemphasize this
dissertation’s results for three reasons:
(1) It is difficult to know what percentage of the total population of aid
projects that my colleagues and I were able to geo-code. This problem is not
unique for this study but is common for data of this type. (2) I rely on the
assumption that warring parties’ expectations about future aid disbursements
are correlated with aid commitments, something that not everyone would
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agree with. (3) The results should only be generalized to contested areas
where there have been reports of at least one military casualty during a year.
The will, or pressure, to do something about low development and humanitarian disasters in conflict areas is probably so great that even if evidence would suggest that all aid to certain areas need to be stopped, that
would likely not happen within a foreseeable future. I therefore formulated
some implications that could feed into the aid community. The first bullet
point contains the strongest recommendation and the last bullet point is the
one that I find the least support for.
•

If concerned with mitigating short-term military fatalities ensure that
funding is diffused over several locations

•

If (again) concerned with short-term military fatalities then humanitarian
and food aid (representing low barrier to exploitation) should be preferred over education aid (high barrier to exploitation)

•

If concerned with short-term civilian fatalities (or duration of violence)
then ensure that humanitarian and food aid (low barrier to exploitation)
saves more lives than it puts at risk. Education aid (high barrier to exploitation) on the other hand does not appear to impact civilian fatalities.

An ethical dilemma that these recommendations highlight is that aid is rarely
impartial. If concentrated funding increases military fatalities, and it is
known that one side suffers proportionally more from contests over territorial control, then highly concentrated aid may support the side that suffers less
from intensified violence. A problem for practitioners in determining whether and how to implement these recommendations is that it may be difficult to
determine how much, what type, and to how many locations other relief and
development agencies intend to commit aid. Thus making it hard to ensure
that the total funding is not too spatially concentrated.
The overall problem that motivated the research question was that despite
the growing literature analyzing a large numbers of observations at the country level the academic community has made slow progress in confirming or
denying the case studies, reports, and intuitions that propose sub-national
mechanisms through which aid may adversely affect sub-national violence
intensity. This dissertation does find that there appears to be systematic subnational effects of aid on conflict risks across a large number of observations. The results are however much more subtle than what previous theories
and evidence would suggest. The effects appear modest in size but are refined concerning what type of fatalities that aid may or may not fuel. Just
fewer than two and a half to a bit over three fatalities may not sound so
much. But when considering that those figures represents 75 to over 100 %
of the average fatalities in one area per year the unforeseen impacts of aid
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should surely be taken into account when considering the magnitude of lives
that foreign funding would be expected to preserve. If a warring party were
active for five years in five administrative divisions that received concentrated funding it would share 82 fatalities with its opposition that it would not
have to suffer if funding were diffused. The impact of high barrier aid calculated for five administrative divisions over five years would amount to just
over of 65 military fatalities. In conclusion, this dissertation finds that foreign aid influences violence intensity in contested areas by shifting warring
parties’ motivations for engaging in contests over territorial control.
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Appendix I. Variable Names and Designations

This appendix connects the variable names to their designations in the dataset.
Table 20. Independent variables names and designations
For Hypotheses Name

Designation

1
1
1
2a
2b

Aid_Conc
Aid_Area
Aid_Value
Hum_F_Dum
Educ_Dum

Aid Value per Location
Aid per Square Kilometer
Total Funding
Humanitarian or Food Aid
Education aid

Table 21. Dependent variables names and designations
Name

Designation

Military fatalities
Military fatalities log
Civilian fatalities
Civilian fatalities log
Best Estimate Log

P1_brd
P1_br_lg
P1_civ_deat
P1_civ_dth_log
P1_best_log

Table 22. Conflict dynamics controls, names and designations
Name

Designation

Greater battleground control
Greater battleground control, alternative
A is Challenger
Multiple Opponents
Attacks by A
A over Peer Attacks
Population near Violence

CtrlP_prepond
A_More_C
M_a_challe
Mult_opp
S_AAdmAt
A_Att_max
M_PointPop
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Table 23. Resource controls, names and designations
Name

Designation

Petro Locations
Diamond Locations
Population Density
Rainfall
Agriculture
Most Petro
Most Diamonds
Most Agriculture

M_Petro_si
M_dDialCou
highPDensi
M_Precip_p
AgrPercent
Petr_max
dDia_max
AgrPrcnt_ma
x

Table 24. Rough terrain controls, names and designations
Name

Designation

Mountainous
Forested
Most Mountaneous
Most Forested
Area Size
Greatest Area

Min_elevat
FrstPrcnt
Elevat_max
FrstPrcnt_max
AreaKm2
AreaKm_max

Table 25. Controlling for diffusion and unobserved covariates, names and designations
Name

Designation

1989
…
2008
Funding Concentration, t-1
Funding per Area, t-1
Total Funding, t-1
Humanitarian or Food Aid, t-1
Education Aid, t-1
Civilian Fatalities, t-1
Military Fatalities, t-1
Best Estimate Log t-1

X1989
…
X2008
M1_Aid_C
M1_Aid_A
M1_Aid_V
M1HUMD
M1EDUCD
M1_civ_log
M1_br_lg
M1_best_log
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Appendix II. Codebook for Assigning Points
of Attack and Control to Civil War Actors
39

Introduction
The purpose of this codebook is to instruct coders on how to determine
which side in a pair of warring parties that initiated a particular battle and
who controlled it afterwards. The resulting dataset will be of events format
and will be compatible with the UCDP GED sub-Saharan Africa dataset
(Sundberg & Melander, 2013).
The information that is reviewed before a coding decision is made is the
same as that which the Uppsala Conflict Data Program’s GED fatality estimates are based on. The coding is done directly from variables that the
UCDP keep in-house. A sample of events have however also been coded
directly from the original source.
The letters A and B are used here, as in the UCDP events data codebook,
to denote the two parties to a dyadic conflict. In state-based conflicts side A
is the government and B is the rebel group, and in non-state conflicts A and
B are both rebel groups. For one- sided events side A is always the perpetrator and side B is the civilian side. Note that the UCDP-GED dataset records
all civilian deaths in a separate category. This means that even if civilians are
recorded as side B, any civilian fatalities are not recorded as “deaths_b” but
as “civilian deaths” (Sundberg et al., 2010).

Coding Procedure
1. Decide whether to start coding state-based, non-state, or one-sided
events
2. To facilitate your comprehension of the dataset identify which actors
you will encounter throughout the coding by checking
www.ucdp.uu.se/database
• As a reference to UCDP definitions check out
http://www.pcr.uu.se/research/ucdp/definitions/
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This codebook has benefited from comments on conceptual issues by Michael G. Findley
and through discussions with Allyson Adams.
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3. Note that some event types in the spreadsheet are so called summary
events (Sundberg et al., 2010).
Include these in your coding as far as is possible, as they can easily be excluded from the core events data later on
4. If possible, code events chronologically, starting with the earliest event
within a conflict or within a particular category of violence
5. Read through the columns titled “What” and “Comment” and determine
who initiated combat (columns Aattack and Battack) as well as who controlled the location after the event (columns Acontrol and Bcontrol)
• In many situations the basic rules in the codebook provide enough
guidance to make coding decisions based on this information
6. If the main sources are too sparse to make a decision then check the
columns “Source_article” and “Where” for supporting information
•

Sometimes other columns, like those that detail the numbers of
deaths, can give useful clues
• Also consult the special rules in this codebook for support when
circumstances are unclear
7. Add a comment on your decision in the column “AComment”
•

8. Update coding based on revealed information
•
•

•

Information from one event that reveals information about a previous event can be used to update the earlier coding decisions
For instance, sometimes it becomes clear that a town was successfully defended earlier in a month when a source mentions that it
was attacked a second time in the month
Information from one category of violence may be used to update
information in another category of violence, if time permits

Coding Attacks and Control
Basic Rules for Coding Attacks
The rules for coding which side that initiated an attack are designed to deal
with state-based and non-state events. For one-sided violence the attacker
and recipient are per definition Aattack (1) and Battack (0). (For information
on types of violence see “UCDP Definitions”.)
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Table 26. Determining which codes to use for attacks
Who attacked?

Aattack Battack

No information
Neither
A
B
Both, within the same event

9
0
1
0
1

9
0
0
1
1

No Information on Who Attacked
If an attacker cannot be located then both categories are coded 9.
Neither Party Initiated the Attack
Ideally the information on which actor started an attack should come from,
or be corroborated by, an independent source. As that is often not possible
the coder must consider information from the belligerents themselves on
who initiated an attack. Often this means that a report stating that B attacked
A will be coded as such. It is however warranted to code neither party as the
attacker (0,0) if an opponent accuses a party of perpetrating an attack, and if
the accused clearly disputes the claim. In this case either party may well
have attacked the other, but the available information means that neither
party admits it. There is enough information to make a decision, but not
enough corroboration of the information to go beyond coding 0 for both
Aattack and Battack.
Although it would be rare that warring parties would just stumble upon
each other with no intention to attack, entering a 0 in both Aattack and Battack can also cover that situation.
A or B Initiated the Attack
If group A initiated the clash then Aattack is coded 1. The same goes for
Battack if B caused the incident.
Both, Within the Same Event
If both actors were clearly attackers then both categories Aattack and Battack
are coded 1.

Special Rules for Coding Attacks
As the information a coder uses to determine who initiated an attack is sometimes limited in scope, the coding rules need to be specified to deal with
vague information.
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Table 27. Determining which codes to use for different attack situations
Situation

Aattack Battack

A conducts an incursion, attack, raid, or offensive
Unspecified clash/battle/combat
A ambushes B
A counter-attacks B
A intercepts B

1
9
1
1
1

0
9
0
1
1

Raids, Incursions, Attacks and Offensives
The party conducting the operation is coded as the attacker.
Clash/Battle/Combat
When the source is so vague as to only mention that there was a clash or
battle all combinations are possible. Therefore neither party is coded as the
attacker (9, 9).
Ambush
An actor (A) is coded as the attacker if it ambushes enemy troops (B) when
they are travelling or patrolling.
Counter-attack
If A attacks the enemy (B) when it has just attacked A’s territory, then B has
been counter- attacked. In this case both actors are coded as attackers (1, 1).
In some cases B has been able to retreat far from the point attack before A’s
counter-attack. When B’s attacks can be spatially separated from A’s attacks
then the two events are normally coded to contain one attack each.
Interception
Similar to a counter-attack, if B is obviously on the way to conduct or support an attack against A when it is attacked, then it has been intercepted.
Both actors are then coded as attackers (1, 1). Again, when B’s attacks can
be spatially separated from A’s attacks, since the clashes occur in totally
different locations, then the two events are coded to contain one attack each.

Basic Rules for Coding Controlled Territory
The aim of this part of the codebook is to specify how it can be determined
which party controlled a battle location after an incident. When a typical
dyad enters the dataset all the territory is assumed to be initially controlled
by the government, unless the source gives indication that the rebels controlled a specific location. Following the first year it is possible that some
locations have changed hands without any casualties (and therefore without
any recorded events) and therefore the coder should no longer assume that
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all locations belong to the government before battle. In some cases there
have been a number of battles before a dyad is included in the dataset and
then it should not be assumed that all locations were controlled by the government the first included year. This coarse method of separating between
cases of initial government control is used since it is beyond the scope of this
coding scheme to qualitatively determine which points were actually controlled by whom prior to a dyad’s inclusion.
Table 28. Determining which codes to use for different types of control
Who controls the location?

Acontrol Bcontrol

No information
Neither
A complete control
B complete control
Partial (within the same event)

9
0
1
0
1

9
0
0
1
1

No Information on Control
Following each violent incident the territory or the object in dispute can be
defended or change hands, and in the end either party will most often control
it. If the available information makes it impossible to determine territorial
control then both columns are coded 9 to reflect that there are missing values.
Neither Controls the Location
In some rare instances there will be situations where neither party remains in
control of the location after the battle. An example would for instance be
when a government column clears the area after being attacked by rebels that
hit and run. Acontrol as well as Bcontrol are coded
0 to reflect the mutual lack of control.
A or B has Complete Control
The variable Acontrol (Bcontrol) is defined as 1 if A (B) defends a location,
repulses an attacker, and remains in control of the location. Also code control for party A (B) if it attacks a location and assumes control over it more
then just momentarily. The opponent’s control is in those cases coded 0.
Both Parties have Partial Control within the Same Event
The smallest type of urban location coded by the UCDP is suburbs (“section
of a populated place”) (Sundberg et al., 2010). It could therefore potentially
be so that a location is controlled by more than one party, for instance if two
actors control a few neighborhoods each in a suburb. If that appears to be the
case, both variables are coded 1.
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Special Rules for Coding Controlled Territory
In many cases the information on whether a location is captured or not is
very sparse, which means that to move beyond missing values the basic coding rules need to be further specified to capture difficult cases.
Table 29. Determining which codes to use for different situations of territorial control
Situation

Acontrol Bcontrol

A fails attack or defense
0
A raids B
0
A ambushes, counter-attacks, or intercepts B on 1

1
1
0

A’s territory
A ambushes, counter-attacks, or intercepts B on 0

1

B’s territory
Signs of partial conquest by A (or B)
Signs of total conquest by A (reverse for B)
No-man’s-land

1
0
0

1
1
0

Failed Attack or Defense
If a source does not spell out who remains in control of an area after a battle
it is sometimes stated implicitly. For instance if it is clear that an attack
“failed”, was “neutralized”, or that the attackers were “pushed back” or “repulsed”, etc., that indicates that the defender controlled the area after the
attack. In such cases assign control to the defending party.
If the defending forces flee before an attacker and leave the location undefended, and if there is no other indication that the attackers only raided the
location and left, then code control for the attacker.
Raids
Differentiate between raids and attacks aimed at capturing territory. The
term “attack” can include both raids and conquests. If a source uses the terms
“raid”, “hit and run”, or “depredation” (and depending on the context the
terms “sortie”, “incursion”, “shelling”, and “bombardment”) then it can be
understood that the attack was not intended to capture and control territory.
If the term “raid” is not used, but if the result of an attack is the sabotage of
for instance a diamond mine or an oil plant, then that indicates it was a raid
without the goal of capturing the location. If the goal was to assume control
then it would be counter-productive to destroy access to the resources. This
is often true if other types of installations are intentionally destroyed, such as
enemy barracks. If the raid occurs on the defenders territory then code control for the defending party in all these cases.
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Ambush, Counter-Attack, or Interception on A’s and B’s Territories
During ambushes, counter-attacks and interceptions the circumstances dictate whether the territory should be coded as belonging to A or B. If for instance the government (A) ambushed the rebels (B) the way to code control
depends on who held the territory before the operation. If the government
controlled the territory, and they managed to ambush an enemy patrol, then
the territory most likely belongs to the government afterwards. A failed ambush would likely be specified as such by the source.
However, if the targets of the ambush (the rebels) most likely controlled
the territory before the action, then the coder needs to determine whether the
ambush should be treated as a raid, or as a sign of partial or total conquest. In
most cases the terms ambush, counter-attack, and interception, signals that
the action is akin to a raid and unless the source gives clue to other circumstances actor B can be coded as the continued owner of the territory.
Signs of Partial Conquest
In some cases attackers appear to gain some control over government territory as they free prisoners and capture military materiel. In general, freeing
prisoners, capturing sizeable material or structural resources indicates partial
conquest. If there are enough signs of conquests to suggest that the attacker
gained some form of foothold on the defenders territory throughout the
event, code control for both parties (1, 1). In some cases there might be conflicting information as to who had control over an area. For instance when a
government captures almost four hundred people for questioning in a district
considered a stronghold of the opposition. A vast number of prisoners would
normally suggest total government control, but since the source states that
the area is an opposition stronghold it is most prudent to code partial control
for both.
Signs of Total Conquest
When the source makes it obvious that the attacker has become very strong
locally, and when the amount or size of materiel or structures captured (or
prisoners released, or opponents captured) is very large, then code control
for the attacker. Some terms that suggest total control is for instance if an
actor conducts mopping-up operations (clearing out or rounding up of scattered remnants of beaten enemy forces), or if an area is considered off limits
to the opponent.
No-Man’s-Land
During many raids it is often clear that the defender controls the location
before and after it is attacked. But during some – for instance attacks on
moving columns (cars, trains, and ships) – the area of the clash could be a
no-man’s-land. If both the attacker and the defender leave the scene after an
130

ambush on a column then there is enough information to code it as no control for either party (0, 0).
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Appendix III. Localized Battleground Control
during Civil Conflicts

Introduction
The purpose of this appendix is to detail the procedure for coding warring
parties’ localized battleground control during contemporary intra-state conflicts. Battleground control measures the extent to which a warring party has
been successful in winning battles by defending or conquering territory. By
localized I refer to a sub-national administrative division such as a province.
I essentially combine data of administrative divisions with data of points of
control, i.e. locations that a warring party has asserted control over. Localized battle dominance can be used as a measure of warring parties’ military
power, or territorial dominance, in contested areas.
The concept contested areas is key to understanding what this dataset is
and what it is not. I am not measuring territorial control resulting from conquest that was unopposed by other warring parties. For instance the initial
conquests by the rebels in Ivory Coast in 2002 and the rebel group MODEL
in Liberia in 2003 do not count towards their battle dominance, as there were
few clashes with government troops at the start of the conflicts. I only gauge
the military power that has been revealed through violent contacts significant
enough that at least one person was reportedly killed.
To fully understand this text it should be read side by side with the Codebook for Assigning Points of Attack and Control to Civil War Actors
(Strandow, 2012).

Battleground Control
Localized sub-national areas could either grids or administrative divisions.
Grids are for instance two by two degree grids delineated by researchers, and
administrative divisions are the sub-national politically relevant areas delineated by states. Grids have the benefit of being of constant size over time
and space. However, since warring parties are more likely to assign troops
and plan operations based on administrative divisions that type of territorial
units may be easier to connect to some sets of theories. Discussing control in
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named territorial units is also much more concrete. For those reasons I prefer
to rely on administrative divisions.

Coding Battleground Control
The procedure for coding battleground control relies on data of points of
control (Strandow, 2012). Again, all events are significant enough that there
were reports of at least one person killed at the time of the event.
Administrative divisions in Africa South of the Sahara are subject to
change over time. To make sure that the units of analysis are constant over
time I use the latest administrative region data from the Database of Global
Administrative Areas (GADM). As long as users realize that the names of
regions only reflect the most recent divisions, the decision to use units that
are constant over time does not result in significant data preparation problems.
I focus on first order administrative divisions like provinces. Although I
would achieve greater granularity by focusing on lower order administrative
divisions I select the higher level to ensure that I minimize the number of
observations where zero battle dominance is recorded. Having too many zero
observations limits the number of different methods of analysis.
There are a few cases, such as Sudan, Chad and the Democratic Republic
of Congo with administrative divisions that are registered by GADM as first
order, but that are much larger, and often fewer, than those of most other
countries. For these deviating cases the areas recorded by GADM as second
order administrative divisions are used instead as they are more comparable
to the sub-divisions of the other countries.
I use a unit of analysis that focuses on one warring party at a time and its
interaction with all other warring parties in an area. All parties in such a
conflict cluster are investigated in turn. In the resulting data structure each
row represents a warring party in a particular area, for a particular year,
against all opponents in that area.
To code battleground control an Excel file containing directed dyad
events data is opened in ArcGIS or similar program. Thereafter:
• Plot coordinates, check for errors in plotting and in year and deaths, etc.
• Remove events with spatial precision over 4
• First order administrative divisions have precision score 4, and the
scores greater than 4 generally refer to bigger geographic areas.
This means that only battles that have been determined to occur
within the area of analysis are recorded
• Export as shapefile and check for errors again
Make sure that all event variables are prepared for aggregation to an areayear format by:
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•

Generating the recoded attack and control points by setting up:
• AAdmCtrl is coded 1 if ("acontrol" = 1) AND (("bcontrol" =
OR ("bcontrol" = 8) OR ("bcontrol" = 9))
• BAdmCtrl is coded 1 if ("bcontrol" = 1) AND (("acontrol" =
OR ("acontrol" = 8) OR ("acontrol" = 9))
• AAdmAtt is coded 1 if "aattack" = 1
• BAdmAtt is coded 1 if "battack" = 1
• Partial control, PartCtrl is coded 1 if ("acontrol" =
AND("bcontrol" = 1) (Only a couple of hundred events out
about 17 500)

0)
0)

1)
of

Dissolve in order to get yearly data. From events to yearly data:
• Use the dataset, BattleEvents_StaticVariables_3June13 (available as
Excel, csv, and shapefile).
• Dissolve based on the following IDs: ID_0 (GADM country id),
Name_0 (country name), ID_1 (GADM adm1 ID), NAME_1 (adm1
name), year, side_a_id (UCDP actor ID) side_a (actor name)
• Generate statistics for: conflict_ID (count, first), conflict_name (first),
dyad_id (count, first), dyad_name (first), side_b (first, last), side_b_id
(first, last), typeofviolence (first, last, mean), gwno (mean), AAdmatt
(sum), BAdmatt (sum), AAdmCtrl (sum), BAdmCtrl, Partctrl (sum),
New (mean), Achallen (mean), directed (mean), All measures of deaths
(sums), active year (mean)
• Achallen is a variable recording whether an actor could be considered a challenger or an incumbent
• An actor is for instance considered a challenger if it is not a government, or if it conducted the first attack in a dyad.
• This is a dyadic measure originally since it is created in the event
format. By taking the mean of this value I get an actor’s average
challenger status in relation to all opponents in an area
• Check: “Create multi-part features”
• Create a spatial and temporal lag-structure. Explaining how this is done
is beyond this codebook but will be explained in future publications that
make use of spatial and temporal controls
• To calculate an actor’s level of control in one area relative to its
control in other areas it is possible to make use of spatial lags. The
same can be done by comparing measures at time t with measures
at other times
A Primary measure of Relative Territorial Dominance can be calculated by:
• Creating a dichotomous intervention/treatment variable that is coded 1 if
an actor’s level of control is higher than all opponents’ level of control
in a particular area. Coded 0 if the actor has the same, or lower, level of
control than the opponents
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Dataset
The full dataset that is built around the battleground control concept contains
the following variables many of which are available in the public release:
Table 30. Complete list of variable names and their contents
Variable Name
Identifiers
OBJECTID
ID_0
NAME_0
ID_1
NAME_1
year
side_a
side_a_id
Count_conf
F_conf_ID
F_conf_nam
C_dyads
F_dyadID
F_dyadname
F_b_name
L_b_name
Mult_opp
F_b_ID
L_b_ID
F_typ_viol
L_typ_viol
M_typ_viol
M_gwno
CYearAct
minus1y
minus2y
minus3y
plus1y
Variables at
Current Time and
Place
M_Petro_si
M_dDialCou
S_AAdmCt
S_BAdmCt
S_PartialC
S_AAdmAt
S_BAdmAt
M_new

Content

Country ID
Country name
Administrative region ID
Administrative region name
Year
Side a name
side a ID
Number of conflicts
First conflict name
First conflict ID
Number of dyads
First dyad ID
First dyad name
First side b name
Last side b name
Multiple opponents in area. If F_b_name is the same as L_b_name
then code 0 otherwise 1
First side b ID
Last side b ID
First type of violence
Last type of violence
Mean type of violence
Country ID, represented by mean gwno
ID column that concatenates country ID (ID_0), year, and side_a_id
This is only a tool for setting up lag structure
This is only a tool for setting up lag structure
This is only a tool for setting up lag structure
This is only a tool for setting up lag structure

Mean number of petro locations within administrative region
Mean number of diamond locations within administrative region
(based on dDial)
Sum of all points controlled by a in administrative region
Sum of all points controlled by b in administrative region
Sum of all points that a and b controls partially
Sum of all points attacked by a in administrative region
Sum of all points attacked by b in administrative region
Mean, the degree of which this entry is based on a new directed
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M_a_challe
A_govt
M_directed
S_death_a
S_death_b
S_civ_deat
S_unknown_
S_bestesti
S_highesti
S_BminA
M_PointPop
S_Pointpop
STD_Pointp
ACtrl_pop
BCtrl_pop
Ctrl_pop_diff
M_Adm_Ppoi
M_activeye
AreaPop
PopDensity
AreaKm2
S_Precip_perc
M_Precip_perc
STD_Precip_perc
S_Precip_real
M_Precip_real
STD_Prec_real
LOC
S_usdcr
USDCO
MinUSDLOC
AVG_USDCOL
SUM_USDCOL
HUMFOOD
SUM_Transp
AGRICULT
EDUCAT
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dyad
Mean, the degree of which a is a challenger in this k-ad
Whether a is a government (1) or not (0)
Mean, the degree to which actor a is based on new directed dyad
rows (as compared to original UCDP undirected dyad rows)
Sum of all people killed from side a by opposing k-actors
Sum of all people killed from side b by a
Sum of all civilians killed by any actor in the k-ad
Sum of all unknown deaths caused by any actor in the k-ad
Sum of best estimates of all deaths in k-ad
Sum of high estimates of all deaths in k-ad
Sum of best estimate deaths minus side a deaths
Mean size of populations at battle locations
Sum of populations at battle locations
Standard deviation of populations at battle locations
A Ctrl times average population affected by battles. Mean is 208722
A Ctrl times average population affected by battles. Mean is 171932
Difference between Actrl_pop and BCtrl_pop. Mean is 36790
The total population of the administrative region based on town
populations. Too corrupted by ArcGIS to be useful. See highpop
variable for a variable with less missing values
Mean, the degree to which the current year has side a involved with
other actors in the k-ad at 25 or more battle related deaths
The total population of the administrative region based on raster and
area data. See highpop variable for a variable with less missing
values
Population density, which is AreaPop/AreaKm2. See highPDensit
variable for a variable with less missing values.
Area in square kilometers (based on the area population file)
Sum of rainfall in percentages
Mean of rainfall in percentages
Standard deviation of rainfall in percentages
Sum of rainfall in numbers
Mean of rainfall in numbers
Standard deviation of rainfall in numbers
Total number of locations that aid projects are committed to in the
administrative region
Total value, in US Dollars, of aid projects that are committed to in
the administrative region
Total value, in constant US Dollars, of aid projects that are committed to the administrative region
Minimum value, in constant US Dollars, of aid value in the administrative region. Average is 1106852. This is not a recommended
measure
Average value, in constant US Dollars, of aid projects committed
per location in the administrative region
Sum of value, in constant US Dollars, of aid projects committed per
location in the administrative region
Short term humanitarian aid and food aid. OECD Purpose Code:
520, 700-740, 910-998,
OECD Purpose Code:
OECD Purpose Code:
OECD Purpose Code: 110-114

Globcover
Elevation
Min_elevat
Forest
FrstPrcnt
highpop
highPDensit
LocDispers
AgrBinary
AgrPercent

Transitional Variables
CtrlP_smlr1
CtrlP_smlr2
CtrlP_smlr3
CtrlP_smlr4
IfACtrl>1
IfBCtrl>1
IfACtrl>2
IfBCtrl>2

Contagion from
Neighbors
MAX_Min_elevat
MAX_Forest
MAX_FrstPrcnt
MAX_AgrBinary
MAX_AgrPercent

Land cover data from GLOBCOVER_L4_200901_200912_V2.3.tif.
This is the type value of all raster cells within an administrative
region
Elevation data in categories from UNEP WCMC 2002, file
mtn_02g. This is the type value of all raster cells within an administrative region
Real values of minimum elevation in meters
Values from low to high representing greater and greater forest
coverage
Percentages of forest cover: 60, 90 contain minimum of 15%; 40,
100, 130 contain minimum 16%, and 50, 70 contain minimum 41%
forest
This is based on AreaPop but includes data from M_Adm_Ppoi
where AreaPop has missing data
Population density that results from highpop/AreaKm2
Location Density, the mean population at battle locations
(M_PointPop) divided by population density in area (highPDensit)
Areas that could be used for crops or pastures land, or not. Coded 1
if Globcover is categories: 20, 30, 110, 120, 140, 150, 180
When there is agriculture land (land used for crops or pastures)
indicated at a certain percent, that percent is coded as follows:
150=14%, 140, 180=16%, 110=20%, 120=50%, 20, 30=70%

Coded 1 if Ctrlp_pop_diff <36791
Coded 1 if Ctrlp_pop_diff >-1
Coded 1 if ACtrlPop is >0
Coded 1 if BCtrlPop is >0
If S_AAdmCt >1 then code 1
If S_BAdmCt >1 then code 1
If S_AAdmCt >2 then code 1
If S_BAdmCt >2 then code 1

Records the maximum value of the elevation in neighboring administrative regions, including the current area
Records the maximum value of forest cover categories in neighboring administrative regions, including the current area
Records the maximum percentage of forest cover in neighboring
administrative regions, including the current area
Records the maximum value of areas that could be used for crops or
pastures (dichotomous) in neighboring administrative regions, including the current area
Records the maximum percentage of areas that could be used for
crops or pastures in neighboring administrative regions, including
the current area

Temporal Lag
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M1USDCOL
M1_Aid_V
M1USDCO
M1AVGUSDCO
M1_Aid_C
M1_Aid_Low
M1_Aid_Hig
M1LOC
M1MinUSDLOC
M1MinAidConc
M1HUMFOOD
M1HUMD
M1EDUCAT
M1EDUCD
M1AGRICULT
M1AGRID
Hum_Conc
M1_AAdmCt
M1_BAdmCt
M1_AAdmAt
M1_BAdmAt
M1_death_a
M1_death_b
M1_civ_deat
M1_civ_log
M1_unknown
M1_brd
M1_br_lg
M1_best
M1_best_log
M1_highest
M1_M_PPop
M1_STD_Ppop
M1_kill_r
M1_typ_viol
M1_a_chall
P1_AAdmAt
P1_BAdmAt
P1_death_a
P1_death_b
P1_civ_deat
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T-1, average value, in constant US Dollars, of aid projects committed per location in the administrative region
T-1, dichotomous, aid concentration over T-1 average (7677009))
T-1 version of SUM_USDCOL, USD constant
T-1 version of AVG_USDCOL, USD constant
T-1, dichotomous, aid concentration over T-1 average,
M1AVGUSDCO, (543157)
T-1, dichotomous, aid concentration over T-1 low threshold,
M1AVGUSDCO, (450000)
T-1, dichotomous, aid concentration over T-1 high threshold,
M1AVGUSDCO, (650000)
T-1, number of locations
T-1 minimum USDLOC, M1USDCO divided by M1LOC. Average
is 845705. Not recommended measure
T-1, minimum USDLOC, dichotomous. Coded 1 if over 845705.
Not recommended measure
T-1, short term humanitarian aid and food aid. OECD Purpose Code:
520, 700-740, 910-998,
T-1, dichotomous, humanitarian and food aid (1) or not (0)
T-1, education aid
T-1, dichotomous education aid
T-1, agriculture aid
T-1, dichotomous agriculture aid
Coded 1 if there are humanitarian and food aid projects with a value
concentration over the average (1421180)
T-1, sum of all points controlled by a in administrative region
T-1, sum of all points controlled by b in administrative region
T-1, sum of all points attacked by a in administrative region
T-1, sum of all points attacked by b in administrative region
T-1, sum of all people killed from side a by opposing k-actors
T-1, sum of all people killed from side b by a
T-1, sum of all civilians killed by any actor in the k-ad
T-1, sum of civilian deaths in k-ad, log-10 of value+1
T-1, sum of all unknown deaths caused by any actor in the k-ad
T-1, sum of best estimates of all deaths in cluster excluding civilian
deaths
T-1, sum of best estimates of all deaths in cluster excluding civilian
deaths, log-10 of (best estimate+1)
T-1, sum of best estimates of all deaths in k-ad
T-1, sum of best estimates of all deaths in k-ad, log-10 of value+1
T-1, sum of high estimates of all deaths in k-ad
T-1, mean size of populations at battle locations
T-1, standard deviation of populations at battle locations
T-1, Ratio of M1_death_b/(1+M1_death_b+M1_death_a). Higher
means a kills more b
T-1, mean type of violence
T-1, the degree of which a is a challenger in this k-ad
T+1, sum of all points attacked by a in administrative region
T+1, sum of all points attacked by b in administrative region
T+1, sum of all people killed from side a by opposing k-actors
T+1, sum of all people killed from side b by a
T+1, sum of all civilians killed by any actor in the k-ad

P1_civ_dth_log
P1_unknown
P1_brd
P1_br_lg
P1_best
P1_best_log
P1_highest
P1_M_PPop
P1_STD_Ppop
P1_kill_r
P1_BminA
P1_b_deviat
P1_BmA_deviat
1989
2008

Contagion from
Relevant Areas
M_C_AAdmCt
M_C_BAdmCt
M_C_AAdmAt
M_C_BAdmAt
M_C_death_a
M_C_death_b
M_C_civ_deat
M_C_unknown_
M_C_bestest
M_C_highest
M_C_BminA
M_C_PointPop

T+1, sum of all civilians killed by any actor in the k-ad , log-10 of
value+1
T+1, sum of all unknown deaths caused by any actor in the k-ad
T+1, sum of best estimates of all deaths in cluster excluding civilian
deaths
T+1, sum of best estimates of all deaths in cluster excluding civilian
deaths, log-10 of (best estimate+1)
T+1, sum of best estimates of all deaths in k-ad
T+1, sum of best estimates of all deaths in k-ad, log-10 of value+1
T+1, sum of high estimates of all deaths in k-ad
T+1, mean size of populations at battle locations
T+1, standard deviation of populations at battle locations
T+1, Ratio of P1_death_b/(1+P1_death_b+P1_death_a). Higher
means a kills more b
T+1, best estimate deaths minus side a deaths
Deviation of b deaths, t+1, compared to the country mean of b
deaths at t
Deviation of best minus a deaths, t+1, compared to the country mean
of best minus a deaths at t
The first covariate year in the dataset, coded 1 if 1989 (all years in
between the first and the last are also included in the covariate set)
The last covariate year in the dataset, coded 1 if (all years in
between are also included in the covariate set)

Mean value of any a actors' control in any area within the current
country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean value of any b actors' control in any area within the current
country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean value of any a actors' number of attacks in any area within the
current country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean value of any b actors' number of attacks in any area within the
current country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean number of people killed from side a in any area within the
current country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean number of people killed from side b by a in any area within
the current country that current a operates in, including the current
area
Mean number of civilians killed by any actor in the k-ad, in any area
within the current country that current a operates in, including the
current area
Mean number of unknown deaths caused by any actor in the k-ad, in
any area within the current country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean best estimate of all deaths in k-ad, in any area within the
current country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean high estimate of all deaths in k-ad, in any area within the
current country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean best estimate deaths minus side a deaths in k-ad, in any area
within the current country that current a operates in, including the
current area
Mean size of populations at battle locations in any area within the
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M_C_StdPntPop
M_C_Petro_si
M_C_dDialCou
M_C_AreaKm2
M_C_usdcoloc

current country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean size of standard deviations of populations at battle locations in
any area within the current country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean number of petro locations in any area within the current
country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean number of diamond locations in any area within the current
country that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean square kilometer area in any area within the current country
that current a operates in, including the current area
Mean value of all localized aid to any area within the current
country that current a operates in, including the current area

Spatial Contagion
Strategic Dummies
A_Ctrl_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, control by a than all other areas within the country that actor a operates
in
B_Ctrl_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, control by b than all other areas within the country that actor a operates
in
A_Att_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, number of attacks by a than all other areas within the country that actor a
operates in
B_Att_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, number of attacks by b than all other areas within the country that actor a
operates in
Kill_A_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, number of a kills than all other areas within the country that actor a
operates in
Kill_B_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, number of b killed by a than all other areas within the country that actor
a operates in
Kill_Civ_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, number of civilians killed than all other areas within the country that
actor a operates in
Kill_unkn_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, number of unknown people killed than all other areas within the country
that actor a operates in
Kill_best_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, best
estimate of kills than all other areas within the country that actor a
operates in
Kill_high_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, high
estimate of kills than all other areas within the country that actor a
operates in
Battl_pop_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, size of
population at battle locations than all other areas within the country
that actor a operates in
B_stdpop_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, standard deviation of population at battle locations than all other areas
within the country that actor a operates in
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Spatial Contagion
Resource Dummies
AreaKm_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has greater square kilometer
area than all other areas within the country that actor a operates in
Usd_loc_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has greater amount of
localized aid than all other areas within the country that actor a
operates in. This particular variable is coded 0 when the highest aid
is 0 because it doesn't make sense to code 1 (unlike the other Dichotomous variables)
Petr_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has greater number of petro
locations than all other areas within the country that actor a operates
in
dDia_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has greater, number of diamond locations than all other areas within the country that actor a
operates in
Elevat_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, elevation than the neighborhood max (since neighboorhood includes
current are it has to be "as great or greater" to give similar relation as
other resource dummies
FrstPrcnt_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, forest
percentage than the neighborhood max (since neighboorhood includes current are it has to be "as great or greater" to give similar relation as other resource dummies
AgrPrcnt_max
Dichotomous. Coded 1 if current area has as great, or greater, crops
or pastures area percentage than the neighborhood max (since neighborhood includes current are it has to be "as great or greater" to
give similar relation as other resource dummies

Additional Intervention Dummies
A_More_C
A_Mor_C_M1
Simlr_Ctrl2
Simlr_Ctrl1
Hum_F_Dum
Aid_Conc
Aid_ConLow
Aid_ConHig
Aid_Value
Aid_Area
MinAidConc

Coded 1 if a marked control over more territory than b during
current year and area
Coded 1 if a controls more territory than b during year t-1 in current
area
Coded 1 if both a and b controls at least 2 control points during
current year and area
Coded 1 if both a and b controls at least 1 control points during
current year and area
Coded 1 if there was humanitarian aid or food aid during the current
year and area
Based on average usdco-loc (AVG_USDCOL). Coded 1 if the value
per aid location, S_usdco_loc, is over the average, 698208
Based on average usdco-loc (AVG_USDCOL). Coded 1 if the value
per aid location is over the low cut-off, 550000
Based on average usdco-loc (AVG_USDCOL). Coded 1 if the value
per aid location is over the high cut-off, 750000
Based on total usdco-loc (SUM_USDCOL). Coded 1 if the value per
aid location, S_usdco_loc, is over the average, 9817845
Based on usdco per square km (USDAREA). Coded 1 if the value
per square km, is over the average, 8303
Based on minimum usdco-loc. Coded 1 if the value per aid location,
S_usdco_loc, is over the average, 1106852. Not recommended
measure
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CtrlP_prepond
CtrlP_smlr
M1_Force
A_More_A
Bttl_pop_t
Educ_Dum
Agri_Dum
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Coded 1 if a had a difference in population affected by control >
73580 (twice the average difference
Coded 1 if CtrlP_smlr1, CtrlP_smlr2, CtrlP_smlr3, CtrlP_smlr4 are
all positive
Coded 1 if either actor initiated battle, and if there were best or high
deaths, at time t-1. Not exactly the same as lagged dependents
Coded 1 if a attacks more than during current year and area
Coded 1 if population at battle locations was higher at t
(M_PointPop) compared to t-1 (M1_M_Ppop)
Coded 1 if there was education aid during the current year and area
Coded 1 if there was agriculture aid during the current year and area

Appendix IV. Concatenated IDs and Lags

The purpose of this appendix is to share the most important principles behind how I set up lags and leads in Excel and ArcGIS. In order to be able to
summarize, for instance, level of control as a sliding summary it is necessary
to summarize independent variables over several years. To determine whether the independents occur before dependents it is also vital to lead potential
dependent variables.
• In the first stage the variable names of what will become the lag and lead
IDs sounds backwards. This is because the names are chosen in reference to what their end purposes are
• Create the variable minus1y. The “y” stands for the coming year but the
variable is created from the current year. So that for the coming 1991 the
current (1990) minus1y is 1991. What this means is that it is possible to
merge information from 1990 into 1991 since the IDs can be the same
• Create the variable plus1y
• Populate the variables so that for instance minus1y is “year” plus 1
Create IDs that concatenates several columns:
• ConcY is baseline ID
• ConcP1 is used for lead T+1
• ConcM1 is used for lag T-1
These three IDs were concatenated using [side_a_id] & [ID_1] & [ID_0] &
[year]. ID_1 is administrative division ID and ID_0 is country ID. Year will
contain minus1y, or plus1y, or current year depending on what is the purpose
of a particular concatenated ID. Also added ConcACY for getting country
level data to a row (Actor, Country, Year) and ConCRY to concatenate
country, region and year. For the aid data there was also a ConCRYP1 added
(associated file called AidData_mergedprepped.dbf). All the lagged columns
were then merged to the original shapefile. The battle data was then exported
to a new shapefile that was used to access the lagged variables:
BattleYKad_NC_Lags21Aug13 .shp.
• Now
join
(join
field)
the
lagged
independents
from
BattleYKad_NC_Lags21Aug13.shp
to
BattleYKad_NoCiv21Aug13.shp, for instance from 1990 to the year
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1991. Now the “minus” makes sense as it is related to variable values
from year minus 1
• With ConcP1 add deaths, population points(mean, std), and attacksums. Use ConcY as the ID at the receiving end
• With ConcM1 add dependents plus controlsums in order to control for spatial spread and in order to determine control correctly.
For yminus 1 also add achallen and mean violence type

Setting up Country-Year-Actor
•
•
•
•
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Dissolve by ID_0, Name_0, year, side_a_id, side_a_name, ConcACY
Output isCountryYKad_NoCiv20Aug13
Save the mean values of control, attack, deaths, population at battle sites,
diamond and petro variables, km2, and usdco per location
Join Field the mean values to the original K-ad structure using the
ConcACY ID. Output is again BattleYKad_NoCiv21Aug13.shp
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